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.S:'ino? (something new). v»ery line flavor
>1.1 Gov t Java (the very be t imported),
.Mocha (high liavorel an·! strong)
Mocha and -J iva mixed (makes a line coffee),
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IPQKTL, AW Q. ME.

HALL,

M aracaib ·.· ( best quail· y).
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GOODS

DEANE BROS. & SANBORN,
Nos. (83 and 185 Middle St.

cast of

the

in

characters.

ADELAIDE PHILLIPPS. MARÏE STONE.
GERALDINE l'LMEU, LIZZIE BURTON,
M. W. WHITNEY, II. C. BAKNABEK,
W. II.

EKSSENDEN,

W. II.

MMERLEE.

G. Iv A

MCDONALD,

I

ENTERTAINMENTS

Photographic Transparenlarge Screen by the OxyHydrngen Stereo-Panopticon, the best instrument
for the purpose known to the scientific world, accompanied by lntcresuLg Descriptive Lectures,
by Profs. Mapes and Morgan, in

the

Vatican."

All Wool Blue Rihhed
3*7

Friday, Nov. 12—"London, the Great City.'*
Saturday. Nov. 13-"A Tour through the Old World.'
Single Entertainment 25c; The Series 75c. Entertainment begins at 8 o'clock. Tickets for sale at
the bookstores and by the members.
nov8d3t

SINGING SCHOOL
Monday Evening,

Nov.

15,

1880.

Gilbert's Assemblies
of the management only.
Class in V aitzirg the
every IMouday evening.
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Raquet
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arrival of new Fall \eck-Wear
opened every week,
The largest line ©s SO cent Flat Scarfs ever
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CO.,
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that, no matter whether Hancock or Garfield if
elected, there never was a time in the history of the world when such BARGAINS
as now.

WHAT DO YOU THINK
OF

HOUSE.

The Mutual Benefit
LIFE INSURANCE CO.
OF

(all

L3KL,
GIIOVER,

C.

O".

1ST.

President.

Jan.

1, 1880, Market Value, $35,311,626.67.
LIABILITIES by New York Standard, $29,299,098.03
SURPLUS, N>w York Standard, $6,012,528.64.
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Boys' Box

To8

These

Goods

to

$1.25?
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you.
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tion

Ag'ts

Office : 28

packages,

25c per lb. In 2 lb.

on

HONEY

packages

23c per lb*

to any

made, in

5 lb.

Pails,

80c ppr Pail.

FLAVORING EXTBACTS,

Poor Extracts

dear at any

arc

price, and

we

prefer to sell

our

customers those that

know will please.

we

Although this is a new department in our business, yet it promises to be an important one. Our stock
comprises the best imported «CMV WEST -i.i.t DO IIEU t'C
As we do not have to
a better -Cigar tor the
depend upon our Cigar trade lor our profits, we call afford and (lo sellÇIGABS.
money than
can

h-A ohtiiiiiffl

other

at

s tor as.

Our δ Cent Principe is made of all Havana
fine flavored Cigar.

Favorita, genuine Key West,

Best Brands of

Cigarettes,

the best 10 cent

13 cents

Cigar

a

in the

very

City.

Bunch.

WHOLESALE AM» RETAIL·

GROCERS,

Congress

NE A Κ HEAD OF GKEE3 STREET,

235

MIDDLE

AND

ME.
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DONGOLA.
I have the exclusive sale in this city of tlic ONLY and ORIGINAL

DONGOLA
Bep<t

Street

BOOT.
French Caif, Goat and Grain.

Children's Colored Boots,

Walking Boots,

Straight

Goat

Pink, Blue, Gold, Bronze

and Pearl.

Boots, White Kid Goods>
AND

Slippers,
Top Boots with Box Toes. Fancy
In all

styles for Ladies, Misses and Children.

CLOTH TOP Imitation "Button CONGRESS BOOTS.
London Itals., Walkinxi'ast Bals., Morocco Leg Boots, for Dress

and Street

Wca--

ING PUJIPS, ail widths.

Please call and examine the ONLY LARGE STOCK of line Boots and Slices
State of Maine at the very lowest prices.

LIGGETT & MYERS'

STAR

H. G.

ever

opened in til

PALMER,

230 Middle Street.

Bold "toy all Ucalers.
OC28

pay

Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indicure
gestion, Constipation or Costive»>ess we cannot
with West's Vegetable Liver Pills, when the < iare
with.
are
They
strictly complied
rections
purely Vegetable, and never tail to give satisfac30
Coated.
boxes,
containing
tion.
Large
Sugar
Beware
sale by all druggists.
pills, 25 cents. Forimitations.
The
manuand
genuine
of counterfeits
factured only 1)7 .JOHN C. WKST & CO., "The Pill
Makers," 181 & 183 W. Madison St., Chicago.
Free trial package eent by mail prepaid on receipt
sepOdeow&w eowly
of ;i 3 cent stamp.

Date

J. II. BATES,
of S. M. Pettengill & Co.

Netfsl,\ai>,'r Advertising Agent,
YORK.

eodtf

Send tor

at

1(X)

choice Newspepew.

The width of the Teliuantepec Isthmus i s 145 miles; of the Isthmus of
Nicaragua, 135 miles, and of the Isthmus of Panama, 45 miles. While the grades of all arc
about the same, there are other reasons besides a saving of dista ce which the
projector of the ship jail λ ay considers as
weighing
in favor of his route. He claims that the
railway can be built much quicker and
chea er and o. erated much
cheaper, and

selected for a railway it would
have the advantage of one-third to one-half
less cost of original construction over canals
as designed by Count de
Lesseps; that the
outlay required to maintain a canal would
exceed the whole cost of operating a railway. Captain Eads further declares that
the most eminent ship-builders and
engineers in America and
Europe have proroutes were

Knitted

FORKS!' LEAF with .JUNIPER Berries and BARLEY MALT we have disEyBy
covered KIDNEGEN, which acts specifically on the Kidneys and Urinary Organs, removing deposits in the
bladder and any straining, smarting heat or irritation iu the water passages, giving them strength, vigor
and caus'ng a healthy color and ea-v flow of urine. It can be taken at all tinies, in all climates ν ithout
injury to the system. Unlike any other préparation for Kidney difficulties, it has a very pleasant and
Laagreeable taste and flavor. It contains positive diureth· properties and will not nauseate.
dies especially will like it, and Gentlemen will find KIDNEGEN the best Tonic Beverage for its purposes

ever

«listillalion of

JVOT1CE.—Each label has the Signature of LAWRENCE & MARTIN, a?,d each
ernment Revenue Stamp (with oar name,) which permits K1DNEGEN to be sold as
(without license) by Druggists, Grocers and other Dealers everywhere.
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all Druggists.

good,

active

WANTED.
(arm in Cumberland Centre.
GEO.

ar-

11

men

to work
Aiitilv to

eod&eowlyr

40

a

I'orilaixd.

cod 2 m

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,
Blitli PLANK.

Timber and flow Rteauiw, Trcennil·,
Treenail Wedges and Planking *1 edge*,
Pine nml Sïemlor.li Itiiildin^ Ι.ιιιήl>er, Kox Hoard», miiu^lee Ac.

Agricultural Warehouse,
ilver St., Poitland, Maine.

U. C.
Οβ2

Notice.
'Longshoremen: That the term
NOTICE
the
pa^25 cents for initiation fee will end
15th of November.
P. J.
01

JORDAN,

HIGGINS,
Secretary.

F. A.

d8t

ι

Alfred,

Maine.
tf
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W. T. SOULE A CO., 130
WW nrll Β t·» Hal I ο Street. Chicago.
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ExcliniijKC St.,

Car

BLANCHARD & BliO.,

Portland, Nov. 4, 1880.

by AdnniN Ar KobiiiNOii, Ί*β. 14©

BBV PIKE,

on

to all

New Vt-rk.

Oak

Farm Hands

Druggist's or Grocer's, we will send a bottle and pamphlets prepaid to the nearest
Price 61.00 or six bottles for So.00.

LAWRENCE & MARTIN,
novl

KNITTED CARPET
LINING CO.,
535 Washington St., Boston.
T. I). DEMOND, Treas. Opp. Κ. H. Wliite & Co.
oetl5

FUT UP IN QUART SIZE BOTTLES FOR GENERAL AND FAMILY US?.

If not found at your
Express Office to you.

victor-

a

used !

Lining

This lining is generally acknowledged to be superior to anything ever in use. It is so constructed
as to allow all dust and dirt to sift to the
floor, thus
saving the carpet to a very great extent, and doing
away with the disagreeable rising of dust in sweeping. It is uniformly soft and luxurious to the tread,
an i the most durable
lining in the market. Inquire
for the above at any first-class carpet
house, or
address

CïaiNEttE LANTKKNM.
FIKi: WOHKN,
CANDLES,
CANDLE IIOLDËR»,
FL AOM, &(

C. DAY

Carpet

AND STAIR PAD,

CELEBRATIONS.

the

canal,

way over a

d

a

secure

the

conces-

As

regards the question of the probable
tonnage that would patronize a
short transit across the Isthmus, we fiud a
pretiy fair illustration just at this moment
in the condition of the Sail Francisco
freight
amount of

market.

The wheat crop

slope

this year is
there is an urgent

on

the

Pacific

very large one, and
demand for vessels to

a

tilke

the surplus to Europe, and the amount
available tonnage in port or that can
reach California within a short time is
very
small. Most of the reserve tonnage of the
world is four or five months sail from San
Francisco, and the consequence is tuat
of

freights

are very high there and the owners
available ships will be likely to make a
good thi'ig of it. If quick transit across the
Isthmus was accomplished, the required
number of ships and steamers «could readily
reach the Pacific from the Atlantic and thus
relieve the pressure. But Capt. Eads has

of
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railway, as well as to its establish,
me it, and is
sanguine that a vast amount
of commerce may eventually find its
way
across the Isthmus.
He has recently returned from a careful

examination of the
immense wheat region of the Sacrament·)

valley.

He says:

an

destination, the assurthg ship canals that
their enterprise will yield large profits are
not diminished if a railway should be found
cheaper than a canal. Capt. Eads' railway,
if built, will be equal to six first ciass tracks
side by side, one hundred miles long. The
odd forty-five miles it is expected will be
obviated by the improvement of the Coatzacoalcos river, provided that is found practicable. If the railway is built he thinks
the traffic it will brirg will be so great as to
of the frieuds of

equal for

time

short

a

ils entire

length

double

track—

to twelve

ordinary

a

tracks together.

to enter early upon the business of
life—for all
those, in his opinion, classical education was a
mistake, and he was glad for that reason that
•'mere literary education and instruction'* was
shut out from the curriculum of Sir Joshua
Mason's college, seeing that its inclusion

would probably lead to the introduction of the
ordinary smattering of Latin and Greek. Ne ν

Practical Education.

ertheless, he

Jacksons, Bentons, Wrights, Tildens, and
other illustrious leaders
the doctrine.

a

To the Editor of the Press:
lu your issue of No vein bo r 4th is an article
from the '· Fitch burg (Mass.) Sentinel" headed
"Benefits of Education".
No comment is
made upon the article. The iufeicnce is that
it is approved by the Press management or it
wt>uM not have been published. Does it mean
that similar results would follow if a graduate
of the Portland High School should apply to
s:>me Portland merchant for employment and
be by such merchant subjected to examination
of the kind indicated in the article. Does it
mean that such a result would follow w th
average graduates of any high school in New
England, or out of it? This inference may
be admitted. A long acquaintance with the
high school work and its results will incline
any unprejudiced observer to accept the picture as faithful.
It is from such results that
careless observt rs have concluded that the
high schools are failures; that they do not give
a practical education; that
they raise the expectations of boys and girls who graduate from
thera, above the homely life of labor and fix
their desires on a genteel
employment; that it
therefore makes them loafers, scorning honest
work for an honest living; that the (educa-

tion?) instruction imparted in them is ornamental rather than useful. These are grave
charges and if true and annnorted in thAl*
length and breadth, or if any one of them is
true, then the high schools should be abolished. if the school men cannot answer
these
charges and successfully réfute or
explain them so as 10 show their in
justice, then let the high schools go down.
But the same charges are made against all
the public schools of every grade. It. G. White
Charles Francis Adams, Jr., Gail Hamilton,
Dr. Holland and others of equal fame and
power attack the public schools as the prolific
source of ecery evil in society. The instruction received in them is "unpractical", "superficial", "parroting", memorizing dead
words." It makos the pupils "incapable"

"idle", "useless." "restless," "discontented",
etc., etc. These designations are all applied to
tho common schools of every grade, by the

doctrinaires above named. Then the iiows
papers occasionally turn tho battery of their
"Columbiads" upon the public schools.
Tn
ttiis turmoil of attack the defenders of the
schools should carefully examine all the
charges made; should study these charges in a
spirit of honest inquiry; should accept as true
all things really proved against the schools and
endeavor to cure such defects. As the election is now over, the Republican party triumphant, and as that party is devoted to the
material advancement of the whole people, it
is a good time to filter upon such an examination of the school question as is«outliued above.
With your per mission I otïer a few words as a
contribution to such an examination.
The first charge implied in the article quoted from the Sentinel is that the education of
tho high schools is not practical. AVha· is
meant by the term practical?
What is meant
by it as so olton used in educational discussions? It appears to mean the ability to enter
upon any business without learning ihe peculiar forms and terms of that business. The
boy is rejected because he does not know and
cannot spell all the names of all the articles
found in a large store ; or because he cannot
and
name
make
a
note, draft, bill of
sale, invoice, account of sales, check,
lease, deed, policy, mortgage and letter of credit; or because he does not know the
chemical manipulations of the apothecary : or
because he cannot manage the French department of the correspondence of an
importing
house. In the same direction this notion of
the practical demands that the graduates of
the high schools should kuow how to cut and
make a suit of clothes; how to engineer the
building of a railroad; how to diaft a ship;
how to sail a steamboat; how to run a sewiuguiaohiue; how to do the joiner work of a
house; how to make shoes; how to build a
steam engine, etc.
If this is what is meant by
practical theu the demaud made of the schools
is first absurd. It is absurd to
suppoee the
teacher to know w!i at particular business the
boy or girl is to engage in. He will be continually blu idering; training a girl to skill as
a cook who is to be a
prima donna; or training
une lu bkiu m music wno is 10
Do a milliner;
training one boy to skill in French as a diplomat where he is destined to be a hod
carrier;
giving one skill as a joiner when he is to be a
sailor. A statement of the demand shows its
manifest absurdity.
To carry out such a plan is impossible. It
would require a teacher of every ait, trade,
business, in the wide range of American life.
Portland high school would need two liuudred
teachers for its four hundred punils and rooms
and appliances'covering blocks instead of a

single building.

There is another idea entertained by some
of those who demand a
practical education
which will be considered later.
Quis?

Swan Legends.

The

Romance

wtm-

identities with

When it put in its platfqrm
for

revenue

only,"

it

renewed what had
sort of time-honored dogma. Yet,

masters.
A more disgraceful exhibition of
cowardice has seldom been seen.
Even
their candidate, Gen. Hancock, able warrior as he is, was so frightened when confronted with an immemorial doctrine of his
party forefathers that he lost his head and
began to drivel. Thus, the bitter part of
the present defeat to the Democrats is that
they have not gone down with their flag flying at the mast-head, but after an iguominous attempt t·"» skulk away and get out
of
sight in a fog.

New Yohk Herald: When Gen. Hancock wrote Senator Randolph his notions
about the tariff the

ass—began
when Mr.

public—which

is not an

at poor Hancock. But
Barnuni and Mr. Hewitt and

laugh

to

clutched at the
miserable Chinese letter business as their
one hope of salvation the public laughed at
the Democratic leaders.
It is a bad thing
for a party when its leaders begin to be
looked at as comic characters.
other famous

Democrats

SPBlstiFiiii.D Republican: It is idle to
Tuesday's Waterloo with any other
Democratic defeat since the war. Before
those defeats, the Democratic party had no1
been tried in the work of federal legislation
and administration. Now it has. It failed
by default and the people have just adminiscompare

tered on

its

principle and

gross deficiency in ideas, in
in

practical political

wisdom.

Which

Surronnds

the

Graceful Bird.

IPall .Mall Uuzette 1
lu the northern legends swans play a most
romantic part. Two separate currents may be
distinguished in the swan myths of Teutonic
and Scandinavian countries. To one current
belong the various stories of swan maidens, to
the other those concerning the knights of the

Here, again, both traditions of beast
worship and image* of nature poetry may play
apart; though it is not clear that the swan
swan.

maidens of the north had any other origin than
the obvious one which would lie in process o'

imaginative reasoning like this: Swans are
beings all softness, grace and purity; so are
some rare maiden»; therefore,
some
rare
maidens are in reality swans.
At any rate there was no question that such
supernatural beings existed. They were both
fairer and wiser than mortal women. They
could chango irom one shape to the other at
will. To as-in jie the human shape they doffed
robes of down

variably

New Yobk Post: If the Demociatic
party has ever had a fixed, unswerving conviction, it was its adherence to just and impartial taxation. It was this that gave it
vigorous life informer day>. Its Jeffersons,

Dedication of Mason Scientific Col

lege, Birmingham, Eng.]

Til κ Now York Herald wants the Democracy to throw overboard the solid South,
John Kelley and Barnum. But what will
be left after the party is rid of
Tammany
red-shirts, and mules?

abundant patronage."

The wheat crop of California and Oregon
the present year is estimated at 110,000
tons. Here is a promise of a liberal contribution from the Pacific States to the business of the quick transit project; and when
we aid a fair proportion of the trade with
Australia and Japan, which will seek the

when the Republicans charged it home
upon them, every orator on his stump,
on
his oracular trievery able editor
pod, hastened to deny tke imputation,
and to proclaim that they were as earnest
and determined protectionists as the Massachusetts mill owners or Pennsylvania iron

d2w

Parties desirous of celebrating the recent
ien, can tind a good assortment.

KIDIVFCiEt i« hii'hlr rcroiuiuriKlvd n»d iiiiiiiii'pa^cd for WEAK or FOUL I(EI>NEY*. DKOPNV. GRAVEL, ΒΚΜίΗΤ'^ WlîtEAWE, LO§N of Ii>i:UUV. I\IiRVOL'* DFOIMTV. or noy ORN I KUC'I lOIVH, nri»ine from SiBD^EVoi tULADDIlR
DEMEAtEM. Also for BIjOOO niitl 9iJE>:\EV
·ΡΓ«, iu infected malarial
eectiouN.

ship railway practicable; and,

a

Mexican government has already
made several grants for canals, he thinks
he will find no difficulty in co
.vincing the
authorities of the great advantages of a railthe

been

LIGGETT & MYERS'

NEff

34 PAKU

proprietors of the canals in the matter of shortness of distance between the two

only repeated and

OÏIEW

the oiiice of

tuc claims

of the

the words "a tariff
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coumeruaiance

FRENCH KID AMD PATENT LEATIICIC DANC-

STAR

of

guiuucut id

•ui>u

require in

NEW STYLES FOR GENTLEMEN:

Stockholder* of the Central Wharf Steam
notihed that
are

WE

this to the Panama or
Nicaragua
routes bçcause the distance between New
York and San Francisco is shoiter
1500

ance

Misses' School Boots.

Garfield & Arthur

case

prefers

shortest routes to its

Boot for Ladies?.

Goat, Calf and French Kid.

AND

Cloth

NOTICE.

above reward for any

from his connection with the
Mississlnpi
river jetties. has started for Mexico to endeavor to secure the sanction and
co-operation of the Mexican authorities to his
proposed ship railway across the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec. His purpose is ο make a
careful survey of the whole
route, examine
the harbors on both sides, ascertain the best
location and discover what grades will be
encountered. Basing his opinion upon a
number of surveys that have
already been
mad3 across the Isthmus for a
canal, (Japtain Eads feels confident that no
grades exceeding 53 feet per mile will be found. lie

have

pupil of Raphael, of Montreal, P. Q.
d1m

the

Ship Railway at Tehuantepec.
Captain Eads, whose nan ο is familiar

A

at the

Bat for those who ineaht to make science
their serious occupation, or who intended
to
follow the profession of medicine. 01 who had

»

this country would
idea of
the enormous
any
production of
that valley.
I have seen
horses
attached
to ten machines
sixty
all at work cutting grain on a farm of 0,000
I passed twenty two miles c f fencacres.
ing, which enclosed Dr. Glenn's wheat
farm of 45,000 acres, and yet the production of California in wheat alone lias not
attained one-quarter of what it will be.
Capitalists will not be likely to doubt the
fact that the Isthmus route for ships will

STREET,

FOR.THiAMI>,

nob

The BEST and MOST BURABLE Chew in Use.

•S300 Steward !
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Sold Toy all Dealers,
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The BEST and MOSF DURABLE Chew in Use.

Annual·Meeting

regular attaché of the· Pk^ms is furuisOno
eertiiloale· signed by Stands J'uiïe
railway, steamboat and hotel managers
fav^-:t«ipow us 1·· demanding crciest»·*!*
crs'-r· Ifttminj? to *epresent our ton.·»:λ*

"Few persons in

585 & 587

French

Exchange Street,

a

and is

Geo. C. Shaw & Co.,

Ladies'

eod2m

dtf

Central Wterf. on TUESDAY,
Dai i'i Torrej. at 2
November Util, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, to act
on the following articles:
J st—To cboose a Moderator.
;J.nd—To choose seven Directors.
llrd—To act on any other business that may properly ç&îxie before them.
C. A. Vi< Ki:KY, Clerk.
oc30 dtd
Portland, Oct. -i ·. 88"

m

for his

Burt's Hand Made Boots

Mass.

Tobacco,

exhibition at

Tow lio.it Company
Ί^ΙΙΕ
hereby
will be held at
their

v.

transport a ship much quicker than any
canal ; that even if the Panama or
Nicaragua

'9

Former

près·»

can

"

Cured Hams

Studio,
l l§ Exchange St., Portland.
Samples

"

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
Lemon, Strawberry, Pineapple, Banana, Orange, Almond, Bose, Peach
and Celery, 20 cents per bottle. Yanilla 30 cents.

£25 life sized Crayon Portrait at from Si 2 to
5 according to style and finish.
Satisfac-

guaranteed.

"

Boneless Breakfast Bacon.

Spécial Agent.

8<h>27

Street,

oc21

"

SYRUP,

The

AUG. H. FORB,

Agent.

RÂRTCHÂNCE.
4

State

Boston,

H. C. GILSON,

LT.iERlSLL,
iltv PomC OiHcc.

or

sions he is to ask.

MASSACHUSETTS, MAINE ARID NEW HAMPSHIRE,

ΜΚΜί'Λ «àOOD*. Men's Fine Kip Boots, only
si!.50. Met's Extra Fine Calf Boots, hand sewed, only £4.50. Men's Calf and Grain Balmorals. made on the Walking-fast last, prices from
£1.25 to S7.00.

c:»r

HODGES,

Devonshire St.,

178

To parents who tind difficulty in tilting their children's feet 1 would say, I have the largest stock of
Children's Goods in the city.
ffill line of I>ouWe have constantly on hand
ga Hoot*, πι all widths from A to D, and in all
Ί
their
hese
eizes.
shape and are supegoods keep
rior to French Kid in every way.
JIARltKI» DOWN. 175 pre. Ladies' French
Kins, made by Bristol of New York, on the Macomber last. These goods have re· ailed at $7.00
«»0. It will
per pair; ν ill close the lot at
pay purchasers to inspect these bargains.

179 Middle

$1.25 i»er 4>alloii>

$1.15

In Pebble

Kip Boots,
are sure

■

HJEîDG-SlS
FOR

Solid, Double Soles.)

The Finest Tabic Syrup in the Market.

SYRUP,

Sugar

La

lu ease of Lapse after two or more Full Years' Premiums have been paid, the fu
Four Fer Cent Reserve Value will be applied by the Company, at the option of the
Assured, in either of two ways : First—to the Extension of the full amount of the
insurance for such period as the full value will pay for at the Company's Published liâtes ; or, Second—On surrender of the Original Policy within Three Months
from date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy. ILLUSTRATION : Λ party insures at A«-e 85, for $10,000. He pays his Premiums for Ten Years, receiving·
tlie Large Divideuds of the Company, and then stops payment. The result will be
as follows: First, the whole $10,000 Insurance would be extended for Ten Years
and Forty-six Hays, or. Second, he would receive a Paid-up Policy for $·2,6β0.

—

Misses' Oil Goat Button Boots

undertake to return
ir« not used.

oceans.

<11 w

ET Λ vfAlf ItUI A

—

AYholesome.

aud

BURNETT'S

Every Policy Issued by this Company contains the
following Conditions, and is Absolutely Non-

(,ifered

...32
40

..

Thanksgiving Brand, Super.or

claAUrn.

ASSETS,

I RISE TO SAY

publicat-

.r

»iff

(

s

nounced

big drive in Fine White Shirts, Laun·
and
fJnlanndried, new lot, at 90

LEWIS

were

...33
....33

Cts. Per Bag.

PREPARED MINCE MEAT

be obtained

and

35

CALIFORNIA

1 lb,

πι

cts.

All Wool Blue Bihhed

Fvery Thursday evening commencing Nov. 4th
Single admissioYi 75 cents. Tickets for a course of
six assemblies, $3.00. Season rickets, £10.00
Ladies unaccompanied by Gents not admitted unless
which

necessarily

miles than by the former and 700 miles than
by the latter, and this fact, he urges is more

$1.35

NEW

Fresh

tration of the rudiments.
A new and very attractive book will be introduced for the free use of
the da*»* at the Imil; so that none will be
obliged to purchase. This will be one of the most
favorable opportunities for all who would like to
become ready warier ν of ma*ie.
Regular fessions .Monday and Thursday evenings.
Tickets for twenty lessons, 4»eutleiuca. $3.00;
Ladie*, &&.O0, in advance.
Ν. B. Let all who propose to join this class be
present the first evening.
P. S. Any wishing to make arrangements with Mr.
Fitch for private instruction in mti»ic Beading
can find him during the day at the ware-rooms of
W. M. Furbu*li & Son, where be is salesman, and
would be g ad to meet any of his friends who may
be designing to purchase, and assist them in the
selection ol either Pianos or Organs, or «vhich a
ver v· large and elogaut assortment is
constantly on
hand.
novij d7t

cannot

not

guaranty of good faith.

by

per Can.

65

cents.

Sir. W. L. Fitch will form his first class for instruction in vocal iua*îe reailiuç at the above
time and place.
Thorough explanation and illus-

a

Education and Science.
•Huxley

turns were received." The Standard must
have got hold of a copy of that suppressed
edition.

,dtot
Λ11
»U 0ufer h

as

Rehearsal Hall, 559 1-2 Congress St.

holding rickets of admission,

Underwear,

3I.30.

lb.

Celebrated Soups.

DRIPS,

OOSJ»EX

$1.25.

CONGRESS HALL.
Wednesday, Nov. 10—''Paris, the Beautiful City.."
Thursday, Nov. 11—"Rome, a* α the Sculptures of

20c per
"
20

...

Buckwheat, Very Choice, 10 lbs.

WHITE

Sl'lS·

All Wool Scarlet

we can

RECEIVED!

Graham, Something New.
Buckwheat

18

confident

Griddle Cake

"

20

**

Juli«
Bouilli, Chicken,
Chicken, Mock Turtle, Julienne,
Vermicilli, Tea, Mullagatawney

and

PURE ÏÏAI'LK

Underwear,

AO Wool Scarlet

Soup

Strictly Pure

HE

of the Finest
cies projected upon a

feel

as we

"

j?9& Table

GENTLEMEN'S

consisting

call

"

Self Ilaisiug New Process Flour

New

the pleasure of announcing a Series of
Brilliant and Instructive

JUST

a

35c lb
35 "

35
35
35
30
25
20
18

(best imported)
(best imported)

Huckiiis'
Ox Tail, Tomato,
and Maccaroni,

"

OCt3C

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION All Wool Scarlet
have
ART

La Favori ta Macearoni
La Favorita Vermicelli

35 Ceiif

The Best Goods and the Lowest Prices to
he found in the Sate.

Special Scenery, Elaborate Costumes. Cirand
Idciil Cliot'iiM ;ui.f Orcheittra-to consist of
13 of Boston's best Instrumentalists—S. L. Sti dLE\\ Conductor.
Tickets 50c, 75c and $1.00, according to location. For sale at Stockbridge'e.
nov+
dtd

...18

....

OROUNI».

35c 1Î».

28 *'
28 "
28 "
25'·
22
20 "

»

»

ROASTED.

...28c ft.

Savanil'a, (something new—mild, rich flavored)

ji|e

—

following celebrated artists

2?iiro,
RAW.

IDEAL OPERA COMPANY,

Willi the

and

:PrcBli

IBIBHSL

Boston, will present for the tet time in this
state, the new comic opera, by Arthur Sullivan and W. S. Gilbert, author and composer ol "Pinafore," entitled the

vi-b

Wo wish to call the attention of the public to our VoSiv Drpm tiu·
which ne have greatly enlarged. In our stock 1» included several kinds never before sold Γη this market. We have taken pains to
select he tine«tg >ods anil intend to make this department one of the leading features in our business. For
the convenience of grinding our Coftee we li ive a newly invented Water Motor, driven by
Sebago water—
the only engine of the kind erst of Boston. Our Coffees are ground ontv at time of purchase and customers are sure of getiin? it

ti

of

ve

COFFEE.

BLUSHING «X»

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV.

indispensable,

but as

κ

I Ν i Ε ! ί ΤΛ ί Ν Μ Ε Ν ΤΚ

THE

ion

Γ,ατιίΓΛΐ γ.»ϊ>- tu ο

Si
ϊ"
e u! of "AarSKV evtk'' '.lid "Al/t fi«->
Sal. ··," 9ÎÎ.'·*-* per square per week; thrte inSfcition> >>r leas, jf 1.50.
A«i t-rtisemeuts inr-erted if the ".Vain κ ST.&TK
·" wliM'b has a
i'K.
large circulation in every part
ι»ι t";
St:;t<* for #1.00 per ^uare for first insertion,
and
cc >· >·<
-quart for each suîwequenî insertion.
Address all communications to

—

»li cases

"square."

iï.CK': *:.ocents pet veeJi ft/ter.
Ν' ϋ'Η ··'^. one-tblrc additional.

CITY

do not read auoDymous letters anâ commuai
I be name and address of the
étions.
writer ore in

We

and

iuch of Ppftc··. the

Maine Standard: "'The Argus had its
head turned so completely on election
night
that it gave up the election before the re-

PRESS.

MOXDAÏ ΧΟΚΝΓίθ, NOV. 8.

KTBW STORE

a

iaii\ first week; 7f>
»e
K61*ti5Uf> 4:1" iew, £· I'«! ; contint'
effcer ilγηι veek, ;><,»
^ Insertions or ?ess, Vf. »„en»£;

Ha?' .-.ρ'.Λίβ.
ont

·.

u^oSt-ut-es

··

$2 50

Tï I K

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.'S

I'oUurs a Ve.v.
To mall anbecrlb
a \ ear, ii :>*id in advance.

tiî

].>olli>i>

*en

MISCELLANEOUS.

N»9 F xohaiïos St., Povtland.

It

MORNING, NOVEMBER 8,

MONDAY

swanshirts, but retained in-

or

silver chain about their
necks. She whoso swanshirt was carried off
bv a mortal could no longer, whlln Iia k*»nr. it
safe, become a biril again or resume its free"
doiri. On Ihe other hand, she from whose
neck in her human shape the chain was taken,
a

gold

or

immediately
not recover

became a swan again, and conld
her humanity until she got back

her chain.
Sometimes

hunter approaching a forest
a damsel of more than mortal beauty bathing in its waters, would notice
the chain about her neck and the robe of down
hanging from a treo, would seize the robe and
bear the damsel home to live with him in happiness until oue day he should forget the key
which kept her magic garment from her, and
return to lind her down forever.
Or swan
brides would consort of their own accord with
warriors who bad surprised them at dawn as
they sat spinning in human shape beside the
margin ot a mountain turn, until after seven
years their hearts would change, and they
would Hy away, leaving their husbands to sally
after them over the snows in vain.
Another Icelandic story tells how Uelgi aud
Olaf fought on the ice of a frozen lake, and
how Kara, the mistress of Helgi, hovered over
the beads of the combatants in the likeness of
a great swan, and by her
magic blunted the
weapons of them that fought against Helgi,
until by chance he struck off a leg of the swan
with his sword, and immediately the fortunes
of the battle changed.
The other great swan myth of the north is
that of the injured damsel, to whose aid, in
hor extremity, there comes sailing a knight in
a boat drawn by an enchauted swan, aud who,
after the knight had rescued and made her his
bride, destroys her happiness by insisting that
he shall tell her who he is aud whence he
cornos.
We are all familiar with this tale as
it is told by Wolfram von Eschenback, aud
has in our own day been recast by Wagner
concerning Eisa of Brabant and Lohengrin,
the son of Percival.
The same story is combined with the myth
of the swau maidens in tho well known romance of Helias aud Clarissa of Bouillon.
This Helias is an euchanted knight, whose
mother, Beatrice, has borne him to Orient,
king of Lilisfort, along with six other swau
children. Among these Helias alone escapes
the wiles by which their wicked grandmother,
Alatabruu, divests the other six of their chains
aud their humanity together. At last lie is
able to redeem all his brothers except one, aud
that one, in the guise of a swan drawing a
shallop, by-and-by guides him along the Uhine
to the court of Otho, where lie champions the
Duchess Clarissa, wius her hand, aud repeats
with her tlie story of Lohengrin with Eisa.
These are but one or two out of tho many
stories of swan maidons, kni'hts of the swau
aud swan children, which tilled the imagination of northern Europe in the early middle
ago. Others add to the element of magic aud
romance an element of magic and monkish
legend; like the Irish story of the children of
Lir, who were transformed by their stepmother
into swaus. aud in that form compelled to
abide, until the spell was brokeu at the sound
of the first bell ringing iu those countries for
a

pool would descry

Christian

mass.

the last person to question
of genuine literary education
to suppose that intellectual
culture couhl i e
complete without i*. \n exclusively scientil;c
training would bring about a mental twst as
the

wis

importance

or

surely

as

au

exclusively

literary

training.

The value of the cargo did not compensate for
a ship's
being out of trim, and he should be
very sorry to think that the scientific college
would turn out none but lop-sided men. There
was no need, however, that such a
catastrophe
should happen. Instruction in English, French
and German was provided, and thus the three
greatest literatures of the modern world were
made accessible to the student.
French and
German, and especially the latter language,
were absolutely i nuis pen sable -to those who rlt
sired full knowledge in any department of science.
But even supposing that the knowledge
of these languages acquired was not more than
sufficient for purely scientific purposes,
every
Englishman had in his native tongue an almost perfect instrument of
literary expression;
and in his own literature models of
evtry kind
of literary excellence·.
If «π Englishman

get literary culture out of his Bible,
his Milton, neither, in hit b
lief, would the profoundeet stnd.v of Homer
and Sophocles, Virgil and Horace give it to
him. Thus, since the constitution of the college made sufficient provision for literary as
well as for scientific education, and since artistic instruction was also contemplated, it
soemed to him that a fairly complete culture
could not

hie

Shakespeare,

offered to all who were

was

willing

to

take ad-

vantage of it. But he was not sure that, at
this point the "practical man," scorched hut
not slain, might not ask what was all this talk
about culture, had to do with an institution
the object of which was defined to be "to
prothe prosperity of the manufactures and
industry of the country." He might sug-

mote

the

gest that what was wanted

for this eud was

culture, nor even α purely scientific discipline, but simply a knowledge of applied science.
He often wished that this phrase,
"applied science," had never been invented. For
it suggested that there was a sort of
scientific
knowledge of direct practical us}, which could
be studied apart from another sort of scientif-

not

ic

knowledge,

which was of no practical utiliwas termed pure science?"
But
there was no more complete
fallacy than this.
What people called applied science was nothing but the application of pure science to particular classos of problems. It consisted of deductions from those general principles, established by reasoning aud observation, which
constitute pure science. No one could
safely
make these deductions until he had a firm
grasp of the principles, and he could obtain
that grasp only by personal experience of the
processes of reasoning and observation on
which they were founded. If the institution
opened that day fulfilled the intention of its
fo«nder, the picked intelligences among all
classes of the population of the district would
pass through it. No child born in Birmingham hereafter, if he had the capacity to
proht
by the opportunities offered him, first in the
and other schools,
afterward
in
primary
an<l
the scientific college, need fail to obtain not
merely the instruction, but the culture moet
appropriate to the conditions of his life. Within those walls the future employer and the future artisan might sojourn
together for a while
and carry through all their lives the
stamp of
the influences there brought to bear
u|H>n
them. Hence it was not beside the mark to
remind his hearers that the
prosperity of industry depended not merely upon the improvement of manufacturing
processes, not merely
upon the ennobling of the individual character, but upon a third condition, namely:
a clear
understanding of the conditions of
social life
on
the
of
both
the
part
capitalist and the operative, and their
agreement upon common principles of social
action. He must therefore confess that he
should like to see one more addition made to
the excellent scheme of education
propounded
for the college in the shape of
provision for
the teaching of sociology ; for though
they weie
all agreed that party politics were to have no
in
the
instruction
of
place
the college, yet in
this country, practically governed as it was
now by universal suffrage,
every man who did
his duty must exercise political functions.
Λ «il ; f l.
I- _U!-L

ty, and which

...

the

good

et political liberty were to be
checked, if the perpetual oscil'ation of nations
between anarchy and despotism were to be replaced by the steady march of self-restraining
freedom, it would be because tneu would gradually bring themselves to deal with political asC
they now deal with scientific question to be
ashamed of undue haste and partisan prejudice
in the one case as in the other, and to believe
that the machinery of society was at least as
delicate as that of a spinning-jenny, and not
moro likely to be
improved by the meddling of
those who had uot taken the trouble to master
the principles of its action. In conclusion, he
was sure
that he might make himself the
urmth-piece of all present in offering to the
venerable founder ot the institution which
now commenced its beneficent career, their
congratulations on the completion of his work,
and in expressing the conviction that the remotest posterity wou'd point to it as a cruci il
instance of the wisdom which natural piety led
all men to ascribe to their ancestors.

The Youth of our Land.
(.Peck's Sua.]
There really ought to be some law against
the sale pf dime novels to young boys. Instances occur almost daily where the minds of

"young boys have become so distorted by reading trash that they are ready to slaughter their
fellow beings in large quantities. A boy who
reads about some avenger of the prairie who
chops and splits his cord and a half of Indian

regulars

every day, or some pirate whose
scuppers run off enough blood every minutj to
make a hundred dollars worth of blood sausage
gets into an abnormal condition of mind and is
wholly unfit for the solid work aud low wages of
real, every day life. He begins to accumulate
pistols, daggers and other old jnnk, and longs
to run a poniard into some
Ise Spaniard, and
twist it around, while he hi.- ■» through his sit
teeth some drivel that he has read in a novel.
Such a boy will not hoe corn. Near Peru, in
Illinois, the other day, a sheriff found a cave
where a number of these bovs whose minds
had become inflated, had established a sort of
pirate's glen. The pirates were not at home,

being

probably on an expedition to capdark-eyed Spanish beauty: or a bantam
shanghi beauty, and the sheriff entered and

ture
or

away

a

took an account of stock. All around were
the sinister looking weapons of death and tha
treasures and speils or war, ami among the n
wore twelve bottles of lemon beer. This in
itself ought to teach boys that there Is no such
thing as realizing what novels tell about.
There never was a novel yet that told about
tlie duke pacing back ami forth with a clouded
brow, in the elegant drawing-room of his castle, and then going to the sideboard and draining a flagon of lemon beer. Not any. The
duke always drain; a flagon of fine o'd Rhenish wine, seven hundred years old, before lie
sets out to mutilate a couple of townships of
people. A bov ought to see by this, that if- ho
is going to follow the duke's
example he will
have to use Rhenish wine instead of old lemon
beer. And where would be the fun of slaughtering those two townships full of people with a
skin full of lemon beer or pop? It would be
insipid. And not only that, but'ridiculons.
Suppose the duke should draw his rapier to
rnu a person through tho body, and just as he
was about to say, "Die, villain," the gas from
the beer should come up in his nose. He
would feel like a fool. A boy who reads a
novel, and becomes all wrought up and excited
by α novel, never thinks of the author of the
novel in a New York garret, who has starved
himself half to death for money to buy whisky
and who changes his quarters every month to
sive rent— he would be
ashamed to be'seen
reading such stuff. The poor broken down
scribbler who writes about the brilliant diamond of inestimable value that flashed upon
the bosom of the countess, is probably
wearing
a sheet of
writing paper for a shirt front.

Magazine Notices.
the Living Age for the
ending October 30th and November fit h
respectively, contain the following articles:
The Unity of Nature, by the Duke of Argyll,
The
weeks

numbers of

Part II., Con temporary Review; Bush Life in
Queensland, conclusion, Blackwood: Diary of
Lin Ta-Jen's Mission to England, Nineteenth
Century; Interawo and Ticonderoga, Fraser;
Lois, a sketch, Blackwood; James Russell
Lowell, Gentleman's Magazine: Seuior's Conversations, Loudon Quarterly: An Historical
Love Match, Fraser. Oil the Sources of History, aud How They Can Best be Utilized,
Contemporary; Vicissitudes of Art TreasuresMagazino of Art; A Link between the Present
and the Thirteenth Century, Times, Staudar.l;
Sport in the Oldeu Time; the Game of Pall
Mall, Land and Water; together with a va-

riety of interesting shorter articles from the
Spectator and Saturday Review; the conclusion of

Adam aud Eve, by the author of
and tho usual amount of select

Dorothy Fox,
poetry.
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much
more rapidly than an average boy's; and when
an intelligent
girl shows any special ability in
one direction, she improves iu that especial
direction so quickly that one is deceived into
thinking she has a genius for it; she herself
becomes fired with ambition, works hard—and
many girls can work in a way that would
shame some boys—builds castles in the air of
future fame and greatness; gives up other
interests and hopes f<>r the one aim, which,
out
alas, is so often disappointed. Ninetee
of every 20—might we not say 99 out

100?—girls Btop when you think
they are going to do something worth
doing, and never get any further. They have
talent, which education has brought out. and
deceived thein into
mistaking for genius.
There is, however, one very great advantage
of every

in the present rage for clas.set oi all kinds, and
in the facilities for study in all directions; it
gives many girls an object in life, even if they
do not do anything very great for the benefit
of the nation. In our grandmothers' and great
grandmothers' times girls did fancy work,
made all the antimacassars—which, now thai
you can buy them for (ijd. or Is O^d., it is
hardly worth their while to do: or they used
to stitch their male relatives' shirt® and collars exquisitely—but that can be done much
letter now in a quarter of the time by the modern sewing machine; further
back still their
employment was to make cow.-lip and gooseberry wine—to which, however, most people
nowadays prefer shilling claret or to spin the
household linen—which can in our time be
bought, ready for use, at less cost. There is
nothing left for girls but tein.is and art. A
great many prêter the latter. I went the other
afieruoou to pay a call, and after a few minutes talk v*ith the mistress of the house, the
door opened and the eldest girl, who w «s a
w«>uld-be artist, entered. Her head was a wild
tousle of red fuzz, as if she had indulged in a
ha;,-light ; she was dressed in a black satin
frock with very short sleeves and rather low
neck, and over that she had a long pink cotton
pinafore, such as a child might w ear,decorated
like an ancient Briton, with patches of various
colored paints, with which her hands too, were
freely smeared. She seemed to enjoy art. I
do not think the w<*ld has ever heard of her
or ever will; still, itWlls lier
life.—Tinsley's

Magazine.
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With the Chances in Favor of the

BY TELEGRAPH.
Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers,
U. S. Δ.
Washington, Nov. 6 —The report of the
Cliief of Engineers of the Army, has the folrelative to the defences along the coast
Fort Knox at Bucksport, on the
of Maine:
Penobscot river, which was begun in 1843, remains in the same condition as for several
years. No appropriation was made and no

lowing

work done. No work was done on K~rt Popham on the Kennebec, no appropriation having been made. No appropriation is asked for
No work has been done 011
the next year.
Fort Gorges,
vation. An

beyond its protection and preserappropriation of £12,000 is asktd

ίο·· the next year. The new earthen batteries
With parados and traverse magazines at Fort
Preble are reported to be in an incomplete conNo work
dition and suffering from exposure.
done the past >ear on account of no approis asked for the ensuing year.
One hundred thousand is asked for Fort

was

priation; §35,0υ0

Scaminel, {30,(XX) for the battery at Portland
Head, s50,00# for the battery on Cmv Island
and 600,000 for the battery on Great Hog
Island. No appropriation was made for any of
these woiks the past year and consequently no
progress made.

MAINE.
Two Young Men Drowned.
Wintheop, Nov. 7— John Rlorrow and
Henry Sturtevarit, employes in Whitman's
agricultural works, went fishing Saturday
morning in a neighboring (ond. At noon
Sunday their oars, coats aud hats drifted
ashore aud the boat was found bottom up a
third of a mile from shore. The bodies have
not been recovered.
New Railroad Project.
Gakdiner, Nov. 6.—Efforts are being made
in this city and Franklin county to extend the
A

narrSw

»

gauge railroad, now running from
Farmington to Phillips, to this city, and connect by t ie steamer Star of the East with Boston. The proposed road would probably run
through the towns of New Sharon, Mt. Vernon, Vienna, Readfield, Manchester and Hallowell. The new road will probably bring a
large share of the Iiangoley Lake tra\el this
If sufficient encouragement is obtained
surveys will be made and the matter pushed
forward.
Small Pox in Gardiner.
The small pox in this city is causing considerable excitement. It was brough' here bv a
way.

negro sailor, since which two children have
died. Several persons are now sick, and new
canes are reported frequently.
The Kennebec
Reporter:—"There has evidently been sad
neglect on the part of some oue throughout
this trouble in not
n-Jt

properly providing

iuntc our) tint couinrr

nrnnar

for the

ni'/i/>aiilin>ic

taken to prevent the spread of tlie disease.
People residing in the same house and
even those who buried the unfo-tunate victime, have been roving around the city without re traiiit." Much anxiety is fell that it
wore

may spread serionsly.
MARINE NEWS.
Probable Loss of the Jeannette.
Yokohama. Oct. 2.—The American sieamer
Courier lias arrived at Hakodadi, and reports
the arrival at Petroupolauski of a steam whaler announcing that the natives stale the Herald steamer Jeannette and some whalers were
lost with all hands by the vessels being crushed in the Ice.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Shot by a Burglar.
Boston, Nov. β.—John P. Gordon, about 33
yeais old, was fatally shot at liis board ingLou.se at Quincy, Mass., early this morning by
a burglar who nad euteJed the house and will)
whom he was struggling.
The burglar escaped. Gordon is alive, but caunot recover.

WASHINGTON.
Gen. Sherman Not to Retire.
"Washington, Nov. 0.— It is authoritatively
staged at the \\ ar Department that tlie Pr^si•dent has 110 inteiiiiou oi placing Gen. Sherman on the retired list.
The law in relation
to reniement of ollicers requires they shall
have served 45 )ears or readied the age of (>2.
Neither these conditions apply to bherman's
case, and as he has made no request to he relieved, there are no grounds whatever for such
action.

THE ARMY.
Report of the Chief

the

Bureau of Ordin-

ance

Washington, Nov. 6.—Gen. Benet, Chief of
the Bureau ol Ordinance, in his annual report,
shows the annual expenditures for the service
was £1,597,24J.
He commends the bill before
Congress relative to the militia as a measure
to supply a nucleus of soldiers, m Inch, in time
of need, might place the country in active
nretiura.!

inn

1 «.r

mijv

«imfi-P't'iirv.

miil holies

it

will become a la-ν. He recommends the appropriai ions for Springfield rities be increased
ΐυ £500,000, as the stock oil band is lieariy exhau*ud.
Tb· rep'ilatiou of the work at
Springfield never * as higher, and the Springfield ritle gives general satisfaction, and s a
Gen.
single breach loader has no superior.
Benct recommends ample apprjpriation lor
armament of forts.

DESTRUCTIVE FIRE.
%

1L
nk

·,

Shoe Manufactory and Several Houses in
Dover Burned.
Dovek, Ν. H., Nov. 7.—A destructive lire
to< k
place here this morning. Tile burned
buildings were the lour story frame building
owned in Ira W. Nute and occupied by Sir..ng
& Burt and Chas. Dure, shoe manufacturers.
Loss on shop MU.tXXJ. Stiung & Burt's loss ou
stock and machinery is nbout ïSOUO; insured.
Chas. Dore'e loss is SS40U0; insured lor ίί;«ΧΧ>.
Ira W. Noie's bouse and barn, lots $4000; inEdward Jewell's double house
surance Φ2500.
and two barns, loss £.'15<X); insurance S1200.
Joshua Purker's double housu and barn, loss
Other buildings were consid&.5W); insured.
erably damaged. Total damage about $οΰ,000;

S-O.UOO

insurance.

the
Both
Republican and Democratic
TCatlcnal lieac.quanti» clused Saturday.
A yrand serenade will be tendered Gon.
Arthur this week.

LENGTH

AND

TUESDAY'S

Latest reports from California make the result doubtful, with the chances in favor of
Hancock. The majority will probably be less
than 100 either way. A special to the New
York Times says the Legislature is Republican
which assures a Republican successor to Sena
A. Washington despatch to the
tor Booth
Β-.ston Journal says the Legislature of Tennessee is Republican.
If this be so then the
Republicans will gain a Senator, making the
The dispatch needs confirmation, however, as it disagr. es with previous reports and indications.
U. S. Senate

a

tie.

[Special Despatch to the Press.l
Richmond, Va., Nov. 6.—Returns from the
interior counties of Virginia have come i»»
slowly, but enough are now in to show an unexpected and surprising result in the State.
The regular Democratic ticket, which carried
the State four years ago by 50,000 majority, is
strongly pressed by the Republicans over
whom the majority will be so small as to exceed
Mttle if any 10,000. The Republicans but for
the small independent or readjuster vote must
have carried the State. The returns from all
but seven counties give the straight-out Demelectoral ticket 84,000 votes, readjuster
Democratic electoial ticket 25,000 votes, and
the Republican ticket 72.000 votes.
Jorgensen and Dezendorf, Republicans,
are elected
to Congress, the former by a largely increased
majority, reaching neariy 8000, which is the
heaviest ever given in any .district in the
State, nearly 4000 Deuiocsats either voting for
ocratic

him
is

refusing to vote against him. His vote
very large, Including nearly the whole regor

istered vote of his district.

Paul and Fulkersan, readjuster Democrats, are elected over the
regular nominees of the Democratic party and
are claimed as Republican gains.
Besides this
it is probable that owing to Irregularities the
seats of one if not two of the regular Demo-

readjuster op-

being the refusal to receive the votes ot many persons who
had paid their capitation tax as required by
law to officers appointed by legal authority,
but whose authority to appoint special collecttors to receive taxes was questioned by Democratic judges of election.

Secretary Republican
SEA COAST DEFENCES.

Oraw*

Executive Committee.

(To the Associated Press.)
San Francisco, Νυν. 6.—The latest count
made by the Republicans last night, after correcting their tables by official returns from
several counties, makes Garfield 47 ahead, and
the Republicans now think their ticket will
pull through but it will take the official count
to determine the result.
Another despatch says that on the returns
from a.l the counties except Del Norte, which
is estimated the same as at the last Presidential election, Hancock has a plurality of 96
votes, with four precincts to hear from. These
are not expected to change the
result. Pachco'e election is doubtful by the latest figures.
The Republicans are quite certain of one
elector as Judge Terry on the Democratic ticket is kno vn to have been scratched.

Concord, Nov. β.—Returns from all but
three piecincts in New Hampshire show the
total Presidential vote to be 86,176, as follows,
Garfield 44,787, Hancock 40,707, scattering
682; Garfield's plurality 4080; majority over
all 3397*. Total vote foi Governor, 85,963, of
which Bell, Republican, has 44,355; Jones,
Democrat, 40,730; scattering 872; Bell's plurality, 3625; majority over all, 2747. The remaining tnree precincts in 1876 gave 43 Democratic majority.
Several towns and wards elect Representatives regardless of the law, so far as numbers
under the
are concerned, evidently laboring
impression that they had a light to elect according to the census of 1880 without any aetion ol the Legislature or wailing for the census

to

be

officially

announced.

St. Lotris, Nov. 0.— Reports from 48 of the
114 counties in Missouri give Hancock a plurality of 37,9d8, aud a majority over all of 13,012.

Topeka, Nov. 6.—Twenty of 80 oounties in
Kansas give Garfield a plurality of 17,102. It
is thought that the prohibition amendment
to the constitution is carried by 20,000 majority.
Indianapolis, Nov. 6.—Official returns from
81 counties in Indiana give a Republican majority of 4489. Of the remaining 11 oounties,
six give i* Republican majority of 2926, and
live a Democratic majority of 749. The counties heaid from give a net Democratic gain of
237 over October.
St. Paul, Nov. 6.—On revised footings Garfield's majority iu Minnesota is 36,848.

Nashville, Nov. 6.—In Tennessee the vote
for Hawkins, Rep., will reach 95,000, which
will give him 15,000 over Wright, State Credit
Democart.
ASHORE IN A FOG.
Loss of Steamer Rhode

Island of

the Providence Line.

j

**s!.

R. T.. Nov. 6.—Steamer Rhnrta
Island of the Providence line, went ashore on
Konnet Peint near Beaver Tail, Narragansett
Bay, at about 4.30 o'clock ihis morning. No
passengers were lost, but several of the crew
were hurt in the confusion and wreckage, and
at daylight the passengers and crew were safely landed. The steamer is considerably broken
up, and there will probably be considerable
damage and loss of freight.
Another dispatch says the steamer struck
Whale Bock at 3.15 a. in.; then
making
water the steamer was headed in shore, where
she is now lying and will no doubt be a total
wreck. The fires were put out, the passengers
were all
saved and cared for.
A dense log
The passengers ρ peak
prevailed at the time.
very highly of the coolness of Capt. Mott and
the other officers.
At 1 o'clock one hundred of the passengers
of the Rhode Island arrived in this city. From
a summary of the statements of the passengers
it is lound there λ as little confusion and alarm
when the vessel struck. The ladies in particular were remarkably cool; none shrieked
and none fainted.
Nor was
there
any
evidence of selfishness or panic among the
men which characterized the^arragausett disaster.
Some of the ladies were assisted to put
on life preservers, but the majority
were perreassured
fectly
by the words of the officers
that the vessel was sa e.
Still it was an
anxioui waiting for daylight.
The waves
beating heavily against the vessel's timber
and furniture falling about.
The behavior of Capt. Mott and his officers
was in the highest degree cool and
re-assuring
—the fog continued thick all night, but a*, the
first dawn of day preparations were made for
Life
boats were
lauding the. passengers.
launched and brought around by crews that
showed the effect of discipline in themselves
as well as intelligent command in the officers,
and the passengers were carefully embarked,
the women and children receiving every as
sihtance. Much of the baggage was taken off
with them, and iu fact except for the alarm
and delay the disaster was almost without
effect upon the passengers.
The trip was the last which the Rhode
Island would have made for tiie season. The
steamer was valued at &500,0U0 and
how
much or how fatally damaged it is impossible
to state at present.
The were 750 tons of
freight on board, consisting of usual miscel-

Tugs were promptly sent over
Newport assist in saving tne wreckage
everything possible is being done to

laneous cargo.
Irom
to
and

it.
Tne list of names of passengers were taken
as they left the boat and the number was ascertained to be 170.
Capt. Waters of the Newport Wrecking
Company says the steamer is a total loss.
About ten per cent of freight has been washed
out.
The remainder can be saved only by
lighters, as she lies under a high bluff. A
light on Whale Rock would have prevented
the disaster.
The Senate has three times
pas^d the act for a light at that point, but it
failed in the House.
Newport, Nov. 7.—Capt. Simmons of
steamer Newport who
came
through the
sound the same night the Rhode Island was
wiecked reports that the
fog whistle at
Beaver Tail light opposite the Bonnet where
tlie steamer struck was not blown, and that
had it been in use he or souae of his officers
secuie
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Granulatod.
F.tirii:

Deposits,

125.
ftew l «>rli fttofk

vey, Hart, New Bedford.
OH FS 1ER, PA—Ar 4th, sell Μ Β
St John, NB,^viaNew York.
At Marcus "Hook 4th, brig Mary

qu itaiioue of

^oems

ttock

121

117V4

i«bigaii t'entrai

....

104%
117
3

....

77%
92%
98%

PROVIOENCE—Ar Gth, sell Lucy Wentworth,
Hibbard, Calais.
Sid 5th, sch Waterloo, Gray, New York.
BRISTOL—Sid 5th, sche Ariel, Candage, and
Champion, Ryder, New York.
WARREN—Sid 5th, sch Julia Elizabeth, Candage

IHimiifg Ktocb».
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Nov. «.—The following§*rc Lie
-.lofting ouotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alta...
3% lulia consolidated..
3 V3 H ale & Ν orcross..
Alpha
314
Belcher
1% Grand Prize
1%
Best & Belcher..
81/4 Mexican
6%
Bullion
Northern Belle
9V2
H^foruia
β3/8
Ophir
ChoJar
1
1% Overman...
Kurcka Con..
17% Union Con
t9
Cnlifoi'Dia

Crown Point....

1

exchequer

lVs
3Vfe

Rodie

2
1

Potosi
Con. Virginia.

vacc

....

Sierra Nevada
Yellow Jacket

Bath;

Calais

11c
Or-

to choice White Wheat Western extra at 4 75

@4 95; Fancy do at 5 00@6 60; common to good
extra Ohio 4 80@<> 00; common to choice extra St
Louis at 5 00@« 30; Patent Minnesota extra 6 25
@7 OO; choice to double extra at 7 10@8 35; City
Mills extra for the West Indies at 5 5;·@6 0*>; low

gracies

75: Southern flour is fairly
active; common to fair extra at 5 00@5 «0; good to
choice extra at 5 05^0 90; sales for the week have
been 9C.« 00 bbls.
Rye Flour—steady and unchangedat 5 60@6 00.
WHEAT—market steady and firm; No 2 Red Winter at 1 17% @1 18 cash; 1 17Va α·1 17"% for November; 1 19V8 W-1. 191/2 for December; 1 20% @
1 21% January;"Nο 2 Chicago at
iC^l 17: No 2
in.UJl iOY2i Λϋ L
\> UllU ill
1
A» li\\ ϋΙΜνϋϋ
lOMlg
1 1G% for November;sales at 1 18 December; sales
for the week have been K,800,000 bush.
Corn—closed strong ; No 2 ou spot at 57% @ 58c;
sales at 57V8<· for November; sales at 58% c for
Dei.» mber; 5Κ%@59%<· for January; sales for the
week have been 1,317,000 bush.
Oats—closed strong; No 1 White 46Y2c; No 2 do
42>/fc@43c; No 1 Mixed 4!c.
Pork—market closed firm; mess on spot 15 00(5)
15 25; futures nominal sales for the week 1700 bbls
on the s pot, and 2 7 Ου bbls for future delivery.
Lard—closed quiet and steady; prime steam on
the spot at 8 7υ,α8 75; November at 8 55 u 8 57%;
December 8 4o«*.8 45; January 8 45 8 50; February 8 ίΐθα.8 55; sales for the week 5,300 tes on sp.,t
ami 80,000 for future delivery.
'* <»<; 0-16.
Tallow—steady at
Bu iter fi mer a id sha le higher.
CHEtoL· quiet and steady.

Howell Wins the Astley Belt Once More.
London, Nov. β.—The six days walking coutest for the Astley belt, which began Monday
last at Agricultural Hall, concluded at 10.40
tonight with the following scores: Rowell 50(5;
Littlewood 440; Dobler 450. Rowell beat Frank
Hart's record of 565 miles at 10.34 amid great
excitement and cheering. About 8000 persons
were present at the finish.
The receipts for
the week are estimated at £1200.
Eiley Defeated by Laycock.
The race between Lajcock of New South
Wales, and Riley of Saratoga, for £200, a side,
over the Thames championship
course, took
place today, Laycock defeating Riley by four
length». Time 25.04. Riley backed himself

extra 4

55@4

Ar

Gladstone Refuses to Ask for a Grant
for the Prince of Wales.
New York, Nov. 7.—A World cablegram
it
is
says
reported that Gladstone lias refused
the Queen's request that he should ask Parliament for a grant of £40,000 to pay off some of
the Prince of Wales' debts.
Land Leaguers Threatening Bloody Ven-

rit.t.

CORN

Entirely ISaruileH*;

any Acid*

and 22.Ό hlid*. including 1170 boxes
and all the hhds to United States, Freights nominal;
no demand for vessels.
Tobacco quiet ami tirra: Remedios Fillers $45 gold
ψ cwt; Vuelta Abajo Fibers $Γ>0.α$65.
Spanish gold 2.07 α2.Oi V2· Exchange is firm; on
the United States GO days gold at 8Vs α9 prein; do
short sight 9*4 a. 9% prem; on London at 18% (a)

A. G.

APOTIIEUAKV,
jy2

By Telegraph.)
G.-^Consols at 99 11-16 for money

Nov. 6—12.30 P. Vf.—American securities- United States bonds 5s, 114% ;4s, 113^4,4%s

II414.
!
KKPOOL, Nov. G—12.30 P. M.—Flour 9s(»d®
llsOd Winter Wheat at 9s@9s 6d; Spring Wheat
at 8s4da9s4d; California average 8s 9d^9s 8d;
Club do at 9s 8dgl0s 4d; Corn at F s 8d: Peas at
7s. Provisions, àic.,—Pork at 70s; Beef 59s; Cheese
Bacon at 44s Gd
at G8s: Lard 4îîs;
Tallow a
35s 3d, at London 37s 9d.
Liverpool, Nov. 0—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
111 fair demand; Middling uplands at 6V2; Orleans
G%d; sales 7,000 bales,speculation and export 1,-

Recent Purchases of $1.12 and
$1.25 Momie and other Dress
Goods at only 75 cts.

0> »♦)

Mayor Kalloch of San Francisco has been
indicted for violation of law in employing
labor on the City Hall by the day instead of

by contract.

The Irish Land League in Lowell held a
meeting yesterday to raise funds to assist Parnell. The speakers predicted a revolution in

Ireland and that Lowell would be the first
American city to contribute to the defence
fuLd.

These are the best colors of the season, widest
double width, strictly all wool, extra tine quality
and are undoubtedly the best bargain we have otter-

ed this season.
We are also selling this week one large lot of gray
and br wn all wool 25 cent Dress Flannels, medium shades, at only 19 cents.
A so a small lot Remnants 15 to 20 cent Dress
Goods ai only 10 cen s per yard to close.
Surplus stock of Ladies' Under flannel s at only 38
cents. Ί hese are as good as were ever sold anywhere at 50 cents.
Our stock of Dress Goods, Dress Flannels, Ladies'
Cloaks, Shawls, Table Linens, Cottons, and all Domestics, I nderflanuels for Ladies, Gents and Children, Gloves and all sorts of Dry and Fancy Goods
was never so large.

In tlr's city, Oct. 30, by Rev. W. Ii. Fenn, Neils
Jensen Larson and Miss Federikka Marie Hansen,
both of Portland.
In Standi^b, Oct. 28. Geo. H. Whitney of Standish and Miss Ella Scnbner of Queensburg, N. S.
In Standish, Oct. 21), Chas. G. Mains of Standisli
and Miss liattie J. Smith of Buxton.
In HalloAvell, Nov. 1, Henry Adelbert Gray of
Gardiner and Miss Alice P. Fuller of Ilallowell.
In Brunswick. Oct. 21, Leonard F. Hicks and Miss
Mertie A. Harrington, both of Topsbam.

oc2S

Tailor's Pressman
(

Santi igo
Crescent
Andes
France

Batavia
Helvetia
Republic

Dying

and cleansing of nil descriptions
superior uiauuer at whorl uotice.
Kid gloves cleansed every day, price ΙΟ
ceulo per pair·
KundliN by mail
or
express receive

de Cuba..New York..Havana
Nov
City
New..York..Aspinwall ..Nov
New York..Port Prince..Nov
New York..Havre
Nov

New York..Liverpool
New York..Liverpool
New York Liverpool
Aiisa
New York..Kingstoo
City Washington.. New York..Havana
New York. .H*van*
Saratog
Frisia
New York..Hamburg

>ov

done iu

10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11

prompt attention.

on account of the
fog.
bales of cotton have been brought
to this pore by sailing vessels.
Twenty or
more sailing
crafis from here have
been
about
the
wreck,
all
cruising
day but the most
they were able to pick up was floating timber
and other debris. The sea has made a complete wreck of the steamer and only the parts
of her which will be saved are her engines anp
boilers. The heavy sea resulting from last
night's storm has prevented any work being
done 011 the wieck to-day.
Steamer Bristol of the Fall River line arrived here about half past nine this moaning,
having been delayed on account of the storm.

100

NEW

YORK.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland S>ail> Wrholesni« iTIurkci.
Portland. Nov. 6.
Tho following are to-day's quotations of Floor,
Grain, Provisions. &c.
Floor.
Uram.
SuperHne
4 00 « 4 50 Yellow
Corn,
car lota
61
SxtraSpring..5 2f<@5 501
"
lX Spring ...U 25&β 7ό|Η. M.
OU
i4
Patent Spring
Oats
4+
Wheats
7 7δ,'a9 00 Sacked Bran
23 50
!
Michigan WinMide...
@25 00
ter best.... 6 00^6 25
62
Corn, bag"lots..
Lw «irade
59
Meal,
"
Michigan....5 23(g6 75 Oats,
47
"
S-. Louis Win26
Bran,
ter fair ..0 00α.β 25
2(5 00
Mid'nge, ""
Winter good.. <> 2Γ»a (> hu E<ye,
Ill)
Winter best. ..C 75'a>7 00 j
Ptoviniorn.
Ftoduct.
(Mess Beef.. 9 50@10 00
8
16
i
Mess ..10 75® H (|0
Turkeys
Chicnens
14λ16
j Plate
11 00&11 25
«
Fowl
10λ 12
Ex Plate.. 1150ill 75
22 23
Port—
Eg*H
Ne\vPotatoes,bush5<>;«551 backs.. ..20 25@20 50
Sweet" .lersev3 25@3 50
jlear
10 75«20 00
Norfolk 2 7oa3 00! >'.es«
17 ΟΟ,α 17 50
bbl.4 00 a 4 25
ins
Onione,
10@ 12
"
crate ..(é^lGO
jLaref.
Round Hogs...0^0
lb
rub, ΐ*
98/e@ 9Va
Chc*e»ic*.
Tierces, ft) ^..9Vi tù 93/β
Maine
13^15 Pail....
HOO^llVa
~

..

Shot By a Lunatic.
New York. Nov. 7.—Sister Gertrude Verena of the St. John the
Baptist limine, a charitable institution of the Protestant Episcopal
church, was shot and seriously wounded today
by Thomas Sianton, an insane man. She had
been to visit a poor family and was about entering the Home on her return when Stanton
approached and fired at her several times,
wounding her in the right thigh, ankle and
left hand. She said the man
total
was
a
stranger. Shanton was arrested. He said ho
had been bewitched by some one and thought
Sister Gertrude was the person.

..
..

..

INSURE

The

best place in Portland to buy

BAILEY
Ε. Β.

State

Arrived.
John,

ST.,
Agents

PORTLAND,

&

Still continues to treat all the diseases our domestic
are lieir to, upon tbe loo&t approved and
scientific principles. All orders left at N. Wilson'·
stable, 200 Federal St., will be promptly attended
to.
sep 11 eod3m*

JOST Λ nOBTON,

HOMSTED,

FRESCO PAIN Τ ERS,
I
lliu lift Square, Portland.
Trice- reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

je2

call

and

FORTES.

sep 18

codtfen

GEO. 1». KO WELL Λ CO.

FOJl

examine

for

Foi· Sale.

GHAIBERLIN & HOISTED,Cor.

After Proot.

HOUSES,

»

Houses and House Lots for Nal«»
IN 1 'EERING.

Advertising Agents,
KPRl'Oli

STREET,

The Pkess may be found

on

[NEW

tile at

our

YORK.

office.

CI1AB1.K* BICH,

Apply to
ocl5tf

15

Congress & Elm Sts.,

Exchange St.. Portland

PORT LA XD,

Desirab

WANTS.

ROCK and RYE.

Cloaks and Dolmans,

Wanted
CAPABLE and experienced Shipping Clerk,
in the wholesale Hour and Grocery busim-ss.
nov*>dtf
Apply at 113 Commercial St.

A

offered at Ueiail iu Portland, line
junt beea reeeiretl from New York, by

ever

F.

A.

ItOSS &

A sure cure for Coughs, Cold*, Asthma,
Consumption. and all diseases of the throat and lungs. The
most acceptable préparation in the market. By adding to the cordial a little Lemor or Lime Juice you
have an excellent appetizer and tonic for general
and family use.

A

be sold much cheaper
than can bv bought elsewhere.

*

The

Styles

SOIJ5 PROPRIETORS.

ROSS &

DRY

CO.,

Department

every
tains
tlic

most

to be
shall uot

goods

body

COPARTNERSHIP.

desirable

1'oimd, and

we

DISSOtlTIOJi.

allow
anyto
undersell us.

fill[Κ copartnership heretofore existing between

Jl James S. Kniglit and .John L. Howard, under
the style of KNIGHT & HOWARD, is this d*y dissolved. All accounts to be adjusted at the old stan l
No. 233 Federal Street.
Portland, Nov, J, 3 880.
nov2d!w
J. S. KNIGHT.

STREET,

dtjanl

Rodgers

permanently located at No. 3 Deering Place,
off Deering Street. He has been tried, tested, and found to be one of the

now

wonderful

most

UJUAIKYUIAiVr
has

ever
some

eodtf

mXSlVlAftiS,

CLOSING OUT Decker Bros Piauos,
'

SALE
—OF

We shall commence
entire stock of

Wo

DRY AND FANCY GOODS.

or come to me

me

All

our

find it to

prices

as

will

ensure a

Catarrh

a

man.

customers and the public generally will
their interest to visit our store, as great
be uttered.

Terms

Strictiy

VALUABLE

Cash.

Price -53c. and *IOc. per Iftox·

have just received

a

LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF

—

—

GENTLEMEN'S UNDERWEAR
—

full stock of

Goods.
d2m

Drawing and Healing Salre Cares Carbuncles,
Felons, Abscesses, without the aul of a knife,
rhe Drawing and Healing Salve Cures Cuts, Burns,

TUKESBURY & CO.

and all flesu won mis
I'he Drawing and Healing Salve Cures Erysipelas
and Ringworms.
Hie Drawing ami Ileal ng Salve Cures Piles and
Poi-oned Flesh
The Healing and Drawing Salve Cures
Corns, Inti med .Joints, Chilblains and Frost Bite*,
rhe Healing and Drawing >-alve is highly recommended by all who have used it.

eodtf

* ^

MRS. F. C. CHASE
invite the

attention
respectf oily
WOULD
Ladies of Portland and vicinity to her

New

of

«lu I ye, Htlyrr·*9 IDinimntir Γηι«.
positi-e Cure for Rheumatism, Neuralgia, \Y«ak
[Jacks, Sprains. Stiffness of Joints, Severe Aches,
Jramps, &c. Price $1.00 \ er Bottle; Trial Bottle 10c
Sold by1 all Druggists.
Wholesale agents for AlaJuc, W. F. Phillips & Co.
ap5
dly
Ill r*.

A

the

Store, 495 Congress St.,

where

they

will

tind

a full and varied assortment of

BONNETS AND

AND

Hosiery,
a

ΓΙιθ

dtf

CHAQ30U1 k KENDALL

We are using the be*t niraierialrt and warrant
every set to be as good as any made in this ci'y.
Don't think becau e we make them for ler-s money

than others that they ar < of poorer quality.
Give us a trial, and if the work is not satisfactory
it will cost you not
We are permanently situated here, and mean just whit we say.

liiug.

Beet Plain Teeth*
per Met.
"
"
"
Gun
910.00
Gold firings from $1.00 upwards.

Ε. B. & F.

W. L0CKW00D.

2*28 1-3 middle SI., Portland, Me.
oc30

ST&Thl mo

S. T. TAYLOR'S

SYSTEM

OP

BSiESS UIAKIXG Σ
a specialty.
Prices very low.
Room IVo. Ο Brown'* Bloeh, Conami
Krowu
Ntreet*.
grcMM
»IIIN. A. LOK1N»,
%p21dtf

DODD'S
iNewspaper Advertising Agcucy,
BOSTON

DIS COVE Κ Y.

Mrs, July·· Myers'

Drawing and Healing Salve,
ocG

Specialty·

dtf

quick sale.

Pay.

convinced of the
Examination

and be

PORTLAND.

sep29

to know your diseases,
and I will give you full dia^n«-

wonderful power God gives to
Fee $1.00.

choice stock of tirst-class

i Free St. Block,

yo'ir|Doctor has failed

sis in live minutes.
You h ive but to hear

a

Samuel Thurston,

OCTOBER 6tli to sell

our

Diseases of all nature treated and
01·

Also

bargains will

Where I do not describe accurately every ache and
pain in the human body without asking a question
Cure Gunranleed

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

—

STOCK & FIXTURES PIANOS AND ORGANS.

at such

visited thii city. He is now treating
of the best citizens of Portland.

patien

CALL and SEE

φ

9500.00 REWARD

send

Congress & Brown Sts.

Mcdonald,

Prof. D. A.

If

Cor.

dlw*

con-

F.A.ROSS&CO.,
octl5

nov2

BEST M ASTED.

Dwellings, Stores

and Green-houses, is McDonald's Water Heater.
It is a home invention and
home manufacture, not one cent's worth of labor
on
it
outside
of this city.
I challenge
being spent
any man to show its equal in efficiency, simplicity,
and
price. People preferring
economy, durability
water lie it can bestserve their own good by trying
it, and if it will not do as I will tell them, 1 will remote it at my own expense.
There is no need of
going to New York for heaters, nor to Montreal
for experts, as my heater has no peer in the former
city or State, ana 1 myself will not take the second
place to any man setting them. I trust that ν y
fellow citizens will not take "Bosh" for truth and
facts, and be induce to buy inferior articles because far-fetched.
Γ refer the public to the following parties who are using my "Hot W ate· System:'
John Mai
Wm, Mundy,
Wm. Ë. Morton'
Win. Morton, Joseph Bradford. Orm Hooper, C.
M Bailie, Edward NVaite and myself,

693.

A small convenient rent in η
central location.
Address Kent,
Presss office.
ocll) dtf

FANCY GOODS,

m

TT&S3m

THE BEST HtiATill APPARAILÎS YET,

hat

4

have nlso made large additions to
their stock of

until

is

Kent Wanted.
QUIET family of three want a neat, pleasant
J\. rent of 6 or *7 rooms in a modern built house.
Up one flight preferred. Musi be sunny. Address

Beautiful.

are

P. O. Pox

F. A.

Fisher & Fairbanks,

TliAND.

Wanted.
RESPONSIBLE, intelligent

agency, to represent our business in
Portland and vicinity.
Address full name, Ko»»toa If rsraph Inanimé, 220 & ϋ30 Washington St., Loston, >la.is.
novo
d3t

CO.,

and will

>

lots ot Land for sale

Estate

—of—

ROCK CORDIALS,

PO

e

Keal

paine regis('ouiini*«ion.
Responsible parties

buying lots proposing to build houses, can»hive
advances to buy lumber, taking mortgage payable
in installments*.
J he public will find it to their
advantage to patronize this agency. Office 166
Fore Mreet, Portland.
octl6eod3m
JOHN W. MUNGER.

THE LARGEST STOCK

227 FEDERAL

or

ce.

<11 w

FAIRBANKS

Bell

can

BIAIXE.

nov3

Me.

Itcul Estate Agency.
Houses
desiring
of any «iescripti n,
PARTIES
hive the
tered at this otb
J\o*nleflfo
to

κ.

Sit-

St.,
Dma & Co.
This store has a large capacity,
and has been thoroughly repaired fr m the foundation. A good chance for a sa e investment. For
further particulars, enqu re of Ε. E. UPHAM, No.
5 Exchange St.
oc28dlm*
nexr

at a bargain. P/ices ranging from
$800 to $»J,000.
Apply to W. \V. CAKR,
197 Newbury Street.
octUdtf

J.

for

SALE.

on

(

Thirty Days

WASHIXGTON ST.,

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,

ESTATE.

three story frame store, size, 54 by 29.
THEuated
the sou' b side of Commercial

Dividends to Policy Holders oil
Premiums Terminating in 1879

Children's work

EDWARD McCAMi/iON PIANO

dly

HEAL

$12,437,739.51

P. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. 11. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
febl7
dlmtTT&Sllm&w6w

St.

H. DBCMMONl». Jl.

.TOMI AH

RIPLEY,
Veterinary Surgeon

Have
mow
on
EXHIBITION
and for SALE ont* ol' the FISEST
selections of TALL asid WINTER CLOAKIXOS for Ladies and
Children, tliat can be found in
the city, an ! at the VEUY LOWEST PRICES.

HATS,

ready for immediate use.
Mrs. CHASE, has also on hand, a more elegant
and complete as well as larger stock of man-rials
now

CHMOiRN & KENDALL,

than she has at any season heretofore offered to
public view.
Ladies who have not yet determined npon what
they want will tind in this stock a most suggestive
aid, and would do well to give the new store an

Will open thiM day,

oct28d2w

α

OF

CLOAKINCS
ΛΛΒ

W. H. rEMELL & CO.,
—ENGINEERS

ULSTER

OF—

CLOTHS.

'*μ'-!7

HEATING and

VENTILATION,

and Dealers in

NOS.

17 & fi» U*IOIV STREET.

It. F. It'HIlJiEY ic CO. have moved to
Middle St, and 68 Union
itore No.
>it., under Falmouth Hotel, where we
'hall continue the Boot and Shoe Leather and FindiiiÎ business; also the uiunn'acture of Ladies' and Ueut's Hue Hoots
mil Mines to measure in all its branches,
intl hope by striet attention to business
,o merit a liberal share of
your natronB. F. WHITNEY,
ige.
WM. 0. FOX.

prepared to

furnish and set up in the best
at short notice all kinds of appliances
for llentinv by Nicmii or Hot Wnlcr.
We have some specialties to which we would ask
the attention of all interested. The Uuiinin^;
iVIiiifiiziiic Holler i r steam, and the Hitching·»' JHagnziue Itoiler fur hot water, are introduce·! by us this year and commend themselves
to all who understand the needs of our winter climate. Combination heating, or rot water in connection with hot air
which has proved so successful in this State during the past live λ ears, will
still rect ive our careful attention. All work of this
kind guaranteed to give perfect satis action.
We are especially prepaid to undertake all kinds
of Stiuitary work and wou d be glad to furnish
estimates free to all who may dosire our services.
are
manner and

heating,

oc!5

(tamo

REMOVAL

Steam, Gas, Water Pipe Fixtures, &c.
We

(

DBUMMOHD.

Ε. F.

GOODS and TRICES
your ΟΛΥ.\ satisfaction.

40 PER CEi\T.

R

animals

C^Please

Paid in

οιιΤλκϊμ

&

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

both

for

And the celebrated

10
St

NOYES,

UNDEMN & SONS' PIANO FOJTES.

Boothbay—Ν

for Boston.

as

ASSETS.

General Agents for New England States for

Cleared.

Brunswick, Thompson,

Piano.

Chickering & Sons' Piano Fortes,

Sell Dexter, Potter. Lynn for Ellsworth.
Sell Senator. Boiif-ey, Ellsworth for Rondout.
Sell Edward & Frank.
Bristol tor Boston.

Steamer New

a

ROBINSON,

ArrivccS.

NB, via Eastport

&

EXCHANGE

0.

SUNDAY, Nov. 7.

New
issue

water-borne.

Losses

dtf

HiiEii)

CLOÀKINGS.

ONLY.

fork,
Vessels, Cargoes
Freights,
policies to merchants, making risks binding

soon as

lu«lcjnneDt«i,
MTKBKT.

TIBDIILi:

sep25

-)0Si AH

MARINE

on

open

ISO

NO.

CHAMBERLIN

at their offices,
Company will take risks
and
and

A'his

GRIMMER,

Tearlier of Violin nutl oih«*r

A

I'ORT OF PORTLAND.

Tabor.

By All kind» of Patent business promptly and
execute»!
aepiîO dliin

carefully

Teeth
Piano Company Artificial
SPECIALTY.

NEWS.

Brig Gipsy Queen, Chandler, Matanzas—Geo S
Hunt & Co.
Seh John H Converse, Leighton, Javana—Phinney & Jackson.
sell Etta a Stimpson, Martin, Cardenas—Nutter,
Kimball & Co.
Seh frorest Belle. (Br) Granville. St John, NB—
Seh Julia S. (Br) Mclmire, St John, NB—niastei.
Sell Win Thomas. Wooster, Calais—Ν nth 1 Blake.
Sch Lxact, Kimball. North
Blake.
Seh Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—C A
Β Morse & Co.
Sch Telegraph, Thorndike, Thomaston—Ke»sell &

dlw

early call.

PIANOS.

MA INK.
P. O. BOX G38.

93 Jtiixcliajago

YORK,

AGAINST
RISKS

Mi reel,

P«»TLA!VI>,

Coiistselloi'^at'lisin,

MAINE

..
..

uov2

Mutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW

BRICCS,

Attorney at Law and Patent Solicitor,

H. I. NELSON & CO.

eodif

Furnishing

..

SATURDAY, Nov.

HERBERT G

IN THE 5CITY.

MAINE.

sep27

NOVEMBER 8.
water
3.08
4.40 I Moon sets..
10.58
...

1HJSINEfrS CARDS

LOWEST PRICES

Street

ATLANTIC

with

MINIATURE ALMANAC
0.47 ! High
Sun rises
Sunsets

eodsntf

octlU

Nov
Νov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov 11
ircassian
Quebec
Liverpool... .Nov 13
Alsatia
New York..London
Nov 13
Vandalia
New York..Hamburg—Nov 13
Nov 13
City of Richmond..New York. .Liverpool
Lake Nepigon
.Montreal.. .Liverpool
Nov 15
Arizona
New York. .Liverpool,.. .Nov 10
Gallia
New York..Liverpool
Nov 17
Nov 18
City of Chester ...New York .Liverpool
Sardinian
Quebec
Liverpool. ..Nov 20
Lake Winnipeg....Portland....Liverpool....Nov 2q
Peruvian
Quebec... .Liverpool—Nov 27

sharp lookout

Nearly

η

LARGEST STOCK AND

Mil III!!

ρ r*** much, nt

FOSTER'S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,

DATE.

& go.,

Exchange

13 PREBLE ST., opposite Preble House.

FOR

FROM

Employed,

Coatx, PaiKx and V«h(hi cleiunetl or dyed
ami preyed, <qu»l to ciiNtoni
work, by
tailoi

OKPAKK Kij; (IF ί»·ΚΑΛ
NAME

iltf

Largest Dye House in laine.

Standish, Nov. 1, Mrs. James Whitmore, form
erly of Gorham. aged 44 years.
In Boston. Nov.
CUas. M. Perry, aged 20 years
6 months,- formerly of this city.
In

[Funeral this fo-enoon at 11 o'clock, from No.
11Λ Wimer street. Burial private.
In Brunswick, Oct. 30, Miss Lucy Coombs, aged
92 λ ears.
In Brunswick, Nov 1, Mark Ridley, aged 87 years
lu Bridgton, Nov 1, Mrs. Deborah, wife of Cleaves
Burnhani, aged 7ϋ yetrs.

en

Con^iTM» Street.
dtf

oetll

Bonds,

PORTLAND,

au2K

A

DEATHS

I

No. 32

of the

RINES BROS.

FRINGES.

BEADED

BAKU STOCK, &C.

oct23
three

sold.
it has always
been
made
pure an
he lthv, and is to-iiay without a rival.
(2^r**Slade's English Mustard and Congress Yeast
Powder are standard and always reliable.

C. H. Peck ham, a prominent boss carpenter
of Newport, took a dose of ammonia Saturday
by mistake and is in a critical condition.
Ν. B. Harwood, wholesale dry goods dealer
of Minneapolis, has failed.
Liabilities $500.030.
In a desperate fight in New York Saturday
morning between negroes, one shot mother
dead and was arrested.
Frank Lammins and Margaret Meirhoffer,
convicted of the murder of John Meirhoffer
at Newark, will be hung January Gth.
John Roach, ahoy of 12,smashed the skull of
William Kuuth, boy of 11, with a barrel stave
in a tight, killing him. Roach escaped.
Two grocers at Montreal, arrested for counterfeiting Hennessy brandy, state that a large
nurnberof wholesale houses are engaged iu this
business.
collided at Williaiustowii Saturday night. No
one injured, but several cars were smashed.·
Lo^ $25,000.
The earnings of the Southern Pacific of
California for eight, mouths of this year were
£3,713,079. The earnings go to the Central
Pacific as that road operates it under lease.
The son of cx-Gov. Sprague of Rhode Island
attempted to shoot Robert Thompson, his
mother's trustee, Saturday.
The ball passed
near Mr. Thompson's head but did not hit
him.

sntf

DRESS
GOODS.

ILin opcau iYlarkeiM.
Lonivin. Nov.
and account.

Two counterfeiters of railroad tickets arrested in Chicago have been held in §1500
each.

-ι

Schlotterbeck,

19V4.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Col. Lucien C. Gause, six years Congressman from the 1st Arkansas district, is dead.
Edwin Booth's appearance as Hamlet in
London Saturday was a success.

·>

or

doe* not contain
C-auMtic.

501 f)on£re*ti etreet, Portland* Maine·

IVOTH!ii''.-For
past thirty
years
"CONGRESS" Yeast Powder has been extensively

Τ-»

it

Will rt'ccivr PupiN at

3 SIZES-

CITY AND TOWN KOSiDS,

oc2

PREPARED BY

Gioubigs

the

t>_

BUNION

KUiTIOVE*
Κ UNIONS,
CORNS,
Ι'ΛΙΧΟΙ)8 AND W1BT8.

(By Telegraph.)
Havana. Nov. 0.—Sugar the past week has been
inacive but firm,closing more active bu fluctuations
unchanged; stock in the warehouses at Havana and
Matanzas 3G,5<H) boxes,42,7 bags and 2<>,4o0 bhds;
receipts for the week 100 boxes; exports 2o80 bxs.

cost.

Τ

AND

BALLS,

lixchiiu^i'

Sold by all druggists.

SCHLOTTERJBECK'S

Havana Market.

Kn

(jSoYeruHient

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SOLVEXT,

taken for every conviction of agitators that
may be obtained at the coining trials.
There is a general feeling among the Liberal
party that Gladstone will be compelled to
abandon his Eastern policy. The continued
imprisonment ol Rev. Pel ham Dale is creating
great excitement among the Ritualists. It is
said Gladstone will shortly propose to reduce
the rate of interest on consols from 3 per cent,
to 2b per cent.
Foreign Notes.
The channel fleet has been ordered to the
coast of Ireland.
The Greek minister of finance has asked for
an extraordinary credit of 36,000,000 drachmas
for the war ministry.
It is reported that negotiations are on foot
for establishing a branch of the new bank of
Paris in the Province of Qjiebec.
England, at the instance of Persia, has requested the Porte to station a guard on the
frontier to prevent incursions cf Kurds into
Persia.
At a council of the Turkish ministers it was
proposed to the 'Sultan that he should order
Dervish Pasha to surrender Dulciguo at any

»!.„

Moonbeam, from

French and German,

CHARLES

Ww Viirlc

Oct 23, off Duugeness, barque
Am*ieula;u for New k'ork.

BROWN.
Teacher of

IN

DEALEKS

FOREIGN PORTS.
at Adelaide Oct 23, barque Saml H Nickerson,

SPOKEN.

Louis, Nov. G.—Wheat is quiet at 1 01 Vs bid
cash; 1 01*4 for November. 1 (»4Vs£l 04*4 ior December; 1 01 Ve year. Corn steady; 39% bid cash;
39% ^39y8c for year; 4ô7/ec for May.

made by the rank and file of the

JET

same

XvIXéMS

eodtf

OTpayson

Baltimore.

Ar at St Brieux —, barque St Lucie, St Jolin. NB.
At Demarara Oct 18th, brig ilattie M Bain, \Vhittier. from Boston.
Sid fin Matanzas Oct 30th, sch Nellie F Sawyer,
Bunker, lor St Alarms.
Ar at St John, KB, 4th inst, sch Warren J Crosby,
Atwood, Boston.
Old 4th, scbs Mahaska, Merriman, for New York;
oth, Ilattie Ε King, Crowley, and Victor. Terry,
.New York.

St.

geance.

jy27

Manila.
Sid fin Hong Kong Sept 14, barque Gen Fairchild,
Ivelley, New lork; 15th, John M Clerk. Conant,
Honolulu.
In port 25th, ships Rosie Welt, Welt; Alice Buck,
Horriman, and Rophael, Sherman, for New York,
ldg; Cora, Coombs, and »lobn a Briggs, Randall,
for San Francisco; San Joaquin, Drinkwatcr, do.
Cld at Seville Oct 20, barque Ada Ρ Gould, Mer-

Chicago. Nov. G.—Wheat is lower at 1 01 Vodôù
1 01% for November: 1 03,αΙ Ο s/s for December.
Corn higher at 39% «40c for November; 40· 4 %
lor December; 45<a40VeC for May.
Oats quiet at
2V)a2û1/sc for November; 30%(tg30%c December;
30% 3i.% c for January. Pork higher at 12 25
for November; 12 4< > for December; 13 40@ 3 42V2
for January. Lard higher at 8 05 for November.

EUROPE.

Exchange Sts.,

Exchanges.

Cole, Boston.
At Shanghae Sept 21, ship Henrietta, Blanchard,
for London, ldg ; Brown Brothers, Goodeil, lor

>

one.

lor

jel4eo<l-eow8\Y—tlisepl

BUTTONS TO MATCH.

Buy and sell first-class Slate, city,
town and Railroad Bonds.
Investments tor trust funds constantly 011 hand. Correspondence
solicited.
Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

New York for Rockland:

Portsmouth.
HYANNIS—Ar 4th, sch Nellie Eaton, Ashford,
New York for Eastport.
BOSTON—Ar 4th, schs Jessie Hart, Wall, Weebawkeu; Neptuue, Small, Hoboken; Ε G Knight,
Pratt, New York; Carroll, Colbeth, Machias.
Cld 4th, sch Charlotte Augusta. Holmes. Eastport
Cld tfth, barque Emma F Herriinan, Miller, Cape
de Verds, and whaling; schs Georgietta Lawrence,
Bawkins, Savannah via Boothbay; Mary Β Rogers,
Preble, Bath.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 4th, sch Lizzie Lee, Peterson,
Lamoine for New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 5th, schs Cvgnus, Steele,
New York; Trade Wind, Gray, and J Ρ Ames, Rich,
do for South Newmarket; Laura Τ Chester, Kent,
Perth A m be
BOOTHB^ Y—Ar 27tb, sch Onward, Lowell, Bangor for Portland.

leans.
Κ lour—'he market closed steady; No 2 at 2 95
@4 00: Superfine Western and State at 3 85
(t4 40; common to good extra Western and State
450@4 85: good to choice do at 4 85@6 50; common

Cor,

EDGARTOWN—Ar 4tu, scbs Sandy Point, from
South Amboy for Portland; Isola, Port Johnson for

1%
2%

quiet at
middling

Chaney Henley, Fin

Empress, Sag Harbor for Wood Hole; Carrie S Bailey, and Sarah Ellen, Kennebec for New York,
NEWPuR'l- Ar 5th, barque Nicola, Harper, from

Douienttc iTlarbeln.
iBv Telecraoh.^
New York. Nov. 6.—Cotton cloeed
for middling uplands and ll%c for

TASSELS AND BALLS.

FALL COLORS.

Middle &

<ttf

__

KOlTO.\ 8( OOOIi Ol' obatost.
lull coureo two years, three ho wre daily ; shorter
course, one ykak. Term begins Oct. 7. Application
at 1 Somemet St., Boe'.ou. any «lay after Oct. 1,
from 10 to 12 Λ. m. For cure >lare, apply t«>
K. It. KAYJdOND, Principal.

SPIKES AND CORDS.

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 4th, schs Corvo,
from Rockland for Richmond; Julia Martha, Providence for New York: WJnslow Morse, So Amboy for

73

..

NEW

snoodtf

ja2

New York.

4
4

—

14il B*e:iï'ï Street.

I S. "Called" lionds CASHED or
on favorable tenus.

exchanged

private pupil* by the* bubecriN r.

Jaa24

.11 iniict-

Dealers in Uo(ιίίιιιμίιΙ,

to

J. W. COLCORl),

Street

pal und Hailroad SecurUlfts.

Fink, Burner,

Hoc k land.
Cld Gth, barque Walker Armington, Hooper, for
Buenos Ayres; scbr Kenaett, Guptill, Corunna; S W
Hui»t, McFauden, Point-a-litre; Etna, Sawyer, for
St George, Bermuda.
Passed tbe Gate 6th, sclis Nautilus, from NYork
for Newburyport; Zampa, Hoboken for Boston; II Τ
Townsend, do for cio; Lizzie Brewster, Weebawkeu
for do.
PALL RIVER—Ar 8th, ecbs Abigail Haynes,
Mazrell, Elizabetliport: Porcst King, Moon, Bangor
Sid 24th, scbs Altavela, Alley, and Albert Jameson, Candage, New York.

139

...

Harris, Strout,

'leaser, Littlejobn. Gardiner; Sunbeam, Saunders,

I0734
441/4
7434
113%

..

Krie
tfrie prêt erred
.Sort li western
Ν or t li wee tern preferred
Milwaukee & St. Paul

[?li«S<iae

ι«:λ>λι, bank iii.mK.i

Hodgdon, Providence.
Also ar Gth. scbs Τ A Stuart, Libby, Windsor, NS;
A 11 Hodgman, Frye, Grandance. NB; La Yolta,
Wbitmore, iiangor; Wm S Abbott, Goddard. do;

..ICO
140
315

—

I««i

"*

..

».

Bii-hop,

Brunswick.
At Delaware Breakwater 4th. brig Atalaya, Eye,
from Cienfuegos tor Philadelphia.
NEW YURi\-Ar Oth, schs May Munroe, Hall,
Para 25 days; »,lias Ε Sears, Turner, Windsor, NS;
Τ A Stewart, Libby, do; Peiro, lvelley, Two Rivers,
S; Lettie Wells. Warr. St John, Ν Β; Atlantic,
Neal. Musquash. NB; Earnest Τ Lee, Blatculord,
Calais; Bedabedec, «now, Kockland; Gen Banks.
Simmons, Bofton; Yankee Blade. Coombs; Wesley
Abbott, Miil ken. and Alpine. Haskell, do: M A
Kceu, roster, ana Lottie κ menu, Collins, Kennebec; Skylark. Crocker, and J H DeW »if, Kennebec;
Laura Robinson, Luce. Rockport; Jas O'Donahue,
Warren, Boston; Bangor, Treworgy, and Tangent,
Robinson, New Bedford; Palo?, r rencb, New Bedford: »Juiia& Martha, 11opps. Providence. Express,

—

tin?

lc.il Siiidics.
Given

BMERS AND BROKERS,

MOBILE—j\t 4th. sch Dione, Patersou, Boston.
COOS AW, SU—Ar 25th, oarque Syra, Goodman,

5th, bargue Rosetta McNeil,
5,214,600 i
McG Buck,Woodbury, George0
45,3
2,011,450
PHILADELPHIA —Ar 4th, sch Flora Rogers,
now reduced to $1,732,Rogers, Darien.
eld 4th, schs Abm Richardson, Reed, for Saugus;
White Sea, Storer, Norfolk.
Cld 5th, schs Governor, Eaton, Saco; Maggie MulKud *ï©«e*v ^larkti.

were

Swan & Barrett,

ship Alexander, Cotton,

BALT1 MORE—Ar
Pascal, Navassa.
Old 5th, sch Hattie
town, SC.

..

Kelvidier

Aspinwall.

EDUCATIONAL
Instruction in Eugiisli and Ulas»<

idonEMTicpoiiTM.
ship John Watt, Sweet-

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 3d,
St r, Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Port Ends 1st inst,

Washington.

—

Gould & Curry...

sent oat from Chefoo to take off part of cargo.
Extent of damage not known.
Brig Annie Gardner. Cassidy, at Philadelphia fm
St John, ΝIV reports, 29th, 60 miles Ε
by Ν of Five
Fathom Banli, too.v a gale from SE, started deckload and sprung aleak.
Sch Lizzie Guptill, of Rockland, from Portsmouth
with apples, was capsized in a squall night of 1st
inst, oft' Monhegan. Crew escaped in the boat.

Gilkey, Bangor.
WILMINGTON, NO Ar 3d, sch Mary Ε Van
Cleaf, Thori dike, Rock port.
Cld 5th. sch Annie R Lewis, Lewis, Jamaica.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 3d, sch Ringdove, Swain,

(By Telegraph.)

islan·;
iiinoie Central
Ο Β. &Uuiney
°hicag» & Alton—
Lake -bore

at

CHARLESTON—Ar 5th, brig Stephen

New YoitK, Oct. 6.—The bank statement is decidedly unfavo able and shows a reduction of $2,000,000 in t he reserve.
Money closed ottered at 3 per cent on call.
Sterling Exchange is lower. We quote bankers
asking rates, 00 days' bills.at 481 per £ (of $4.8665
par value), and on demand $4.83, against 481Va(s
485% one week ago.
«« («.mowing
λι«s
to-day's closing quotation* of
'.uverument securities :
United States 6'?, 1881. rcg
104 4
tilled Stales ♦'•'s, 1881, coup
104%
(Jnited States new 5's, reg
101%
j.ueu .-unie» new π s. coup
! U1 a/8
:nited State·» new 4Vs's, reg
·".
109%
United j States »evv 41/«*s, coup
...311
nited .Slater new 4's,reg
\*WVa
nited States nev» 4'h
Pacific (>'8 «f V4
120

i'fco following
svocka

MISCELLANEOUS.

Pemambuco.

increase.
Circulation, increase
Reserve, decrease
The surplus of reserve is

SPORTING.

■φ,„η

!

Niw ΊΓοιικ, Nov. 0—The following is the week
ly lîank statement ending to-day:
$ 4,400,β00
Loans, increase
310,300
Specie, increase
I.égal tenders, decrease
1,027,100

New York central
New Jersey Central
ion Pacific.
Western Union Tel. Co

nraanno

I

SSutilt Mlalciucut.

German Lutheran church was unroofed and
badly damaged. Other property was injured.

hlnnrlu

1

ûto^soki .Nîorî* iTlnrhct.
sa'en of iho tiro itères Board, Nov. 6.
Sales at Auction.
5 Continental Mills
75
S1000 Boston & Maine It. 7s. 1803
124%
do
124% @124%
$200

distress.
Oswego, Nov. 7.—A terrific galo of unusual
violence has prevailed here since 2 o'clock this
morning. Soon after noon the Canadian
schooner Woodduck, with barley from Frenchman's Bay to this port, was driven ajliore below the east pier. Crew saved.
Utica, Ν. Y., Nov. 7.—A tornado struck the
southwestern part of this city at midnigtit
Saturday, during a heavy rain. St. Paul's

a

G

fentai,
liecfip*»
Portland. Nov. 5.
t'nr Portland, 20 oars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, 71 cars miscellaneous n·· ?
ûum4!M

hanks. Disasters to the shipping are reported
from several Lake Ontario ports.
Schooner Jnna, with 10,000 bushels of wheat,
from Toledo to Buffalo, put into the harbor
and dropped her anchors, but drifted on Swinten's pier, causing great damage. The sea is
sweeping over her from stem to stern. Crew
safe. Schooner Porter, from Milwaukee, is
lying near the buoy at Erie flying signals ol

that

to

Nickels,

A

MEMORANDA.

Va
8%

ipiN.
Comme··*!

barque Alice Reed, Relie-

inst, ship Lucy

Ship Jane Fish, Young, from Lobos de Afuera for
Calais, was spoken Oct 23d, with rudder damaged
and leaky. Refused assistance.
Barque Annie S Hall, Nelson, from Hong Kong
for Chefoo, went ashore Sept 7. on Kung
Kungston
Island, seven miles from Chefoo. Several lighters
were

0

a,

FINANCIAL.

EXCHANGE.

Marseilles prev to 1st inst, barque Mary
Jcuness, Oakes, New Vork.

oî" iMUiiuc

Cleveland, O., Nov. 7.—A special from
Erie, Pa., says the heaviest gale in twenty
years swept over that place to-day along the

are
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A Heavy Gale on the Lakes—Great Damage on Water and Land;
Tokonto, Oat., Nov. 7.—A severe galo
passed over Central and Western Ontario this
morning. Trees were uprooted, telegraph
lines prostrated and considerable other damage
done. At Clifton the water in the river rose
fifteen feet, and some damage is reported.
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WIND AND WAVES.

against Laycock, accepting
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MERCHANTS'

Sid fm Cardtfi Nov 5.
ra», Singapore.
Ar ut Liverpool 5th
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t.JPaul preferred
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Providence.
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Store.

Part of the fleet get-

at sunset.
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VICTORY.

New Υυκκ, Nov. 8.—Tim following lias
been issued by the Republican National Comraittoe :
New York, Nov. 8.
The Republican National Committee presents to the country a resume' of the sweeping
victory won by our party Tuesday, Nov. 2d,
which has been so cheerfully accepted by all
thoughtful and patriotic men and by great
business and commercial interests of the na
tion. Garfield and Art'iur have received 213
electoral vo es and will be inaugurated President and Vice President March 4th, 1881. The
actual result in New Jersey, California and
Nevada is so close that it cannot be ascertained until the official count is made, but we have
reason to believe that at least one and perhaps
two of these states have giveu their electoral
votes
for
our
candidates.
The
popular majority
for
Gartield
and
Arthur
will
not
fall
in
of
short
520,000
the Northern
States.
^The majority of
Gen. Hancock in the Northern States will
hardly reach 1800. If the Republicans in the
South had been permitted to vote as they
wished to and have had "their votes counted
as they were cast" at least six of these slates
would have recorded majorities ranging- from
The
five to forty thousand lor our ticket.
majorities therefore claimed by our adversaries
we regard unin most of Southern States
We have carried
worthy of consideration.
the legislature of every Northern State except Nevada where a straight out Democrat
will be elected to succeed Mr. Sharon. After
the 4th of March next the United States Sena'e
will stand 37 Republicans, 37 Democrats an d
two Independents.
Two of the Southern
States given to the Democrats in the above
estimates are yet to elect Senators and it is
not unlikely that we shall secure one of them.
In the lower House of Congress we have not
less than fifteen majority, and no officer of the
present Congress can reduce or imperil this
majority except by revolutionary act.
Garfield and Arthur have been elected by an
unparalleled popular majorities in tint portion of the country where the right of every
citizen is recognized to vote as lie pleased and
This result
have his ballot honestly counted.
in an intelligent and free North is a clear and
loud answer to the indecent manner in which
our adversaries have waged the whole of their
campaigu. Republicans may be assured that
no after thought of two or three mortified and
desperate leaders of the minority, writhing
under their party censure, will be allowed to
trifle with this mighty verdict, or permit the
organization of the government on the appointed day, by the resolute men chosen to admsnister it.
S. λΥ. Dorsey, Secretary.
(Signed,)

Threats
PASSENGEHS AND CREW ALL SAVED.
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ting under way
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flouer.
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Democrats.

will be contested by their
ponents, the ground of contest

or

Na-

Republican

tional Committee.

CALIFORNIA bTILL IN DOUBT,

crats

partly cloudy weather, southwesterly
winds, higher barometer, stationary or lower
temperature.

Clear

of the

Address

Feminine Forces.
girl's mind develops very rapidly,

SAILED—Seta A LMcKeen

Kegs

13" 15

—

8βρ14

I. A. R. A.

d3m

ΈΙΙΙΕ Annual Meeting of ihe Irish American Re1. lief Association take» place MONDaY EYE·
SING, Nov. 8tli, at 7.3o o'clock, for the election
>f otticers, &c., &. Every member is requested to

E. I¥. FKHMIUIAX A t>KOS.

Advertisements received for every Paper in the !
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Advertising Agents,
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully jiven
I ISO IV. FOURTH ST., CIRri.lNATl
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Pbess kept for inspection at any time
Eetluiatea furulelieii.
Sttiid fur Circular.

dti

)β

|

present.

novCdtd

Per order

President.
J. WELCH, Secretary.

T.

Ti l Κ

SUNDAY SERVICES.

P RESS.

SECOND

MONDAT MORKISG. NOV. S.

Pi««roe.

Bangor, J. II. Babb & C<»
Bath, of J. 0. sliaw.
Β Meiord. F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson's Bookstore.
Brid^ton. Daniel Dickens.
B« nuewk κ. B. G. Dennieon.
Camb rland Mills. F. A. Verrill.
K. W. Dunbar
Froeport. vn A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, K. C Harmon.
Gardiner. Palmer & Co.
Qorhain, Λ. lrtab.
H iHowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Le wist on, Chandl r At Estes.
K. ·) udkine.
L »bon,
Mechanic Fall.", A. VV. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O. Noyce.
Richmond, G. A. Bea'e.
Κ «cklaud,
Andrews.
Sabatius, Ε. II. Johnson.
Sa carappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick,
TbuniaHtou, S. Delano.
Vmalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervilio, J. M. Wall.
Wisi.-asset, Gibbs & Bundle*
Woodford's Corner. H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

Dimarlscotta,

GARFIELD AND ARTHUR.

GRAND CELEBRATION OP THE

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

ι

e

The Republicans of Portland will celebrate
the election of Garfield and Arthur by a grand

torchlight procession, display of fireworks and
illuminations this evening if the weather is
favorable. The details of the celebration are

TO-DAÏ

givrn

of Maine.

Harper's Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor

circle. The number for the ensuing week has
lieeil received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall, and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

Thirty Years' Experience of an Old
Nurse.
MRS.
WINSLOW'S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
States, and has been usod for thirty years with
never-failing success, by millions of mothers
for their children.
It relieves the child from
pain, cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in
the bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health
to the child it reste the mother. Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
may2GWS&M&w(im
a
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Oct. IS, 1SSO.
OFFICE HOURS:
From 8.00

to 8.30 p. m., Sundays
Sunda>.v open for Carriers and General
from 9 to 10 a. m.
a. in.

Ait RI VAL AND

in the

excepted.
Delivery

DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

Boston and intermediate oflices—Arrive at 12.20
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.20, 5.10, 8.10,
and 11.10 p.m. Close at 8.15 «a. m, 12.30, 3.00
and 9.00 p. m.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.10 p. m. Close at
8.15 a. m. and 3.u0 p. m.
Great Southern & Western—Arrive at 12.20 5.10.
8.10 and 11.10 p.m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30,
3.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.05 p.
m.
Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.05 p.m.
Close at 11.30 a.m. and 4.35
and 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.40 a. m. Close at 8.00 a. m.
Lew 1st on and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a.
m. and l.o5 p. m.
Close at 0.30 and 11.30 a.m.
4.35 and 9.00 p. m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonespnrt, Macliias, Machiasport, East Machius, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 0 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
*
East port, via each steamer—Arrive at 0.00 a.m.
Close at 5.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sailing oi steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive at
2.05 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowliegan, intermediate offices and the northArrive at 1.05 p.m. CIofc at 11.30 a. in.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.4 > p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island—Close at
11.30 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
R. R.—Arrive at 0.05 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Frveburg, Me., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. Ii. It.—Arrive at 11.20 a. m. Close at 2.30 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.20 p. m. Close at 12.45
p. m.
Rochester, Ν. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. It. It.—Close at 0.50 a. m.
Carriers' deliveries are made daily (Sundays excepted,) m the business portion of the city at 7.00
and Ιυ.ΟΟ a. in., and 1.30 p. ni. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11 45 a. ui. 2.30 p. in.
Collections are
niide on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., and
2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

Municipal Court.

the election of Gen.Garfield will be as follows:
John C. Small, commanding.
Λ ius—Robins η Williams, J. W. Robinson. Jas. F.
Hawkes, J. I). Prindable, Windsor B.
Smiili, Caleb N. Laug.
Chief Marshal, I>. F. Whitney.
Aids—Ο. K. Gerrisb, R. T. McLellan, L. A. Gray,
M. L. Williams, H. S. Triekey, Ε. N. Greeley.
Collins' Portland Band.
FIRST

Portland Pioneers.
Garliel d Guards.
Garfield Cadets.
G arfield and Arthur Guards of Cape Elizabeth.
Garfield and Arthur Guards of Saccarappa.
Garfield Battalion of Saco.
First .Division Garfield and Arthur Glee Club, Portland, in carriages.

j

Commanders of the sevoral Companies comprising this Ilattalion are ordered to report with ^heir
Commands, at Lancaster Hall, this evening at 7.15
sharp, to take part in the parade to-night.
Per order

Mcdonald,
Col. Commanding Battalion.
if. a.

(Official.)
It. G. BERRY, Adj't.

Attention

Garfield and
Glee Club.

Arthur

Citizen» of Deering, marching.
Citizens in barouches.
Second division Garfield and Arthur Glee Club ol
Portland in carriages.
THIRD Divrsi X.

Band.
A. Weston, commanding.
Capt.
Aids—.Milton Higglns. F. 1!. Hanson, Win. M. Wliitten, Freeman T. Men ill, W. Π. Kaler.
Garfield and Arthur Battalion of Auburn nnd Lewiston
<

Cushing's Band, Freeport.
Garfield Guards of Freeport.

Cornish Guards.
Garfield Guards of Limerick.
Garfield and Arthur Guards of Bath.
Garfield and Arthur Cadets of Bath.

Divisions form as follows:
Calvalcade on Federal street, right resting
Market

on

Square.

First division

Congress

ar6 hereby notified to meet
Republican Headquarters, at 7 o'clock this eve-

participate in the Parade and Jollification.
ning,
Uniform—Citizens' dress with uniform caps.
to

Per order
K. C.

MILLIKEN, Capt.

F. LIBBY, Clerk.

H.

Continental

Drum
tion.

Corps,

Atten-

Elm street,

right resting on

Secoud division, citizens marching, in City

Hall;

barouches on Chestnut street.
Third division on Myrtle street, right
resting
on Congress street.
The different divisions will firm at 7.o0.
Procession will move 'it 7.45 sharp. The Chief
Marshal's headquarters will be at Lancaster
Hall from 5 o'clock p. m. till 7.30.
Citizens are requested not to discharge fireworks during the passage of the cavalcade.
Per order,
B. F. Whitney. Chief Marshal.
The committee desire a large turnout of citizens in barouches, also that the illuminations
and decorations be
liberal and attractive.
Those in barouclios will have a splendid opportunity to see the illuminations. The citizeus
will meet at City Hall and form by wards at 7
p. m. Each ward will please select its oivn
marshal. The route of the procession is corrected as follows:—Forming in Market Square,
thence through Congress street to Pearl to

Federal, to India, to Congress, to North, couuterinarch on North, to Congress, to Smith, to
Cumberland, to Pearl, to Oxford, to Portland,
to Green, to Cumberland, to High, to
Spring,
to Emery, to Pine, to Vaughan, to Brackett, to
Bramhall, to Hill, to Ellsworth, to Congress,
to Mellen, to Deering, to High, to
Congress to

headquarters

in Market squar ·.
It is desired to make this procession the finest given here for years, and worthy the glori-

victory.
ΜΓΓ^ΤΓ!
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PALMER'S HOARDING SCHOOL.

The matinee and closing performance, Saturday evening, of the "Boarding School" were
attended by good sized houses, considering the
bid weather. Miss Palmer did not appear to
her usual advantage while here on account of
her severe cold, but she is deserving of especial credit for her courage in appearing at all,
and the merry fun and vivacity displayed in
her rendition of hor role under such adverse
circumstances. The company was a good one
and while the play is of the amusing class, it
does not offend fastidious tastes, and it serves
to lighten care and give one a chance to
laugh
and grow.
There are but a few days remaining in which
to obtain seats to the Ideal Opera Company's
rendition of "The Sorcerer," Wednesday, 10th
inst. We are sure our entertainment and
music loving citizens will fine this one of the
best hits of the season, as it will be
brought
out by the Ideal (Jo.—which is sufficient recommendation.
TICKELICK.

For several weeks Walter Goold

Every member is requested to be present at the
Headquarters, Monday EVENING, Nov 8th, 1880,
at 7 o'clock, sharp, to attend parade.
Per

on

street.

THE SORCERER.

Members of the Club
at

order,

FRANK F. HINDS,
Major and Instructor.
OSCEOLA F. BACON, Assistant.

Garileld Artillery Attention !

has

been

carefully drilling a new company on his opera
"Tickelick," for the benefit of India street
church, until now they are thoroughly "up"
in the music aud action of the piece, and the
opera will be given a much better rendition
than last spring. Many additions have been
been made both to the music and business.
The "officers" and "parents" will be sung by

newly formed chorus, made up from our
best choir singers, and, by numerous changes,
the general chorus is much improved. Chandler's orchestra of ten picked men will ably
perform the orchestral work, and Mr. Goold
will conduct. The sale of seats will coma

Every member is requested to report, TO-NIGHT
iu full uniform, at 7 o'clock, at Ward Koom, Ward
3; and all those that do not intend to turn out will
please bring their uniforms to the Captain.
Per order
J. H. B. M )RRILL, Capt.

Stockbridge's next Thursday

mence at
at 9 o'clock.

ing

morn-

NOTES.

Attention Garileld Guards !
Every member of this Company is hereby ordered
report at Lancaster Hall, this evening, at 7
o'clock. Do not fail to be present.
Per order
L. S. SANBORN, Capt,
to

Pioneers to the Front !
Every member is requested to te at Headquarters, this evening, at 7.15, in full uniform, to take
part in the celebration. Lot eveiy uniform be filled.
Per Order
W. P. OSBORNE, Capt.
W. L. NOBLE, Clerk.

was shown up by references to the incidents of
His last hours with them.
The betrayal by
Judas, the denial by Peter, the dangers of the
cross and the darkness and the shame thereof
did not check that deep personal love for each
and every one of His followers.
His washing
of the feet of His disciples lo check their strife
aud ambition, His reappearance aud intercourse between His resurrection and ascension
were also mentioned.
If he so loved His own
beloved when ou earth, we may infer Ho also
loves His disciples of today. So also | we ought
to love another.
As our closing days narrow
the circle of friends and objects of affection and
interest, Christ remains our refuge and our
friend, who loves us greatly aud continues unto the end.

NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.

The Rev.

Mr. Smyth, instead of a sermon,
deliveted an address upon the third anniversary of his pastorate here. He thought wo
were passing through a critical period in religion; that the old churches are disintegrating,
and that it is very important to hold fast to
our

The Loudon Echo of Oat. 12 is authority for
saying: "Currency is given to the rumor that
Mine. Modjeska is not a Pole, but an Irishwoman whose parents lived for some
time in
Poland. Their name, it is said, was Magee.
If the rumor be correct. Ireland will doubtless
be glad to claim so gifted a daughter."
E. A. Sotlieru, the actor, is so seriously ill
that his physicians, Sir James Paget and Sir
William Jenner.have been called into consultation.
It is said that Mr. John Stetson owns the
exclusive American right of "Forget Me not.','
Mr. W. II. Hamilton, a well-known operatic
baritone, has joined the San Francisco Mill-

He alluded

tenderly to the faces which had
from among us during the three
vears. He did not believe that it was the fate of
the New Church to be borne along on a Jwave
of popularity.
The growth of a true church
must be like regeneration in the heirt.
Although this society has not largely increased
in numbers during bis pastorate, he felt that it
had grown stronger and more united.
He
eulogized that spirit of unquestioning faith
which a new churchman above all others
should possess, and pictured a model congregation who should be occupied 011 Sunday
only
with spiritual things, putting all worldly matters aside.
He thought affection and earnestness should characterize the minister, and that
straining for dramatic effect will not wear, and
linally ho exhorted his hearers to try to make
his picture of an ideal congregation an actual
vanished

COKGRESS

bovs should be well patronized.
The ladies connected with the Sccoud Par"
ish Society have presented their pastor, Rev.
Mr. Dickinson, with a fine set of Appleton's
New Cyclopaedia.
A fast train to run between St. John and
Boston in sixteen hours is projected. It is desired to so arrange matters that passengers
may leave St. John in the morning and reach
Boston at about 10 o'clock on the evening of
the same day.
M un joy Lodge, Knights of Pythias, will bold

special meeting to-morrow evening foi
work.
Ilev. J. W. Johnston of Worcester, Mass.,
is to lecture at Pine street church next Wed·
a

nesday evening.

Guards, Co. A,, will have a
at City Hall 011 Tuesday evening, the 9th,
undoubtedly will have an enjoyable occa

The Hancock
ball
and

sion.
Messrs. Chandler & Estes have been appointed agents in Lewiston for the Portlanc
Daily Press. Subscribers will get their papers from them from this date.
I. O. O. F.
M. W. G. M. Henry I*. Cox, accompanied b;
his suite of Grand officers, 011 Friday evening
last, instituted a new lodge of I. O. O. F. at
South Waterboro, to be known as Enterprisi
No. 3(1. It starts with some twenty younj
men and bids fair to be one of the [best lodge
iu the State.
One of the officers of the Grand Lodge ο [
Odd Fellows is in Belfast for the purpose ο t

taking possession of the effects of the lat
Belfast Lodge and transporting them to Port
laud. Objection having been made by sora<
of the members of the Belfast Lodge
not yet acted on his instructions.

he

ha

Runaway Accidents.
Saturday afternoon about .'3 p.m., a horse
attached to a light Concord wa on, being
frightened by the discharge of a cannon near
the corner of Brackett and Pine streets, dash-

furiously up Brackett street into Ellsworth,
then through Charles street across the open
field below the Maine General Hospital, then

ed

the steep bank some 30 feet down on to
Congress street. The horse cleared the wagon,
or rather what remained of if, and ran some
distance before being caught. In the flight
he barely escaped other teams and pedestrians.
Also Saturday afternoon a team belonging to
Mr. Ε. H. Evans dashed down Custom House
wharf an 1 ran into a carriage belonging to a
Mr. Smith.
Three little girls were in the
latter wagon, which was overturned- I; was
feared they were killed,
but
luckily

over

escaped unhurt.

they

The wagon was wrecked.
A fpan belonging 'to Mr. William Gray ran
away on Franklin street Saturday morning
and plunged into a sewer on Federal street.
The carriage was smashed and one of the
horses had a large piece of flesh cut from one
of his legs. A wound was inflicted
penetrating
to the bone.

Temperance Meeting.
The tomperance meeting at
Oongress Hall
last evening, by the Temperanco Union, —as

quite interesting. Mr. John Chase led the
singing, assisted by Mis. Wadsworth and Nellie McDuffee, which was
hearty and enthusiastic. The following named
gentlemen ably
addressed the meeting: Messrs. M. G. PalA.
F.
mer,
Cox, Bev. A. S. Ladd, Gen. Neal
Dow and others.

preaent.

A very large audience was

Ε.

SQUARE CHURCH.
Gibbs of Congress

Square

ed his sermon on ''kindness to animals" delivered June 17. The church was filled. The
reverend gentleman's text was Proverbs, 10th
"A religious man regardchapter, 1st verse.
eth the life of his beast, but the tender mercies
of the wicked are cruel." The leading idea of
the sermon was "religion us at the rootcf real-

ly

all valuable life."
It is right for people to
not only care for themselves, but for whatever
and
whoever are dependent upon them.
We shou'.d be merciful to ourselves, and that
we may be we must cultivate the
righteous
spirit that we may be just to all. The real
manliness which Christian self-control will
enable us to win is to be sober, honest, sincere, charitable, patient and kind, and these
virtues are the abiding foundation on which
we must build if we would
make the temple
of life fit for the indwelling of the Aoly Spirit.
We are commanded to do good in all directions, not that we may boast but that we may
be the children of our Father in heaven.
SOTES.

Yesterday morning Rev. Asa Daltou of St.

Stephen's

chûrch preached a.discourse commemorative of the late John G. Tolford, for
many years a warden of that church.
Rev. C. A. Hayden of the India street
church delivered a temperance lecturo last

evening.
There was a Sunday School coucert at Preble
street chapel last evening.
There was a love feast at the West End M.
E. church yesterday morning at 9.30 a.m.,
Rev. Pirker Jacques preached at 10 a.m.,
and communion services followed.
Rev. J. Wills preached an interesting serbefore the Liberal Christian Fraternity

mon

yesterday. Subject—"Is Christianity the religion of freedom," enlarging on the afiirma·
tive idea of the question.
Attempted Suicide.
Saturday night, between 7 and 8 o'clock,

Woodford's

Burned.

About 2 o'clock Saturday morning Mr. Milliken, the night watchman at the round house
at Woodford's Corner, discovered a fire in the
tin shop of Mr. T. .T. Iîiggs.
He immediately
gave the alarm and the Niagara engi»e company was promptly on hand. The men worked
A
hard but were unable to check the flames.
barn in the rear of the shop was also burned.
The
Mr. Kiggs lost all his stock, tools, &c.
entire loss amounts

to about

$GCO,

which

on

The shop was set on
incendiary. There had been no fire
on the promises for a week, which entirely pre.
eludes the idea that the origin was accidental.
Mr. Milliken says that as he came near the
burning building he saw a man runaway at
there was
firo by an

insurance.

no

tlie top of his speed.
the motive for such
tained.

What could have been
deed cannot be ascer-

a

Yesterday morning about 10.30 a. m. fire wa»
discovered in the stable belonging to N. W.
Edson on Mechanic street, Woodford's Corner,
and the alarm was at once given.
The handfire engine Niagara was soon mi hand aud was
promptly at work, but the strong wind
seemed to forebode a sweeping conflagration.
The ell cf the dwelling connecting the stable
was soon on firo aud the shed also.
The stable
was consumed and the ell somewhat damaged,
but the house itself was not very much injured
except by water. The furniture of Mr Edson
was removed from the
house and returned after the fire; damage slight.
The dwelling of Capt. Elbridge Mathews,
next ea3t of Mr. Edson's was in great danger
and carpets were used on the roof aud kept
down

thoroughly, thus saving it from fire,
The
although the water damageo it some
wet

furniture in this house was also removed but
returned after the fire. Injury was therefore
mainly by removal and smoko aud water.
The residence of Dr. Geo. H. Bailey, the
next east of Capt. Mathews'.caught at'tlie shed
door from cinders, but the fire was soon extinThe furniguished with but slight damage.
ture was taken out of the house, but wlieu Mr.
Bailey, who whs in the city, returned, it had
all been carried back, so promptly was the
work done.
The dwelling, ell aud stable of Mr. Edson
insured for §3000 at the agencies of
Messrs. Palmor, Dow & Anderson, and Messrs.
W. D. Little & Co.
Tho furniture wae-also

a

house say that she took three teaspoonfuls of
arsenic. Her husband has not lived with her
of late.
At a late hour last evening the woman was
still alive and probably will recover.
Jack Tars on a Lark.
Two sailor» came down from Boston one day
last week, and went into a store on Fore
street. One of them had just been paid off,
and had a considerable sum of money ill his
vest pocket.
Soon after they left the vest
and money disappeared. Complaint was made
at the station and Saturday the supposed
thief was arrested and locked up. He had the
vest in his possession, but could not account
for the money.
Mcmmoth Squashes.
There were on exhibition at the store of K.
Y. Barber & Son, No. 13 Exchange street,
Saturday two mammoth squashes which attracted the attention of all passers-by. One
was raised by
S 1). Edwards of Oxford, and
received the first premium at
the Oxford
county fair. It weighed 79i pounds. The
other was raised by Edwin McAllister of the
town.
It is
weighs 91 pounds.

of the Chili variety and
It will be on exhibition

same

all the week.

Slight Fire

Warren Street.
Saturday afternoon a kettle of boiling fat in
the kitchen of George II. Davis' house, No.
35 Warren street, tipped over and set the room
ou fire.
Word was quickly sent to engine
house No. 2 and the company responded withon

out sounding a general alarm.
Hose was run
(>00 feet from a hydrant and the flames extinguished. The damage to the house is

nominal, only amounting

to

a

insured at Messrs. W. D. Little
Ίΐ.α

few dollars.

The house is insured.

,ι«»>ιΐΐ«~

bird, frr the ensuing quarter:
W.
W.
W.
W.

C. T.—Λ. H. Spear.
V. T.—Julia A. Bean.
S.—F. W. Coolidge.
F. S.—J. Holmes. Jr.
\V. T.—T. W. liurnham.
W. M.—W. W. Wallace.
W. I). M.—Esta Anderson.
W. 0.—Mrs. E. A. Orne.
W. 1. G.—Eliza Woodill.
W. O. G.—J. F. St. John.
P. W. C. T.—S. H. Brown.

responded and was
the spot, accompanied by Chief

A. Û. Wyer
J. K. Smith
G. Blake
W. A. Rich
Geo. E. Allen

W.Scott
The badge

being

a

Rev. Air. Adriauce, the new pastor of the
Congregational church at Woodford's, at once
di?mi63ed the congregation and proceeded to
the fire and manned the brakes of the Niagara,
receiving the warm commendation of all preset! t.

2
3
4
4
3
5
3
4
3
5

4
4
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
4

4
3
5
4
4
3
3
4
3
3

4—17
3— 1»
2-18
4—15
4—17
3—20
3—15
4^-19
3—18

4—20

ssociated Charities to take into consideration
the advisability of establishing a work room
for women, request all ladies interested in any
\

ol the sewing schools coonected with any religious or charitable organization, to meet
them iu conference this (Monday) afternoon,
tho Common Council

Foreign Exports.
The value of foreign exports for the week
ending Saturday night was $114,821.90.
Among the principal exports were 181,998 feet
of lumber, 18,850 bushels of wheat, 14,959
bushels of rye and G90 barrels of potatoes.
Cruelty to Animals.
Under the direction of the Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, a man was
brought before Justice Perry at Cape Elizabeth Saturday and fined $20 and costs for be-

ing concerned

in

a

readings

to see

The cause of the lire is unknown. By some
it is supposed to be incendiary aud by others
attributed to careless use of matches by some
child.
Personal.
in Maine who have taken
high literary rauk is not complete without the
name of Mrs. Julia Schayer.a daughter of Rev.
The list of

women

Zenas Thompson, who is a native of Deering.
Her story "Molly," appeared in Scribner's

Monthly, September, 1878, and followed by
"My Friend Mrs. Angel," and "Thirza." A
three-months' serial, entitled "Tiger-Lily,"
begins in Seribner J»* November, and in their
prospectus the publishers place lier now among
the best American story-writers.
She is also

by
considering

Schajer

Mrs.

that her first

is

was

published

two

years ago.
Mr. J. H. Fitzgerald, who removed from
this city to Texas some time ago, is in the
city on λ visit.
Λ η drew J. Rich, the undertaker, has been

appointed coroner.
Mr. Daniel Sanborn who has edited the Bangor Commercial for the past year has resigned
and returned to the profession of the law.
Mrs. Ella M. White, formerly of this city,
now a resident
of Springfield, Mass., whose
crayon portraits have been highly praised, recently made a crayon of Gen. Garfield and
sent it to Mrs. Garfield at Mentor, Ohio. In
response îurs. w nite lias
ing autograph letter:

received the

follow-

Mentor, O., Oct. 15,1880.
The copy you have made from Gen. Garfield's photograph, is received for which accept my thanks. It is very good, much better
than I supposed you would have been able to
make, without having seen the general.
The
expression is good and the likeless unmistakaI
am
sure
ble.
you must possess more than
ordinary talent as an artist and with kindest
regards, I wish for you much success.
Very truly yours,
Lucretia R. Garfield.
A Good American.
On the Shore Line express on Tuesday, Nov.
2d, that arrives at New Haven, Conn., at 1.35

apparently 40 'years of age,
every station a beautiful silk flag
with the inscription "Garfield and Arthur"
thereon. He created much enthusiasm along
the route, until reaching Clinton, Conn., his
flag was grossly insulted and he was asked by
p. m.,

was a man

waving

at

what right he cirried that emblem. He made
the following reply: "My name is Alex Sloan,
I live in Newark, N. J., and enlisted in the
33d New Jersey in '(il ; was taken prisoner at
the battle of Peach Tree Creek,before Atlanta,
Ga., and am the only survivor of the famous
47 who were incarcerated in Audersonville
prison, the rest being starved to death. When
taken prisoner I marched on to tho scales and
When taken out on a
touched 155 pounds.
stretcher my weight was 82 pounds. 1 believe
by God's right of justice to man I am entitled
lo wave this glorious flag with Garfield's name
upon it as au assurance of peace. Furthermore
I am an Irishman, but am thoroughly American. I went into the army a drummer boy,
a

1st Lieutenant under

Fighting

Joe Hooker."

Republican Celebration at Qorham.
The Republicans of Gorham
propose to celebrate the glorious
victory of Garfield and Arthur on Wednesday
evening next. There will
bo a torchlight procession,

to

got aboard the engine,

for

illuminations,

Redlon Hall.
cordially invited. If the weather should
prove stormy the
celebration will take place the next fair evening. It is understood that Gorham will have a
"rouser."

dog fight.

a

friend, intending

to return

amputated, saving the heel. The operation
was performed by Dra. Small, Bray and Dudley. The patient is quite comfortable. He is
21 years of age and is a smart, likely young
•man and universally esteemed. He was formerly night clerk at the City Hotel.
The Marine HospitalDr. Hamilton, Supervising Surgeon of the
Marine Hospital service, in his report, issued
Saturday, makes the following recommendations relative to the Marine Hospital at this
port:—"Some twenty lineal feet of the coping
and upper wall having fallen down, extensive
repairs have been made to the building. There
is still necessary an isolation ward or pest

house, repairs

the stable and fence and new
the lower story of the
building. The estimates of last year are reduced from .$8085 to $3190.
tilo

floors

to

throughout

Pleasant Occasion.
Mr. H. N. Pinkham, who is about to give up
bachelor life, and Mr. M. N. Benemelis, who
will return home to Havana, were given a sup"
per at their boarding; place a few evenings
since, tendered by their companions of "the
Gentiles." This association of young men foi
friendly intercourse and improvoment, has

the discussion.

infantile, 1.

assortment of

our

an«l

warm

F.

are

Iflaiue.

lliat

we arc

now

showing

the

largest,
iiK'iii

»

HORSE and CARRIAGE MT,
Plum Street, Portland Me.
Auctlou Suie Every Saturday at 10 A. .11.

tin;

of

F. O. BAILEY Λ CO..

MIND,

lincsl,

tlx-

clieapcsl

N'dr-rooin IM Ktcbun^v

assort·
ir. <».

which far excels any stock that

MAMMOTH

have

we

ever

C.D.B.

choice for Daniel F. Davis.

The

Weekly list of patents granted to resiMaine, dated Nov. 2d, 18S0. Reported for the Press by C. E. Foster,
Patent Solicitor, 500 7th street, Washington
D. C.:
233,Wil—Bailey,Gilbert 11., Portland, curtain

shown in

ΕΜΡΟΓΙΙΠΜ.

RE

thill

coupling,
231,091—Thompson. Henry Α., Farmington,

I

Leading American

are

FANCY

Insurance

reported

Aiauual s tatement

UNDERWEAR.

qualities.

Company

Stock and
Heal

Estate,
Company,

by

$1,085,328.00

the

hand and in Banks
Cash in hands of Agents, in
course of transmission
Loans on Mortgage of Real
Cash

on

171,400.00
113,417.21

—

99,500.00

Estate

350,434.72

11. and

Loans secured by K.
bank stocks,

3 0,715.00
27,082,41

Accrued "Interest and Rents,

NEWS.

$1,858,477.34
LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock,

COUNTY.

all

paid up,

$750,000.00
A 99K ΠΠ <S«

111 ίΛί ΛΛ

Surplus over all Liabilities
$44 I >331.31
Surplus as regards Policy Holders $ 1,194,334.34
DUNHAM, Presideut.
HALL, Secretary.
ANDREW J. WRIGHT, Treasurer.

J. N.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

PRENTISS
OFFICE IN
No.
oct30

KENNEBEC

surance

STANTON

31 1·9 Exchange

BLOCK,

COUNTY.

Τ
I

DEPARTMENT
AND A

—

Fred Lelleur, aged 17, just out of Alfred
was arrested at Biddeford
Friday for a
criminal assault upon a little girl five years
old, and placed under $1000 bonds.

jail,

cure

Game and

County of

Cor. Free & Center Sts.

ocll

Cum-

eodtf

NEW MILLINERY
MISS Α. Ε. BARNES'

prove their debts and choose one or more asof his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at the Probate Court room in
said Portland, on MONDAY, the Fifteenth day
A. 1>. 1880, at ten o'clock in
of November,
the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
E. R. BROWN.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Inof
said
Cumberland.
for
County
solvency

402

IN WINDOW SHADES

ASSORTMENT

NICE

We have

OF

SHADE!?

EXCELLENT

TIPS,,

MERRILL'S LATEST

In 3 Styles and 10 Sizes.
reputation is fully established ami g ve
universal satisfaction.
Nearly 2,000 in use in
As cheap as the Pine grained
Portland alone.
dried air, for the same size or other makes. It will
Their

Lamson
Artist Photographer,
Falmouth

be for the interest of all to

Manufactured, and

No.

60 Cross Street,

my4

Hotel,

5^ Up One Flight Only.
sep21

before

and

G. j?I.

APPLEFLOOD.

300

Cheese,

Boxes,
The

i

uovli

92

VELVET
We have

ocll

just

received

direct

from largest

Philadelphia

manu-

facturers,

large

a

Velvet, Worsted

assortment of

Silk Hoods

and

for Children and Girls of all ages.
The

prices are reasonable, goods
stylish, and the assortment unequalled.

Owen, Moore & Co.
UOTfi

(Jtt

Care for the Dead.
S. S. RICH & SON,
well

kuown

Undertakers and Manufacturer*,
T1HKwhose experience
in tills line of business

tends

ex-

lone period of years, would respectfully
nvite the attention of the public to the recent enargmeut and imj rovement of their warcroouis at
over a

I3S

Exclinngc Street,

where may be found a splendid assortment of
Coffins, Caskets, &c., of the most approved styles
and workmanship of their own manufacture, which
will be furnished promptly at the lowest prioes.
CASKETS

of improved patterns, both as to
erties and elegance of form and

preservation proprichness of tinish

dtf

PTReeidvMcm lti£

or

to

day

18ë Pearl Mtreet.

Carriages, Glass or Draped Hearses, or * hits
Hear-e tor Children, Burial Lots and Graves Furnished. In shoit, everything in the undertaking Une
at the most reasonable charges.
ocltfeodJra

GAS FIXTURES. OVERCOATINGS
J.
Free

—AND—

KINSMAN,
Street,

J>8

opposite

Carpet

Suitings.
€HADB01R\ & KENDALL,

Store.

Extensive

MOLASSES!

Fall

Heavy

Cenfiiegos.

Also Cliolee Ponce and St. Croix

SMITH,

GAGE

&

opening

an

Stock

of

Overcoatings
and

Molasses, for sale low, by

Mr

Cards.

HOODS.

constantly on hand.
Orders promptly and faithfully attended
and night.

Hammond. B'lls.,
501 Congress Street.

lOO Hhd's Kicli Flavored

—

SUITINGS.

CO.,

No. 92 COMMERCIAL STREET.
novo

d2mo

d3w

A Beautiful
Σ

Cheese !
IVorlli Livermore

best in

the State.

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,
No.

CHILDREN'S

METALLIC

IJoswortli,

MOLASSES!

CARDS.

For sale by

100

ecdtjanl

are now

deodtf

Choose

dût

Me.

WILLIAM S. LOWELL.
ENGRAVER,
apr 14

245 Middle Street.

novl

OUR NEW STORE
peculiar advantages and for good ;ight and
general attractions cannot be surpassed Τα New
offers

Kilborn's

Portland,

t91 9HDDL8 Wl'KKICT, Portland,

SOULE.

buy-

and Retail by

MERRILL,

Visitins

&

Wholesale

WEDDING_

dtf

Selling from Track and Store.
All descriptions of Apples at Flood Prices.
Bbl's Choice Nod Heads.

investigate

iug.

J. F.

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

ηονβ

Lace Curtains, Tidies, Spreads. Insertions
Edgings—all tho noveltits in this department.

Air HardWood,

Improved Dry

Ε. N. PERRY,

No.

Special Lace Department.

—

Portland, 1880.
State Fair, 1879.
Ν. 32. Fair,1877.

HODGDON

trimmings

England.

REFRKiERATORS!

Opposite

and

papers, and new
not found elsewhere.

our

DRAPERY WORK.

d3t#

1st. PREMIUM

of all kinds; Plymouth Buck,
lined and unlined Oil
Tan, Castor lined
and unlined.
Kid lined and unlined.

New Bluffs and original Designs.

All of which are sold at Prices that Cannot fail to
A Large assortment of Tiiuimed
please all.
txootls kept constantly on hand.
no(3-dlw

iirst or second story rent of four to
six rooms at Woodford'* on line of horse cars.
Inquire of F. C. NASH, Lawyer, 184 Middle St.

material to match

Fringe*, Loops

—AND—

KENDIUCK, Saco, Maiue.

AT

FALL OF 1880.
We are prepared to show our patron» the choicest
linen in the following goods, to be found in the

LONG OSTRICH PLUMES

To Lei.

dlw

Hats.
ALSO A

nov8 dtf

Portland.

Ladies' and Misses' Plush ami Felt

perfectly healthy.
every particular. Very styli h under the saddle, and
Sold only as the owner is
a good roader in harness.

—

Farrington Block,

noti

market.
Our selection of Paper Hangings from all the
leading manufacturers nas been liberal, and we feel
confident we can satisfy the most fastidious.

thoroughbred
Seven years old, color bright l>ay, sound,
A FINE,;
An excellent animal in
kind and

nov8

ORGANS.

Kranick & Bach and Wheelock Piano».
Best instruments in the world, largest stock, low
est prices and easiest terms of payment.

or

Velvets, Satins, Plushes,
Ribbons,

FOIl^ALE.
Kentucky
Η. Β.

ORGANS

ORGANS

Congress St., Fluent Block.,
CONSISTING

nov8&12

1880.

SMITH
SMITH

W. M. FURBISH & SONS.,

signees

8,

SMITH
SMITH

SMITH

R. H. PARKER

berland, against the estate of
JAMES KOLL1SON, of Portland,
in said County, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor
on his own petition, which petition was tiled on the
Thirtieth day of October, A. 1>. 1880, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed;
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the delivery or transfer of any property by
him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,

Nov.

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.
ORGANS.
ORGANS.
ORGANS.
ORGANS.
ORGANS.
ORGANS.
ORGANS.
ORGANS.

SMITH
SMITH
SMITH
SMITH

Telephone Your Orders to

STATE OF JIAIXi:.

for said

Poilltry

ln their Season.

November 8th. A. D. 1880.
Cumiîeklam), ss.
rïlHIS is to give notice, that on the Thirtieth ^day
JL of October, A. D. 1880, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, J udge

Insolvency

WEBER

SMITH

your cold.

ι oui

Lap Robes in Great Variety.

PIANOS.
WEBER
WEBER
WEBEH
WEBER
WEBER

Canned Meats.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

of the Court of

Congress St.
is dtf

WEBER

Tolopliono

Time is two valuable to bo wasted in creduwith various remedies
when a 25 cent bottle of Dr. Bull's Cough

my friends and the
and shall be
at my new

Mil Gloves in all Colors.

WEBER
WEBER
WRBEU

—

Fresh Goods,

lously experimenting
at once

pair. A
decided bargain.

Just. Received New Invoice of

The Public Demanded and
have responded by adding;

A MEAT

ty to thank

andlOLF

492 and 494

YORK COUNTY.

Syrup will

I

oct30

STORE.

KNOX COUNTY.

Miss Delia Morse of C-imden has sued the
town of Lincolnville for $10,000 damages.
She states that she has received injuries occasioned by a defective highway.
The trial is
to come off at the January term of the Supreme Court at Belfast.

Having decided to remain
Portland, I take this opportuni-

Pants, very cheap.
Call and Examine our Fur Trimmings.
In Hosiery, One lot Ladies,
Children's Heavy All BUFFALO
ROBES
the best stock
sclect f
Wool Hose, all sizes,
in the City.

PARKER'S

Ground was broken Thursday morning for
another cotton mill at Watorville, which will
be one-third larger than the present mill.

Ν. B.
in

Examination solicited.

Htreet,
d3w

$500.

Corner Brown.

public for past favors,
pleased to see them

at 25 cts. per

LORING, Agent,

Ui»JO.

Kennebec county gives Garfield 239Ί majority, a gain of 74G since September.
The house, store and blacksmith shop of
Frank Stackpole at Coombs Mills, Augusta,
Loss $1000; inwere burned Thursday night.

Congress St.,

to

SAN FORD J.

The dry house of the Presque Isle starch
factory, which was burned Thursday evening
of week before last, was, 011 Friday last, one
week afterwards, up again enlarged, finished
011 the outside,
and nearly done inside, so
that the factory will start up again in a few

497

any width.

Outstanding Losses, 75,245.95
Re-Insurance Fund, 573,972.05
All
1
other ΠΙαΙιϊιβ

Carlton Kimball,

LOOK! LOOK!

Market Value

$820,000.

owned

is invited to

the <>oods and learn
Great Bargains will be

novG

Jananry let, 18SO.

ASSET#.
Par Value.

Sonde

as

Everybody

As specialties we ofplace of business.
<13t
fer 50 doz. 3 button
Stitched Black Kid
Gloves, in black and
Latest Styles In
colors, at 60 cts. per
pair—very desirable Hats Soft and Stiff
for street wear.
All tlie Latest
In Uuderwear, One
FUR TRIMMINGS
lot of Children's Scar- Coon, Fox, Cony, Bear, lui.
Chinchilla and Swan rut
let All Wool Vests and
and made to order

CAPITAL, $750,000.00.

& Wood, grocers, dis.

ANDKQSCOUGIN

GOODS,

in every department. Yon
ean save from 25 to 50 ner cent,
by purchasing from this stock.

AND

Our stock in these
Office in Stanton Block, 311-2 Exchange St. departments is
now
complete in a great vaSPRINGFIELD
riety of styles and
Fire and Marine

reported

Mr. Lemuel Packard of North Auburn will
do an unusually large business this winter.
He has a contract to supply the Portland
match factory with 30,000 ieet of pine, and a
contract to furnish 300 co-rds of wood to the
Bucktield & Rumford Falls railroad. He will
also haul about 3000 cords of wood to market,
and will cut about 300,000 of pine at Monson,
for Portland and Boston parties.
H13 operations will keep 100 men at work.

prices,
offered

PRENTISS LORING,

out.

STATE

English

AT THE AGENCY OF

Biddeford—A. Pierce, baker, sold out.
Dexter—McCrillis Bros,, clothing
tnfrs.,
dis.
S.
Eastport—Ε.
Martin, general store, now
E. S. Martin & Co.
Lincoluville—P. K. Frohock, hotel, sold out.
Richmoud—Wni. O. Lake & Co., general
store, sold out.
Rockland—Tibbetts & Son, provisions, dis.,
by decease of S. Tibbetts.
Saco—A. K. P. Whitney, livery, sold out.
Vauceboro—Jameson & Kellogg, general
store, dis.
Vinalhavcn—A. R. Mudgett, livery, sold

Winthrop—Kelley

and

Jan. 1st.
examine

Hosiery,

υ,

Companies Represented

Hiomas II. Getchell «St Son, grocers, Bangor,
reported in insolvency.
Benson Brothers, provision dealers, Biddeford, are reported compromising with their
creditors.
M. Tuero, cigars, Portland, will settle with
his creditors in insolvency.
Whitman S. Oyer, tin ware, Portland, is reported compromising with his creditors.
Narasse J. Blanchet, fancy goods, Lewiston,
is reported compromising with his creditors.
Charles O. Holt, furniture, Canton, is reported in insolvency.

are

it

1

F.

α-i.: —

Business Changes.
The following business changes
for the past week :

i.

AND

These goods must be sold befor·»

MARIN Gloves,

wrendh.

in insolvency.

tailing

UNDER PRE3LE HOUSE, CONGRESS STREET. At an Enormous Sacrifice.

234,043—Lufkin, Edwin, Monroe, lantern
hanger.
234,067—Richardson,
Theodore, Stockton,

13

9

Worth of

our

fixture.

past week

ai.j.K*

$10,000

Clotliiers,

dents of

*».
«r.

Kegular sale oi tTurnlture and (General V«-.ri<·:
.ilee every Saturday, commencing at l*> it'r'uO*
Consignments solicited.
«xtiMi

FISK&CO.,

List of Patents.

Failures.
The following failures for the

».

Ladies

vote for Governor at the September election,
be;ng early at the polls and designating his

Κ., and A.

b.»ilk

SUITS,

iu his 90th year, cast his seventeenth Presidential vote, the first being for
James Madison and the last for James A. Garfield. He also cast his sixty-eighth successive

Hartwell

(0.,

luctiwaMrn and Cvninilssloit Men haut-

MEN'S BOYS' and CHILDREN'S

now

231,004—Wagg,
δ,,ι...-,.

λ

AUCTION Κ Β MM,

unsurpassed by any

PEG IT IN YOUR

Venerable Voters.
Mr. Lewis Allen, of Peabudy, Mass., President of the Warren National
Bank, cast his
seventeenth Presidential vote yesterday. Was
thero another case of this kind in Now
England?—Boston Journal.
Yes, in Gliesterville, Maine, where Thomas

κι,..™·

BAILEY

0.

Heavy Winter

$8.00, $9.00, $Jo.oo, $11.00, $l'-i.OO,
eoncern in

joyable one
The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in the city foi
the week ending Nov. 6th was 15, from the following causes:—Consumption, U; heart disease, 5; cancer, 1; brain disease, 1; genera!
debility, 1; apoplexy, 1; accident, 1; croup, 1

at 1U

is

been in existence some three seasons.
The
supper was superb and the occasion a most en-

Teachers' Meeting.
Regular monthly meeting of the teachers
this evening.
Subject:—How can wo make
All interour school-work more practical?"
ested are invited to be present and engage in

They are heavy, lliick,
cheap at $β.ΟΟ.

Prout's or
Neck in
Scarborough, will
on Saturday, Nov.
rt, 1*8<>,
o'clock A. M. This woll known and valuable
property consists of a large two-story hou*e. ell ai;d
large stable, witb about eight acres of land. ThW *
called hy mauy the best location for a se;;tide hotel
on the American coast.
It is also finely fituat»'* for
cottages or private residences. The na.ural advantages of this pluce are too well and favorably known
to require
description. This property must l»e told
to settle up an estate. AUGUSTUS F.
MOCLTON,
Kxecutor, 188 Middle St., Portland, Me.
F. O. KAILKV A CO., AiacivMecr».
The above «cale woa adjournal 011 »ccoiinl of the atorni until Tlfl'RMDAV.
Nor. I III*, ut natne time and
place.
oct20
dtd
Libb.y's
ON be gold by auction

FO!l

and would be

a.

Widows' Wood Society.
The Treasurer of the Portland Widows'
Wood Society acknowledges the receipt of
four cords of wood from Jacob S. Wiuslow,
Esq.
Samuel Roli e, Treasurer.

Eastern railroad freight train for some two

here last evening on the Boston Pullman train.
Mr. John K. Martin of the City Hotel was
telephoned and had Mr. Costcllo taken to the
hotel, where he was cared for and his foot was

OVKRCO ITS

Overcoats & Ulsters

to

Serious Accident.
Yesterday afternooa as the 5 p. m. Boston &
Maine freight train was leaving the siding
near the depot, for Boston, Mr. Martin Cos-

GIt.tV

The OLI> PKOITS NECK IIOISE

TACK IT ON YOUR MEMORY,
that

really remarkable,
story

FOR SALE AT AUCTION.

0 0j

©

earth.

on

durable,

hoping
public platform. He

speeches and a picnic collation
Every Republican in Gorham

ΪΕΒ1ΙΟΥΓ

llic bijfgesc barg-iins

are

success."

the author of the admirable sketches of German life that
have recently appeared in the
The literary success atAtlantic Monthly.
tained

HEAVF

$ 3

her upon the
closes his letter as follows:—"I feel confident
that with fine
physique, a strong, musical,
flexible voice, and «11 intelligent reudition of
your selection?, you possess the elements of

Allen,

Our

and recitations,

Joseph Dennett, rigger, Belfast,

Biddeford to see

Sewing Schools.
The committee appointed by the Society of

8th, at 3 p. m., at
room, City Building.

that

her

That

saddle horse.

was won by the latter, his score
better 20 than that by J. F. Smith.

Nov

conflagration.

He arrived bore on his train yesterday
morning from Boston, and was on liis way to

3
3
3
0
2
5
3
3
5
4

B.A.Norton
C. E. Holmes

a

With the strong wind it is remarkable
the fire was as slight as it was.

ton.

made.

A. O. FernaUl
G. A. l)ow

tening to

are

Niagara and
stayed the tire and prevented

AUCTION SAL

FAN IT IN YOUS EAR!

with great success. We understand that Mrs.
Ingraham will make her i^ppearance in Boston
at Union Hall on
Wednesday next, lOtli inst.,
in literary
impersonations uuder the management of
Carlyle Petersilea, director of the
Academy of Music. The Inspector oi School?
of Frederickton, Ν.
B., Mr M. G. Gaunse, lias
written a private letter to Mrs
Ingraham, expressing his great pleasure experienced in lis-

the

an

Light Infantry shoot for the
badge Saturday afternoon the followscores were

ing instruction in Boston, and recently has
been giving readings in
private and meeting

reported :

Great credit is due both
the Machigonne that they

MISCELLANEOUS.

city,

quickly on
Engineer Littlefield.

slipped and fell and the small wheel of the tender passed over his foot and cut it off at the
instep. Mr. Costello has been a fireman on

At the Portland

ing individual

nant

Mrs. Louise Ingraham's
Readings.
The above named
lady, the wife of a well
known merchant of this
has been receiv-

promptly

Machigonne

tello, in attempting

Infantry Shoot.
company

Co.'s.

f,.nf

was

and came out
I. O. G. T.
The following is a list of the officers of Mystic Lodge No. 2, who were installed Thursday
evening, Nov. 4th, by State Deputy C. H. Star,

.....ι

insured for $5000 in the -Etna of
Hartford, Messrs. Dow, Coffin & Libby agents.
The dwelling of Dr. Bailey was insured for
Furni$2000 with Messrs. Rollins & Adams.
ture not insured.
In answer to a telephone call the steamer
Mathews

only

report was seut to the station that a woman
named Mary Morse, living at No. 8 South
street, had attempted to commit suicide. An
officer was s%nt to investigate and Dr. Brav
was called.
Ho applied tlie nsual remedies,
but tlie chances of recovery a< that time
seemed against her. »Sho is a marriod woman,
about 45 years of age, and is said to have been
of intemperate habits. The women ill the

summer.

Mr. Joseph Jefferson will start on the Now
England circuit after his engagement at the
Park Theatre, and Messrs. Robeson and Crane
are t« commence a four weeks'
stay at the
New York Standard Theatre, at the conclusion of their performances at the Globe Theatre.

W.

church, last evening, by request of the "Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals" and several prominent citizens, repeat-

the ccrnetist, is to receive §550 per
week and expenses at one of the Couey Island

Brief Jottings.
The drivers of the Portland fire department
will give a grand ball at Oily Hall November
11. Chandler's Band will furnish music. The

and Stable at

was

Lery,

resnrls next

organization in this period of transition.

Rev.

Chandler's Band.
Commander, Hon. Geo. W. Woodman.
Aids—Co'. A. M. Benson, Major W. H. Green,
Albion Little, Major Chas. Walker,
Major H. S. Melcher.

MINNIE

Headquarters Garfield and Arthur)
Battalion, Nov. 8, 1880.

Δ Tin Shop

and teucliing'mauner. jChrlst'sldeep, earnest,
yearning love for his own 'disciplesaud church

SECOND DIVISION.

Fuiday.—James McQuade. Larceny. Thirty days
county jail.
Michael O'Dounell. Assault. Fined $5 ami costs.

Battalion !

DIVISION.

Col. H. A. McDonald, Commanding.
Aids—C. H. O'Brion,
Dr. Win. Alden, Henry
Cliandler, Osman Adams, S. M.CarleGeo.
M. Clark.
ton,

ous

BRFORE JUDGK KMGfiT.

Attention

following special

order:

[Special Order.]
Republican Headquarters, )
Portland, Nov. 0, 1880. f
The formation of the precession in honor of

Du. C. W. Bf.nson'8 Celery and Chamomile I'ills are prepared expressly to cure Sick
Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will cure any case. Price 50 cts., postage free.
I'arsoms, Bangs & Co., Wholesale" Druggists, 117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Me.
General Agents.
octl8eodtf

in

The Order and Route of Procession.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
V. M. C. A.—Art Entertainment.
NEW AOVEKTlsaMBNTH
For Sale—H. B. Kendrick.
To Let F 0. Nash.
Mît

REPUBLICAN VICTORY.

I

CITY AND VICINITY.

PARISH.

Rev. Mr. Merriman preached an able and
beautiful sermon in the morning on the "PerThe
sonal attractions of Christ's Love."
church was crowded with attendants from various other churches.
Text—John, 13tli, 1st.
The speaker referred to the difference between
impersonal and personal love, both noble aud
desirable. The former represents philanthropy and the latter deep, intense affection for
the individual.
Wilberforce was u noble example of the former principle, aud Christ the
latter which comprehends the former.
These
distinctions were ably and eloquently enlarged
upon and illustrated in the speaker's peculiar

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
tfeesenden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Cox. Wentworth, llodsdon. H ayden. W. P.
Morns, oort r Kxcliange and Fore St.; Welander.
Bos on Λ: Main».'Depot, and (Jhisholm Bros., on all
ν rains that run out of the city.
illard Small & Co.
Auburn,

Au„rust;ifcK.

FIRES.

Commercial

Street.
d3w

GREAT BARGAINS
In

Carpeting, Oil Clotli, Furniture,
Plated,
Crockery,
and Glass Ware, at

Adams &,
No.
octe

140

NEW ARTIST'S PROOF ETCHING OF
SARAH BERNHARDT.
CYRUS F DAVIS-

Robinson's

Exchange ureei.

593 CONGBEHS STREET.
es

Spécial attention to Artistic IT -mlng for all class
of pictures.
uov Uodtt

weird coloring tu ray thoughts, for listening
to the rapid click,
click, X remember fancying that some spirit hand had got hold of
of the key and was pourii g out a wail of
woe over the wires.

PRESS.

ΎΈΪΕ

"Watch the Box."
The 6:30 o'clock train, No 39, was over
Cause enough,
hour late that night.
heaven knows. For 12 hours the storm
of
shoeing any
raged, and uow, instead
of breaking, the raiu came down iri
torrents from the inky sky, ana the thunder
rolled oinin usly overhead. A bad storm to

signs

an

engine through,

as

anybody would

have known, and the wonder is that No. 39
was not three hours late instead of one.
Luke Granger, the trustiest, nerviest engineer on the road, rounded the curve just below Red liaviue station at 20 minutes past 7
o'clock. I breathed a sigh of reliet when 1
saw the headlight cut a hole in the darkThe station bridge might have given
ness.
away in a slorm like that, and I was beginning to get nervous thinking of it.
S .mellow everything tnaile me nervous
that night. It was just the kind of weather
when things look out of gear, anyway.
Then I suppose the knowledge of that
money package ben< due and failing to
come on the 11:3U o'clock train, as it should
have done, had ils effect on me. 1 didn't
relish the idea of keeping $13,000 in cash
until the nest day. Elridge & Iiicketson
had been down themselves to meet the
morni g train, and if the package had come
I could have turned it ov r to them at once,
and that would have been the end of the
But it didn't come. That's the
matter.
way things have in this world when you
most want 'em.
There wasn't a soul at the station that
night except myself, and there were only
two passengers who got off the train. X
speak of them that way not meaning to be
disrespectful or in ike light of 8'ileiun things,
only it is a habit, 1 su. pose; for most people
would say there was only one passenger thai
got off at Red Ravine, seeing that the second
of 'em was carried out of the express car in
a wooden box.
Usually when a body was
coming on I got ord of it beforehand, but
this one took me qui'.e by surprise, and
added not a litt e to the nervousness I Tilready felt.
"Who is it?" I asked, as the box was carried to the station.
The passenger who had got off the train,
and who was a stranger to me, answered
my inquiry:
"The body is that of my sister-in-law,"
said he, "She was the niece of Thomas Eidridge—Joub less you know him. Her death
was very sudden.
She is to be buried on
Mr. Eldridge's lot here."
"Then I suppose the body is to be left in
my charge until to morrow," said I.
"YhS

"

ηηβ\νν»Γί*ί1

suppose I could get
self to-night?"

tlia

to

et »··ι μ<γα»ι·

Mr.

ί'Π.-»

It mutt have been the imp of the perverse
1 sui pose, thai impelled mo, after the box
iiad neen brought back to my hiind, to leave
the door open so that [I could sit and stare
As I have alat it with morbid curiosity.
ready said, my sleeping apartment was partitioned off from the freight room, and was
connected with the latter by a door. The
bodv had been placed in such a position
that when the door was open the head of
the box «as in sight. Two or three times 1
got up to shut the door, but some strange
fatality drove nte back to my chair :in<l
caused ine to keep in sight the box with its
sad freight. All this time the storm raged,
the thunder discharged its mighty batteries,
1

irnn

end

sharp pain tingling through my
like the loud whispering of
ghostly voice. Then agai broke out
the jargon of sound that tortured the clicking into a meaningless confusion.
I sprang up from the table, and with the
uow strengthened conviction that it was no
delusion, 110 lancy, but that the sound had
come plainly over tue wires. I felt my courage returning, and resolved to heed the
mysterious warning. The rolling of the
ears.
som»»

men

key—there was

110 combination lock—in
my
But I had ot the largest faith in
security of the old safe. Il had occurred
to me often that a person could onen it even
if he wasn't, a skiltfull cracksman. It was
my custom to leave my door open between
my little room and the ticket office, so that
if Ked Ravine was called by the
telegraph
key I could hear it, The instrument had
beei clicking awn y at a great rate for the
past hour; but as it was none of my business I had paid no attention to what was
going on over the wires. 1 judged now from
the nearness of the lightning and the jerking sounds of the Instrument that the storm
was playing she mischief with the
messages
I passed into the ticket office, where a
light
was left
burning, and stood for some time
thinking whether the money package would
be less exposed in the safe than it would be
under the mattress of
my bid; and 1 finally
concluded that the latter place would be the
hardest for a y possible thief to reach. So
I look out the heavy brown envelope, and
stowed it away under my mattress. Then
I took a second glass of toddy, which was
usually atraiust my rule,but which I thought
the circumstances warranted.
Ο ce γη ore I sat down to my newspaper
and pipe, but with no better success than
before. The storm seemed now to have centered right over the little station. Peal after
peal of thunder rent ^he air, and the lightning played about the sky like phosphorus

inky background. If you ave ever
chanced to be in a telegraph office duri
g a

on

an

thu der storm, you may have seen the electric fluid dash down the wires in a
way to
make timid people

operators,

like

nervous.

Even

veteran

myself, wouldn't undertake

to receive that sort of a
message. I was
temple I to close tin· key, but ihe meaningless ticking had a sort of fascination for me
in the mood 1 then was.
it was like the incoherent muttering of the maniac, where
now and then, at long intervals
only, could
one distinguish a word or sentence.
Maybe
the extra allowance of toddy had maûe mo
more

imaginative than usual, and given

a

ΙΛίπιι ιΐίΐα uruKt'ii.

coma

sec

me

Ducks are scarce and gunners

One case of scarlet fever reported to-day.
Mr. A. G. Stacy is building a house near the
soap factory.
J. It. Houghton, Es<[., has purchased the
tine ice privilege to the west of Bill Lord's,
Pleasant Point.
Goddard's house for Mr. Dodge at
the
South End is being boarded.
During the last '25 years Merrymeeting Bay
has been steadily filling up. Cattle pasture on
the bed of the bay to ttie east of Kuund Island
at low water.
Gould received a car of corn over the M. C.
B .ilroad this morning.
Washington street below Capt. Small's
residence to North street needs tiie attention
of the street commissioner.
The funeral ot the late Dexter
Coombs, the
well known master builder, was
largely attended bv many friends today.
Deceased
was a Christian man of
highest moral character and respected by a large circle of friends.
Mr. G. J. Mitchell has built au addition to
bis resideuce on Washington street.
Capt. Kay Duntou of the wrecked barque
\V. A. Halcomb arrived iu lown
yesterday.
Last night the oiiice of the Eastern Steamboat Company on City wharf was entered
by
burglars who effected entrance by smashing
glass after prying off the shutters. A trunk
belonging to a Miss Mitcholl was taken, being lowered from a second story wiudow.
Mr. Harry Houghton and wile leave for the
South the first of next week.
Gen. F. D, Sewall and family will spend
the winter in Washington.
xiie uemocratic
campaign tiag was torn
from the rope by t lie gale last night.
Somebody got drunk and smashed the
of a window in Mitchell's grain store glass
last

Satisfied

ere now

Obvi-

about
rents.

owners

farming

understood just enough

to know how

to

"raise" their

The worst cases of favoritism on record is
that of a youth wiioee mother put a larger mustard plaster on hie younger brother than she
did 011 him.
Get out Doors.
The close confinement of all factory work
gives the operatives pallid face*, poor appetites,
languid, miserable feelings, poor blood,inactive
liver, kidney and urinary troubles, and all the
physicians and medicines in the world cannot
help them unless they get out of doors or use
Hop Bitters, the purest and best remedy, especially for such casts, having abundance of
health, sunshine and rosy cheeks in them
Thev cost but a trifle. See another column.—
Christian Recorder.
When
mous

Jenny Lind visited America the fa-

caricaturist

Cham amused himself by
American walking about with
his hand in a glas1» case.
I do not use it any
longer." said the American, "since Jenny
Lind has shook it." L/it admirers of Sarah
take the hint.

represe'iting

ar.

300,000 Bottles Sold,
And the demand is greater than ever.
Nervous diseases,
debility, nerve exhaustion, and
general postration lrom kidney and uninary
weaknesses, or excesses of any kind, producing broken-down constitution, palpitation of
the heart, vertigo, etc., etc., speedily and
permanently cured by the famous Wyomoke, a
blood, brain and nerve food. SI.00, .*$1.50 and
$3.00 per bottle.
Sold by all first-class drug-

gists.

Vennor stepped out on the cold oil clotli at
midnight in search of some insect powder, a
few nights since, and the next morning he telegraphed all over the country, "We will have
a severe
Winter."—Wheeling Sunday Leader.

Rolliug ten-pins gives
Cincinnati Saturday Night.
a

The Dennison Box
running night and day.

Manufacturing

Co.

is

It employs about 250

hands, mostly girls.

"

Work

the new bridge is progressing. The
all completed and operations have
commenced on the frame work. One span has

piers

on

are

already

been set.
The Swedish Lady Musical
combination,
with Walter Emerson, cornet soloist, will

One Dollar Per Bcitle.

man

bowl

legs.—

MRS. LYDIA Ε.

& Chemical Works

YORK, PARIS,

NEW

111

AND

Co.,

LONDON.

;t>44
r—v

J
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cure at any stage. One package generally
Delivered by Druggists or by D. B. Dewey
46

THE

age. A never failing remedy for billous and
LIVER COMPLAINTS, INDIGESTION, SICK HEADACHE.
In case of
dyspepsia, and general debility.
Malarial Poison, impovished Blood, and Scrofula it. is the only natural,
sure, and permanent relievant. It arouses the nervous enegies, enriches the
blood, motion, giving a sense of health and comfort
within 24 hours.

For sale by Druggists and Dealers generally.
Special agents:—Fred T. Meaher &
Co., Congress and Preble Sts., and Old Orchard Beach;
Young & Stone, Congress and Green streets; Fred
A.

Turner, Congress and Washington

streets;
Irish & Co., Gorham;· Chas. B.
Woodman, Sacca-rappa.
Wholesale Agents, JOHN W. PERKINS & CO.
novl
SM&Thlmo

re-

life may
cured.
Those who doubt this assertion
should purchase the new medical
work published by the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

THE GREAT HERVE RESTORATIVE

A

Blood, Brain

tality,

A

soveriegn

all forms of Nervous
Debility,
Broken-down Constitutions, Heart Affections,
Ver
tigo, Weakness of Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary
Organs, Female Weakness, restoring Exhausted
Vitality, Vigorous Health andManhoou.

mly

Denefactor."
An illustrated samjjle sent to all

receipt

en

of

Boston,

Maes.

The

1X1? A Τ
IUjAIj

rrilVttfT
1?
X Ê3X-iXJJj

CURES all diseases arising from
Alchohol,

To

AI«o nil t'oi'uiM of Nervous and Brain
Diseases,
such as Lapse of
Memory, Dizziness,
Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, Hysteria,Paralysis,
Chorea, Tremens, &c., &c.
If you are affected with any of the above
diseases,
or any other Brain or Nervous
trouble, don't fail to
try the famous

and Chestnut streets.
the past 12 years by
Rolfe, Esq. as an apothecary store. Ί his is
an excellent location for a Fancy Grocery or Provision store.
A so; to be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the
house corner Fore and India stress. This
is one oi the best locations in the city for a lodging
and victualing houfte.
lias been occupied by the
present tenant or the past 15 γ ears.
Full particulars regarding the above can be obtained by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS,
oc21 dtf
Corner Fore and Deer Sts.

IVc.

ΛΗΑΝΝΟΝ & WARWICK,
Chemis's and Apothecaries,
Sole Proprietors audi
Manufacturers,
M't Trumbull
I3s>ilforil, C'oisu.

Sold

ocl4

by

all

Druggists.

HE.1UV DEE KING,

TîsPRUNë^cuSEiaste !

two
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"Will be
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KËÏÎSÔÎ
From 145 Tremont Street
Boston, will be at U. S.
Hotel, Room 19 NOV.
10. lor Four Da ys Only
Corn*.

ItimiouM

nn«l

NaiU treated without Pain.
Operations on
£=.Coni6, 25 cents each.

paid for a case they will not cure or
for anything impure or
injurious
foundin them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bittere and
try
them before you sleep. Take no
other.
help,

or

D I. C. is an absolute and irresistible cure
for
Drunkenness, use of opium, tobacco and
narcotics.
MBffW-·"™ Send fob Circular.
All abov*

told by drupjrifia.

Hop Bitters Mfe. Co., Rochester, Ν. Υ., Toronto, Ont.

What They Sny of

FOR SALE.

j

i

$1000 IN COLD.

^yrggfrista

ΠΗΕ City Mills, situated on Decring bridge, PortI land, .Maine, consisting of the mill,
engine and
oiler, two run of stone, water wheel, belting &c.
or particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
ocl9 d3w
83 Exchange Street.

Vm-month,

week.

Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Men an,
Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Aloncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bath u rst, Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairlield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
SS&^*Preight received until 4 o'clock p. m.
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
Grand

DISCOVERER OF

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

rOSITIYE

CURE

FOR ALL FEMALE COMPLAINTS.

Elol<l Fa»l

This preparation,

as

its

name

signifies, consists

of Vegetable Properties that arc harmless to the
xnost delicate invalid. Upon one trial the merits
of this Compound will he recognized, as relief is
immediate; and when its use is continued, in
ninety-nine cases in a hundred, a positive and
permanent cure is effected, as thousands will
testify. On account of its proven merits, it is tod:»y recommended and prescribed by the best
physicians in the country.
It will cure entirely thé worst form of
falling
of the ut-rus, Leucorrhosa,
Irregular and Pain-

ful Mens ruation, all Ovarian Troubles, Inflammation αι. 1 Ulceration, Flooding», all
Displacements and the consequent
spinal weakness, and
is especially
to the Change of Life.
It
adapted
will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus
in an early stage of development. The tendency to Cancerous Humors there is checked very

speedily by its

use.

In fact, it has proved to be the greatest and best
that has ever been discovered. It permeates every portion of the system, and gives
new life and vigor.
It removes faintness, flatu-

remedy

lency, destroys

all craving for stimulants, and
relieves weakness of the stomach.

It cures Bloating, Headache», Nervous Prostration, General D^bilityvSlèeplessness, Depression and Indigestion. That feeling of bearing
down, causing pain, weight and backache, is
permanently cured by its use. It will,
always
at all times and under all
circumstances, act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female
system.
For Kidney Complaints of either sex thia Compound is unsurpassed.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

eradicate

Trains

Boston, April

Nob.

&p21

CALIFORNIA,

Island**,

New

Zealand

as

$1.00. Sis Bottles for $5.00.

Address^all orders

F4LL

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.

or to

Washington st.,

Boston.
dtf

—a

S.Û<»

.'J.OO

CJ—
LEAVING POKTLANP
m.—For all Stations running tlir<· ,-U to
^wiauion. Vf., connecting with ail White
Mountain Resorts, and at st. JoUnahiiry with
Day Express on Paseumptic It. K. for N«wn.

poit Hii'l tlontical.
ubyun't and iutermt-iliate
p. in.—For
stations.
AKUIVTOG AT POKTLAND:

11.03

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Traça* 9<eave Forilnud
Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping (Jar will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at
9
m.
and
at
p.
(Week
days),
11
and will bo
p. in. Sundays,
attached
to this train. Passengers have a night's rest
and ai rive in Boston at tf.30 a.m. in season for
all rooming trains South and West.
8.15 n. tu. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, vith parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
l.OO p. u<. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 6.JÎ0

nil Notary Public.
GEO. C. CO OM AN, Office No. IS4 Middle
Accouutaut

λ

'4

Street. Portland.

Ke.il Estate Agents.

Win.

PKVt'TUIl, mo. n:t

Kirb:iu«(

Book Binders.
QCINCV, Koou II, Printer.*

A.

Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.

a.

and

Kail

through

a. m.

and

12.30

and 7.00 p. m.,

European Plan,
ALBERT IX. HUMES
Proprietor
Temple Street, Portland, Me.
Formerly part of the old Adams House.
This House will be open all hours of the night.
Night office up one flight.
Furnished or Unfurnished Rooms to let, with or
without board.
mayl9dly

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
SANBORN, Master Transportation.

D. W.
oclS

dtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

jm^fPjl380.

^ιΤΠΤΤΊτfuTfiand,

STEAMEKK.

YOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York,

via the various
Bail and Sound Line* for sale at very low rates
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLBt Jr
«.eneiel Ageai.
aprb
n;

Norfolk, BaHiujore & Washington

JOHN HOPE λ

S,
LAWRENCE,

WM.

Ο. CRAN F.,

1>.H. MILLER.

Vtoui Boittoii direct every
and «ATUKDA Y

XV Κ DIN' KM DA \
J ft». 73.

nt

Freight forwarded from Norfolk t·» Wat»hingto:j *nd
Alexandria by steamer Lad^ of the Lake and
through rates" given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Kicbmond and uJl

Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenu. .Air
Une. C. Ρ Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina anil beyoud via Atlantic Coast Line. Waldo A. Pcarce,
Agent, No. 22Î) Washington Street.
And toallpo'nts in the Went by liaithnorc ci Ohio
R. R., M. W, Davison. Agent, 219 Washington

Georgia Points.

A. H.

Torricelli,
of

gent, 2UO

Λ

lading given by

the

Norfolk nut! ISultiiuore including
3Aa»»Na^e
Berth and Meals, 1st Clas*.
2d Class. $>7.
For freight or pas-age to Norfolk, Baltimore. Washto
ington, or other information
K. SAMPSON, »\geni.
no2dU
Central Wharf. R^ron.

apply

CLYDE'S

Philadelpliist

BOSTON
OOLOGY

in connection with

OLD
ROAD.

KiiteM, Vrcqatut OfparlurcN.
Freight received and tor warded dully to FALL.
R1VEK, there connecting with the Clyde *u amer*, Mailiuie every WKDNJJSDAY ami SATURDAY to Pbiluiietphiii direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Civile Steam Lines to 4'hnrle«4!.. \VuHiiiu){loci, I>.
tou«
<*t-or«e·

C'., Alexnudrin, Vn., and all Kai
Lines.
named and Bills of Lading
iven
from any point in New England to Philadeij hi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
1>. 1>. C. MINK, Agent,
town. D.
and Water

Through Kates

196

Wm. P.
No.

Washington Street, Boston,

—AND

PHILADELPHIA
Direct steamship I.inc.
Leaves eaeh Port Every

Saturday.

Λίο

Reasons Why All Should Use Jte Be
actionary Health Lift.
îvery man or woman in every walk of life. It furnishes an exercise which may, and should be introiuced in? 0 every house; which may be practiced at
ill seasons, in all kinds of
weather, by persons of
t>oth sexes, all ages or degrees of
strengt» or weakness, alone or in company.
No one c^n say too
much in praise of it, and no one can afford to do
without it. All who investigate thor Jghly, use it,
ind consider it invaiuable and indispensable.
Jt is
ibe safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
neriicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
,t which is unscientific or
impracticable.
Crenernl.—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
iafe. No harm ever came from its use.
It strains
10 portion of the
system. It directs the vital forces
;o the affected parts.
By its use the health is easily
naintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
s the best kind of
The convenience of
economy.
javing one in the house is very great.
iVSiinl aiMl Brain.—It invigorates and
strengthens the brain, and renders it more active
and effilent in all its operations.
Sleep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic.
.t is the most natural and
probably the best means
>f inducing sound and
refreshing sleep.
Nerv*·».—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
lervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
)aralysis, if taken in time.
LnngM, Τlicoat ami Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enarges the lungs, increases the volume of respira;ion, and brings the voice moie fully under control.
Vs a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no
qual.
JKxereise.—It is the most perftct exercise for
nan or woman,
furnishing the best form of physial culture ai>d development in the
safest, ea?iest,
□ost thorough and expeditious manner.
It is beter than the
gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
heaper than the saddle; less laborious than boating
ind infinitely better than drugs in a
majority ot
hronic diseases.
It rounds and hardens the musics, and educates them into p.vm· rondv fait.hf.il

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf,

servants of the will.

Just

received,

importation of Choigy
Le Roi, Haviland's Limoges,
• ok],
Owari,
a new

and other

rare

designed for Parlor and Head-

potteries,

FOB WASHING AND CLEANSING

fl,

MOEHR-

ing Lamps.
These Lamps

are

fitted with

the

English Duplex Bur#er,
which affords

light equal

a

to

four Student

lamps

LMiPS.

and far
superior to tbat
of gas.

invited to h particularly tine lino of
ongw\ and Clol·» >nije Ware, elegantly mounted
id fitted with the celebrated
Moehring Burner,
hese lamps form a rare combination ot beauty and
tility, without which no house is complete.
ias Fixtures a
Attention i-

St·ltd for

Specialty.

Illustrated Circular.

I HOLUN&S &
Importers
and

ôH
novl

GO.,

Manufacturer»,

Washington St.,

Boston.

eod5w

$5.50

10

NEW YORK,
VI*

Portland & Worcester Line
—

A>D

—

Norwich Line Steamers.

<

Express Tiain loaves Portland at 1.25 p. π».,
•.onnecting at New London same evening wiih the
ast steamers of the Norwich Une,
arriving at
iew York next
morning at β o'clock.
Tickets and State Rooms secured in advance at
loilms & Adams', 22 Exchange Street, and at the

>epots.

J. W.

PETEUS, Gen. Ticket A

GEO. P. WESCOTT. Supt.
SyAdvertiser copy.

K.

de3ltf
«r

D.HA.1IPSOW, Igrnt,

IΟ liOiiti U harf. BomIou.

ψ

ίΊ

Λ

uitiiR* niiiiiuMiii)

Semi-Weeklj

louipany.

Line to New Tori,

iteamere Eleanora and Fnmoonia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
•ortland. every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at H
\ M., and leave Pier 38, East
River, New York,
very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamerB are titted up with Hue accommodaLone for passengers, making this a
very convenient
ad comfortable route for travelers between New
rork and Maine. During tbe summer months these
teamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on tb^ir paa&ge to and from New York. Passage, including
tate Room, $3; meals extra. Goods destined
beyond
'ortlaud or New York forwarded to destination At
nee. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag't, Pier 38, P. R. Ne* ΥοΛ.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained. %t yjf
Ixcliange Street.
decMtf

1RISTS' SlIBOHI LINE
Str. Minnehaha

cent.

Ou and nffr Of T.
will leave the East side of'ilkl,
Custom House Wharf, for
Frsilm,
uad IiOUK,Ijilltv nni^mit

ocltidtf

1I'ltebeayur ΙηΙπικΚ

Maine Central
RAILROAD.
AND AFTER OCT. 18, 1880,
'ameuter Train·» leave Portland Cor IftnnDexter, Kelfa**! and Unitrvilie at
Îor.
2.30. 12.40, and 11.15 Ρ; M.
'or Mkowbegaa at 12.30, 12.40 and i l. 1δ .in
j
«'or Augueta,
llallowell, Mtrdircr anil
ISrunMvrii'k at 7.00 a. mM 12.40, 5.15, and
11.1 ft
p. tu.
'οι· Roc It Ια mi and all stations "»n Knox
& Lincoln R. R., and for IjcvrÎMtouaud
E^ariuinçton
via Brunswick, at 7.00 a. m. and 1.2.40
i>. m.
■or Bath at 7.00 a. m
and 12.40 and 5.1Γ» p. m.
'or Farnnutftou,

0.43 A. M.
k<
11.15
for Peaks only.
2.30 p.

Return
ocl8

ov

Lewiston

at

12.30 p.

Wadrflll·) 7.00 a. m.

night Pullman trains
ight Sundays included.
The

each

T. P. McGOWAN,

eland.
oclôdtf

4'i'i Î OM.RK.H* NT ί« »CΚΊ
Portland

STEAITIBOAT CO·
Fall

AianyniMUt,

Fast
"fiST :

WEEK,

Steamor

j{>,.*'**"
»·

1SSO.

PEU

TRIPS

way, every

a. m.
The day trains from
Bangor,
Belfast, Skowneeau. Farmington. K. & L. Dexter,
It. R.,
and all intermediate station» at 12.45 and 12.50
p.m. The afternoon trains from
Augusta,
Bath,
and Lewiston at 5.45 p.m. The
Night Pullman
Express train at 1.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup't
Portland, Oct, 17, 1880

Mo.

'ortlaud, Bangor λ Machias.
VVO

nNnenjifr Trains leave at 12.SO and 5.05 p. in.
The tram leaving at 11.16 p. in. also has a
passenger car ^ttacho.i, connecting at l£ruu»ovi<-k with
a p&i»senger train for |jewi*tou.
The 11.15 p.m.
is the Niaut Express Train with Pullman
sleeping
car attacned
making cione connection at Ban«or
tor all stations (» the
R. R.,
Bangor &
the Ε. & N. A. Railway, and for Piscataquis
.St. John nnd
Halifax, SS oui toil, WoodMtorlt, »!. Λι>·
ilrewn, St. Ntfplit u, I mU-i icion, Fort
Foirlield t:u«i t'arihou.
aMM'D^cr Trains arrive in Portland <ι»
follows:—;The morning trains from Augusta. Gardiner, Bath, Bruuswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40

£

AGENT run T3B

ΟΛΓΟ, IKiTlAK and
WHITE ST4 It L!YI»V
iling weekly from Boston and New York. Drafts
r 1£ and upwards issued on tbo
Royal Bank of

'or Lewiston and Auburn.

OQtlS

after each trip.
dtf

m.

run

:

m.

immediately

C

lllonuiouih, Wi)ii!ii-op,
Keatlfiflii, W>mÎ Watertille and Watti-

ville via

rate of

Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to

—

dswtf

li l.'ll

os,ï

Portland.

GAUBERT, PHOPRIETOIt

GREAT INVENTION

ocl8dtf

i

the West by the Penn. K.K., and South
Freight
5y conreeting lines, forwarded free of commission.
PrtxNajje Eight i>cllisi». Kountl Trip^lS,

Northwest, WeM and Southwest.
JOSEPH IIICKSON, General Managor.
W. J. SP1CER, Superintendent,

ami

m·

at 10 a. m.
''Â'4C^4^· Philadelphia,
Insurance one-half the
vessel.
aSra^^reàPTJ^»,',*sailîug
for
r

Tickets Sold at Hedncol Kates !
To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Iflilv.
aukee,
Cincinnati, Ht, Ijoui*, Ouinhs, HagΛ inaw, Ht. Panl, Halt Lake City,
Denver, Han Francieco,
and all pi)ints in the

Wednesday

Whiiriagc.

a. an.

OFFICES

Mass

Clyde A- C'e., General Managers,
12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.

Boston

To Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. ui,, 1^ .13
5.15 p. ui.
To Montreal and Quebec, Ι .ΙίΟ p. m.
To Lewiston .Junction, mixed, Ί.ΟΟ p. in.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, S.45 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.15 ρ m.

PASSENGER^

ΚΛ1Ι

BOSTON TO ΤΗ Κ SOUTH,
Hemi-Wvckly l-iae. Quirk
rime. Ι.β»

and after Monday, Oct. 18tli,
passenger trains will leave Poras follows:

Λ II IS I l'A I.N.
From Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, S.30 a. m.
and 1£.30 p. ui.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, H.30 a.
in.,
3.15 p. m., G.OO p. in.
From Chicago, Montreal &
Quebec, IJO p.m.

Sicw

X.

STEAMSHIP LINES

and

THE

look, Card and Job Printer,

dtf

oc

The favorite Slenniers Foreet City Mid
JdM
Brooks will alternately
F BAN Κ LIN WHAKF
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. iu., au J INDIA WHABF,
Boston, at ôo'elock p.m. d nil*, {Sunday* excepted).
Passeu^ers by this line are reminded tiiat tin »ecure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the
expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late ai night
HT* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at I » H.

feb6
Ou

E.H'LISH

BEItEtV,

HAMILTON. 8 up**

J.

2, I *4

FROM

arriving

DEPOT AT FOOT OF ΙΜ»Λ ST.

In hard or soft water,"WITHOUT
SOAP» and
without danger to the finest fabric.
SAVES TIME and LABOR
AMAZINGLY,
and is rapidly coming into general use.
Sold by all
Grocers ; but beware of vile counterfeits. Its
success
great
brings out dangerous imitations, but PEARLINE is the only safe article
*
bears
the name of James Pyle, New York
Iways
Jy2
d2awF&M&eownu28

line.

BOSTOiN

connections

in Portland at 12.05, ή and 11 p. m.
The 7 p. iu. train runs daily.
Through ticket* to all poiufM Month and
We*t at lowest rates at Depot Ticket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Tickét Office, E. A. Waldron,
Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman ('ar Ticket* for Heats assJ
Berth* *old at Depot Ticket Office.

the

EXERCISE AiND SALESROOMS,

NO. 37 PliCOT STREET·

for Sound

-AJTD—

dly

and intern e-Jutfl

STKAM Kli.v

Portland, leave BohIoa,

For

*

201 IVJiiltlle Street,

STEPHEN

season

South and West.

»8T. NICHOLAS HOTEL,
on

m.

p.m. in

IV. II. OHLGR, Sewing Machine ISepairer, *1 Marie'» Terrace, in the Rear of ÛOÛ
Congre*»* Street.
my24dly

WIFE'S

NEW YORK.

Fabjran's

*

Portia»».1, Oct.

and

74 EXCHANGE STREET

STREET,

From

tt.iu.

«tHtions.

5 5.i p. m.—From Swanton, Yt., and all stations

to

lawMtf

trial of over 30 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe's
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and α sale nnequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

iue

Ship via Seaboard Air Uue to Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina*

From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30

impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of
Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps ii superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. Λ public

**.

è

follows:

ruu as

above muiieii agents.

PORTLAND, ME.
General .A-gents.
®
octl8

necessary

will

Washington St. Thronirb biHf·

117 & 119 PIDDLE STREET,

Schiedam Aromatic

»

street.
:

issarrracs

DRUGGISTS,

18 BEAVER

OCT. lîfclï, 1880.
:

PARSONS, BANGS & CO.,

As α general beverage and
corrective of water rendered

Railroad,

nnd WINTER Hchednle.

COMMENCING

For freight or passage rates and the fullest inior
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLKTT & CO.,
115 Slate Street, eor. Broad St., Boston.

to

WHOLESALE

ιîi

*Λ'ΙίK flI

tuiiu); Oc-iobrr lili,

./•-Γ-71

Maine road connect with all

Boston &

Eastern

below.

HOTELS.

every

4UU

ARBAfiOEnEKT.

and

S. S. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only,
Nov. 10.
S. S. Clyde... .Nov. 20 | S.S. Acapulco. ...Nov. 30

j©38dtf

».

ί Ν.

Until further notice i>:u»sieu^or t

τι ι„/\ λ i\
iaiu:iLf·

AuHtralia.

The new an· splendid steamere sail from New
York oh the ICth, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco

7.30

1880.

ESTABROOK & EATON,

222 and 224

« IM FIÎ

€«uitf

îixii

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of iU. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Οllice, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. PURSER, Gen. Supt
8. H. STEVENS, G*n Agent. Portland
ocltf
dtf

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

faah

,-ent (J. Κ. Η.

tion.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO
FOR

on

Uoetoit*

mjh ?
Λ

c»

Joim aud Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Sta-

Rooms and further information apply at
T. C. MERCompany's Office, 40 Exchange St.,
SEY, President, and Manager, or to Λ
κ.
STUBBS, Agent .R. R. Wharf.
novGdtf

JOHN «·.
sirwl.

Tobacco.

17,
P. J. EATON, Esq. Dear Sir,—We have
been usng the Hold Fast lob accofor three months, and
lave f >und it to be as tine a
as any tobacco
quality
ve have ever sold at the price.
It has invariably
jiven the most perfect satisfaction to our customers
Yours respectfully,

κ*

t I,

ΡϋίΙΙ»! k teilliii lilll
FALL A

steamers runing between Portland aud Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machlas, Eastport, Calais, St.

State

[. II.
Bpl7

Female Complaints.

.xih2tidly

uud niter ITIonday- Oct.
IN HO, Pa«Keuu(i
Truiu.»
lu: a ve
po ht lajv i>
U-t'OK BOITOK at 8.45 a. m.,
1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.30,
8.00 p. ra. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. in.,
12.30, 3.30 p. in., arriving at Portland at 12 < 5
5.00, 8.00. p. m. Portland for Mcar.boroug h
Beach, Pine I'miii, Old Orchard Bcacli,
Haco, lliddvfcrd and K(!a»«bi|iik, at 8.45
a, m., l.uu, 3.30. 5.30 p. nv.
For *1 ell*, North
Berwick, Salmon I'aiU, <ireal Fall», SioJlarket, iixelrr, Haverhill,
ver, New
Lawrence, Andover aud Lowell, at 8.4oa.
in., 1.00,3.30 p.m. For ISochectrr aud Fariuia^toa, N. 11., at 8.45 a. in., 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Altou Bay at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m. For
ilfianche*ter aud 4'oncord (via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. n».; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Keuuebuuli ior Foriland at 7.25.
jg^The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connecte
with Hound Line Nteamrr*.
The 3.30 p. ni,
train connects with All Kail l ine* i'or New
York and Mouth and V*'c»l.
SUNDAY i UAlXH/ Leave Portia ud I'or
BoNton at 1.00 p. m. Boston i'or Portland at
0.00 p. m.

Si

the Purest and Best Medical
Qualities OF ALL OTHJJB Ï3ITTERS.

i-hK

tw
ilju

.ζ*λm

\

ft. P. BALDWIN,
Gen.

îec^siBrte^B-eMU is,

ilCapt.

Drink.)

All Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels,
Liver, Kidneys, and Urinary Organs, Blood,
Nervousness, Sleeplessness and
especially

η

ι.
u

FALL

AKKAXGEMK.N 1

tbipsTper

ΤIIΕΥ CURE

—

ClTv^iion

TkAC<mAtT

suitable for ladies or
Enquire at 4 PROSPECT S'l.
dtf

S. Hall, and New Brunswick,
J. Thompson, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street ,every Monday
and Thursday, at 0
and
p. m., for Eastporr
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robbinston,

DANDELION,

And

mSSkSSSS,tp«u«ïSîS^Î»ï
or
^ver. Forod«JJJ»J?
thrn?J^oSmithe
or
^ α mild laxaU"· ^,
of camartio
SoSW

t<ei.

pleasant rooms

3lid after Monday, Νυν 8th.,
ithe steamers Falmouth, Capt. I>.

BITTERS?
a

VI iisliinutu"

îil 9

on

On

IIOPS, BUCI1Û, MANDRAKE,

&m»»

mSî^ye th».®013

dtf

l^ALL

CONTAINS

OATH^O^.

J'ût10yfai£0ii'®S

Ko. 37 Ex-change St.

Tie., Cain», Me.,

steam-

**.$

j

FUMrii*!·

and

S*:W KNCil.AND Μ* Κ

("'Steamer

IV. §. Mt. John, Λ. H., Halifax,
N. S., l'harÎoltetewii, P. Κ. *

Send for Pamphlet.
Th&v»&Avlm

(A Dlcdicine, not

ZlUOu^vS CO.JSTIPATlOH«,ES
ΛΙΪ0 LIVER ^

to

jel4tf

On ami after Oct. i, 18SO, the
(ii-cniises now occupu'd by Γ. O.
Bailey <V Co.. i\o.'§ 35 & 37 Exchange St.
Apply to

.πα emcient

HOP

FAÎBJES,
New

.·

To be Let.

ίο

or

ICoglaud) vi a
mama
«οπέ.

liOLvu

tor C'liulou.
friti'liburtii
Juci.,
KnxLiiit, t.uwt'll, Witii!,iKin. and Kp·
yju« at 7·'■£<> a. a». and Κ 'Z3 p. cr.
»
|<or UIau«he*t«*r, i'ou'. ori! .aid point*
9
) p. u.
f or KooiMier, Μρι-ίκι;νη1<
ΑΙί»·«τ«Σ, Vd'*iter!<«io αη<1 Maco Rivrr-i.iiO a. ui.. 1.25
p. tu. llcttiruinjt
μ. tu.. and (mixed) at tf.
leave Rochester at mixed'* Γ·.4Γ» a. u... ll.< 0
a. in., and 3.Γ·5 p. ui.; arrivir.f( .·»' I" rilan-t
(mixed 9.35 i. in., l.lop. m. and <>.lO p. in.
S ot lioi lwiiu.
Marcarappn, l!uuib« riant'
VI i I i>,
Wi'Htbrooli ι«η»ΐ Woodford'»,
at 7.'<iO a. ua., 1.Û»,
and (mixed) Ο. f->
p. M9.
a'
Tbe I.v55 p. »«. tiain 'rom Portland "lined
Ayer J! unr. with 8S ®o*ar Ί iiuui ! Itvulr for
the West, and at lTuiou Depot. Worc«-*ier. foi
Kt'W Voili vinNorwich liiuc, an· ail rail,
via Wprinj;tU Id, also with ΓΝ'. V. A W. Si. K.
II.
Maryland Route*') for Philadeland the
phia, Baltimore, \Vu»3imi;'!(ui,
Neuth and with Ko»fou A· Albany IS. It. foi
tbe We*i.
Close connections mail· uf Wewibruoî*
liou with through trains I file. Central li. It., ami
at GrandTrunl·
Transfer, Portland, with tv.ims
of Grand Trunk Κ. K.
tr all points South and West, at
tickets
Through
Ins Λ* Adams', No. 22 ExDepot oitices and aStreet.
change
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WE
ocltldtf
Γ, Supt.

by Shaw

Apply

ïiïpy d€lir t*^At any ra1lr«/i»j

Λ y fr

To lie Let.

STORE

go

boat ct£ to in New

m.

For Sale or To Let.
¥>LST bargain to be found, on PloMant street,
Γ> Woodford's Corner, lu rooms 2 bay windows,
vestibule, hard wood floors in kitchen "and back
hall, furnace to heat six r »oms, splendid ccllar,
(cemented,) plenty of well nd cistern wa-er. Enquire corner Mechanic ami Deering streets.
J. N. HEAD..
sep24 dtf

undei City Hotel, now occupied
& Co. Poshc-ssion given August 1st.
RUFUS DUNHAM, 2IS Fore St.

AM) BKKKS STS.

""1

Boarding

two

lit· Hurt

Wllf Τ
A II ΚΑ Ν «ϊ JE Μ Ε Ν Τ.
On and after Hominy. <lri. I*»,
Γ:-''"*?'ν'' '"'"SI £»NO, Passenger Trains will leave
lÎPoi-ilnu.l ut 7 «Ο a. «·., and
r'
9-"l .\£5 μ. in arriving at Wore· s r
ni.
and Τ.ίίΟ p. m.
at 2.15 p.
Returning icuvt
Union Iiepot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. id. ami 11.1" a.
at
at
1.10 p. in. and ύ.ΙΟ p.
Portland
m., arriving

corner

«KKE.V ΚΤΒΚΚΤ»,

AND

Express Trains. Do*; Track. Stow Ballast

ROCHESTER U. Ii\

«ν

Keadinjr K. W.

&

AND THI HI>

««

Congress
Has been occupied for
STORE
Samuel

Kantport,

WYOMOKE

M.Th&wly

«fe

PORTLAND

£et.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

6

author
nay be consulted on all dis- Χ IX
îasen requiring skill and experience,

de#

in

bacco, Opium, &c.,

Tiiθ author refers, by
permission, to Hon.
P. A. B1SSELL, M. D., president of the National

VIedical Association.
Address Dr. W. Η. PARKER, No. 4 Bui finch Street

cure

WYOMOKE

published.

by

and Nerve Food.

NINTH

oct27dtf

To

in Philadelphia

•host Outrai Station

Portland and Worcester Lien

on High St.
Sebago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable tor one teneApply to W. 11. S1MONTON, 304 Com-

fllWO tenements

—

STATION IN NEW YORK »^K.£V* m.

ment.

mercial St.

\\

New York, Trenton A. Philadelphia·

Ο54

SCHNAPPS.

WYOMOKE.

Boston,

entitled THE SCIENCE
Oil·'
LIFE: or.
«ELFP KES Ε Κ V ATI ON
1WW
Exh ustc<i
nervous and physical
debility,
jt vitality impaired by the errors oi' youth or too.,
ïlose application to business may be restored and
manhood regained.
Two hundredth edition, revised and enlarged, just
Il s a standard medical work the best
in the English language, written by a physician of
jreat experience, t« whom was awardeu a gold and
the National Medical Association.
Jewelled medal
;t contains beautiful and very expensive engravingsI'hree hundred pages, more than 50 valuable prescriptions for all forms of prevailing disease, the rejuit of many years of extensivte and successful practice, either one of which is worth ten times the
•jrice of the book. Bound in French cloth; price
§1, sent by mail post-paid,
Tne London Lancet says: "No person should be
ivitliout this valuable book. The author is a noble

J. H.

BETWEEN

Philadelphia

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
THE GREAT STOMACH TC AND LIVER REGULATOR.
only Pkrfect Blood Food in Fluid
Form. It represents tlie concentrated Extrct
of Malted Barley by which the vital nutritive
elements, the phosphates, iron, lime, etc., are
extracted without, chemical change,
constituting
the most reliable blood making, force
generating,
and life sustaining Alterative Tonic of the
present

Canton 4.20
5.15 ant!

leave

Bucktield,

For Canton and Buckiield, leave
Portland 1.30 p. in.; Leftteton, 1.57 p. in.
Stage connections for West Sumner, Dixtiold,
Byron, Hangley Lakes, Ac.
1. WASHBURN J».. President.
Portland Oet. 18. 1880.
oc'JOtf

Iro LET.
X

m.;

■

Family should be without LYDIA E.
PINKHAM'S LIVER PILLS.
They cure
Constipation, Biliousness, and Torpidity of the
Liver. 25c. per. box.

KNOW THYSELF.
untold miseries

Street,
nov(Jd3t

No

suffices.
& Co.,

that
indiscretion in early
Tsrsuit from
be alleviated and

at t-ô Elm

S IEaMERS.

Price

M,W&Fly

Apply

pi^?55ô5eîlM|3iiid «) 30 a.
".· "Jato.i^h. m.

To Let.

ONEgentlemen.

has produced as
system.
marvellous results in Purifying-the
Blood as the Vegetable
Compound
has in curing Female Complaints.

Dey Street, Ν. Y., §1.50 complete. Treatise and
remarkable statements by the cured, mailed free.
The afflicted can refer to:
S. Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Boston;
H. A. Ciioatk, Kevere House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goopwix, Hanover St.;
"W, Geraghty, 51 White St., Lawrence.;
Mrs. A. J. Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;
Caswell & Massey, Newport, R. I.;
Mrs. Sûsax B. Leighton, New Market, Ν. H.;
Mrs. Edgar Moores, Friendship, Me.;
Mrs. Geo. Webster, 69 Exchange St., Portland;
Mrt. George Hayden, West Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Aimee, Opera Prma Donca;
Paul Boyton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
Rev. C. H. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, Ν. Y
Sah'l Benedict. .Jr. 697 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
A real cure of Catarrh for §1.50!

IIE

A

pleasant front room iu Congress Square.
novÔdtf
Inquire at COG Congress St.

or

vestige of
IIumorM from the UlootS, at tlie
same time {five tone and
strength
to the
It

whicli assimilates with the mucous membrane and
forms not only a local, but a coiifetitutioiml

octll

RENT of 0 Rooms.
left hand bell.

BLOOD PURIFIER

Unquestionably the most important
discovery since vaccination. A remedy

îiiÉlUIIIQ

Bound Brook Route.
Portland,

For

Let.

\
ii.

my 19

Will

Cure.
medical

To

ίί,Κ

Λ

ΪΙ.Α.ΧΧί JElO-A-jJ».

terras, apply at the office of H. J. la Β15 Y &CO.,
First National Bank.
sep30dlwteodtf

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

ÇATARI!

Rumford Falls & Bin κί1<Μ

Κ

over

MHAM,

OF LYNN, MASS.

Is prepared at 233 and 235 "Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1.00. Six bottles for $5.00.
Sent by mail in the form of Pills, also in the form
of Lozenges, on receipt of price, $1.00, per box,
for either.
Mrs. PINKHAM freely answers all letters of
inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Mention this paper.

PREPARED ONLY BY -ffii

Let.

To

VEGETABLE COMPOUND

DRUGGISTS.

liAlLKOAi^

atom
occupied by G. M. Bosworth, iu
THE
Free St. Block, No. 4. Possession given Nov. 1.
For

mv27

THE

Wei Be Meyer's

that I was

turned toward the safe.

Irish land

Vegetable Compound,

Brunswick, Nov. 6, 1S80.

LET.

now

an

BRUNSWICK LOCALS.

Professor II. CioulHoii,
M.D., Physician to the Grand Duke of
Saxony; Knight of the Holy Cross, etc., eays :
It gives more tono than
anything I have ever
prescribed."
Sir Robert Clirislison. 51.D.,
IX..1>„ F.K.S., Pity sician to her Majesty
the Queen; President linyal British Association, etc., etc.,says: "The properties of the

—

paused, and a moment later a single ray
light like a silver thread pierced the
arkuess and fell upon the bed. luckily,
did not strike my face, and in an instant
closed my eyes. As I had anticipated,
je ray of light was directed toward my piliw, and by the sense of feeling 1 knew it
ed upon my face.

the

Professor J. SI. Carnoclinn.

».

re

deep slumber, the flirure, still with catke tread, glided through the bedroom and
ito die ticket-office,
IIy eyes were wide
jen again by this time.
The light from
le dark lantern had
increased, but its rays

by

M.I>., Professor of Surgery New York Medical College, says : " IIy patienta derive marked
and decided benefit from it."

oct28diaw n&vvv

f

;s

at

invitation to the Psi Upsilon
convention from Mr. I. S. Jameson of this
city now at Rochester.
Mrs. Dunning, with the assistance of Prof.
Rcsenberg, thinks of getting up a series of
Germans to be held in Columbian Hall.
Among Monday night's transparencies will
be one "Now for a Cotton Mill," furnished
by
the Independent.

than realized my expec-

moro

Kays
tations."

I

Not the clock, not the telegraphic instruuent. No, it was the sound as of the gratngofiron. Faint, very faint, yet still au·
ible to my ear. Breathing regularly and
leeply, as one breathes in sleep, I lay and
istened. Another inteval of silence, and
he grating sound came again, this time a
ittle louder than before. The light of the
tars shining through the window made the
ilijecis in the freight-room just visible. Aluost simultaneously with the second gratng noise I saw the cover of the wooden
iox rising slowly from the end furthest re
iiove
from the bed. I could feel my heart
humpiinr away like a sledge-hammer, but I
ontinued to breath heavily and to watch
eenly. Gently and noiselessly the cover
,'as pressed upward uni il it reached an
ugle which completely shut out from my
iew the window beyond. Λ moment later
lie figure of a man came out of the sliadws, while the box cover was let down as
oiselessly as it had been raised.
This, then, was the burden of the box.
'his was the meaning of the mysterious
rai ning »'hich the sounder had
spoken.
With cat-like tread the figure moved torard the door of my room. Still I lay as
a deep sleep.
On the threshold the fig-

goes back oil its grub.

The sewing school is again in full blast.
Roger's ship was ballasted partially on the
stocks to-day.
The Swedish ladies and Emerson will
give
an entertainment in Columbian
Hall next
Wednesday. Tickets for sale at Shaw's.
Torchlight procession by the Republicans

Professor Duncan Camp·
l»ell, 31,i>„ ï.2i.I>., President Jioyal
College of Physicians and Surgeons, cto., eic.,
:
"Itlia3

Jhe Liebig· Laboratory

Watch—the—box !"

uever

night.

Medals. Indorsed and Prescribed
Medical Π en of all Schools.

Highest

tar

<

'"Watch—the—box !
"What was that?"

plenty

bay.

Thanks for

^Price

liey aine out, through the window
j reight-room, which was on the line of visj Dit with the b x. How strangely still it
eeined after the mighty roar of the storm
iiid the sharp clap of thunder! Not a click
rom ihe instrument
now.
Not a, sound
ave the sturdy ticking of the clock.
Still I
ay listening, watchii.g with faculties all
•tert and my eyes always on the oblong box
A little past 2 o'clock—perhaps 10 minites.
The silence almost painful in its prooundness. Nothing but the tick-tick of
he clock, which, to my eager ears, had taken
m this sound, which it
kept repeating over
,ud over:

Butterfly

Honda}' night.

SOLD BY ALL

sluts as
of the

The

TO

sails to-morrow.

COCA BEEF TONIC.

(Cosmos).

YVouia il be the last time that 1 shoeid
perform that simple task? No matter. Ha
pier than most men, because coûtent with
iiiy humble lot, it should never be said that
old Billy flinched in the face "f duty. For
thai night it was my duty—my one sacred,
ali-imporiaiit duty—to guard the treasure
left in my keeping. And guard it would
while life remained.
When I h d finished winding the clock, I
took down from the shelf an old rusty pistol
which had 1 in for years undisturbed. It
was not loaded, nor had I either powder or
bullets anywhere in the station. But the
weapon was an ugly-looking one, and carried a sort of silent force in case of too aggressive argument. After examining the
rusty lock, 1 put the pistol on the table,
made a fresh glass of toddy, drank it,
lighted my ire, and—closed the door that
opened into the freight room. Now that I
was thoroughly myself again, I found it
easy to shut out the sight of that ominous
oblong bos.
Jt was not until the clock struck again—
that is 11—that I made up my mind to go to
tied. All the time the storm held'on, although the thunder had begun to rumble
more distantly.
I threw olï my coat and
slippers, put out the light in the ticket oftice, and turned that in my sleeping-ioom
lown to a low llauie. Then I drew the
money package from under the mattress
»nd pinned it securely to my woolen shirt,
inder my vest. This done, and the table
io placed that I could reach both
the lamp
md the pistol, 1 opened the door into the
'reight room some three or four inches, and
hen threw myself upon the bed. As soon
is my head touched the pillow, the instrunent, which had grown quiet, now clicked
iff the third time, loudly, distinctly, slowly,
t words of warning: "Watch the box!"
This time the warning was not needed. I
lad not gone to bed to sleep, but for the
ery purpose of watching the box. S anting as it did, with the head close to the
loor. and therefore close to the box itself,
he bed afforded the very best point from
ihich to keep an eye on the suspicious
reight. Had my faith in the telegraph
icking been less, or ljad my own sense of
;reat responsibility deserted me for a single
uoment, I should have certainly given up
he job of watching as foolish, and in that
ase it is not
likely that this narrative would
ver have been written.
But I believed in
he thrice-repeated message, and I did not
et drowsiness overcome patience.
Twelve,
me,
two,—ho ν very slowly the houi s
eemed to drag themselves. The low flame
if the lamp went out, as the oil went dry.
-Vhat a relief i' was to hear the clock strike!
Vt last, somewhere about midnight the

something growing out

the

the mad

The clock struck 10. I turned to the shelf
and with a hand that no longer trembled
inserted the key and wound it composedly.

have mentioned. There had been some
trouble at the works recently—a strike or

pocket.

their visit to Ind iana.
Ship Success is repairing at IUmariscotta.
Otlicor Tihbetts is once more at Uis post.
I!rig Jennie llurlburt with about IKJO tons of
ice from Thwing's Point for Philadelphia

Coca aro the most remarkable of any known to
give
the medical world. From ropoated personal
a concert here next
Thursday evening. The
trials I am convinced that its use is
highly sale of seats thus lar
beneficial and tonic."
assures a large attend,
ance.
Valuable in malaria ; ague ; malarial debility ;
dumb ague; low fever; marasmus; paralytic;
Rev. Dr. Means, Secretary of the Board of
spinal and nervous affections ; female weakForeign Missions, lectured last Sab ath at
nesses; bilious and liver affections; weak
the Congregational church 011 the
throats ; palpitation and other affections of the
country of
heart; epilepsy or falling sickness; weakness Africa and the field offered thero for missionof the voice of actors, singers, publio speakers
ary work.
and clergymen ; colic ; flatuloncy ; seasickness ;
The Bowdoin Philosophical Club met Frifalling out of the hair ; asthma ; shortness of
breath ; wasting diseases ; etc.: <3te. It is grateday, Oct. 29, at the Cleveland recitation room,
fully refreshing and restorativo after prolonged I Bowdoin College. The club was addressed bv
mentaland physical strain. It is pleasant and
Rev. W. W. Fisher, who spoke at some
length
agreeable, and is readily retained by the most
on "Church edifices."
delicate stomach. Dr. McBean (British MediThe Topsham High School closed
cal Journal) found it of great service in conFriday,
Oct. 29th. Tiie committee report continued
sumption. Baron von Humboldt says he
progress limine the last year. The principal
has never known a case of consumption or
is Mr. Ε. M.
Edwards, who gruluated from
asthma among those accustomed to its use,
Bowdoin College last year.
and that they live to a great age, retaining their
Election
passed off quietly last Tuesday.
mental and physical faculties to the last

roar of the storm no
I stepped boldly back
longer depressed
into uoy own room and rested my eyes unflinchingly 011 the mysterious box. What
was its mysterious freight?
Why had the
phantom of the storm sent these startli g
words over the wires'? What unknown
hand had reached out from the very lightning itself to warn me of impending danger?
These questions rushed through my mind as
I felt the dread fear disappearing and found
myseli growiug strangely calm.

with the humdrum sort of life,
and faithful to my duties, I had coine by degrees to attend to all the work which
he
place required. That is, 1 was the ticket
master
and keeper of the
agent, baggage
station, betides acting for the express company and coutinuuiK niv charge of the tele-'
graph key. These combined laboi s made it
pretty close work for me, bu they all yielded a pretty comfortable income; and as I
was troubled with no uusatislied ambitions
I coumed myself as well lixed. As I bave
ihtimaLed i slept in the station, partly to
keep guard of tne company's property, and
partly for choice, being a bachelor and without kin.
1 had nothing to attract me elsewhere. My duties had grown a sort of second nature and I had lived ill the little town
so long that the young generation had come
to speak of me as "Old Billy." That was,
I suppose, because my hair was
getting gray
aud my joints a little stiff.
The Red Ravine station was a wooden
building, about 400 feet long, aud 10 « ide.
It was divided into two compartments, the
larger one being for freight and baggage,
and the smaller one for passengers. My little room was only, a piece partitioned off
from the freight quarter, about 10 feet
square, and connected by a door with a box
of an office in the passenger room, which
served both for selling tickets and
holding
the telegraph key. In this latter apartment
also was placed an old-fashioned iron
safe,
iu which X locked up my valuable express
packages when any Happened to come to
Ked Ravine. The village, I ought to explain, had grown up entirely through the
influence of the great iron works of Eldridge & Kicketson. There were rich beds of
ore a few miles to the north, and
these, as
well as the foundry, which employed 4DO or
500 hands, were controlled by the firm Jl

the dam.

beyond the mill pond has been
cross drained by tlie street commissioner and
is in good condition for travel.
The English sparrows have returned from

LIEB1G GO'S

It was

me.

coûtent

over

Wit and Wisdom.

—

The hill just

ened his sharp trot and disappeared in the
d rkness.
They gave me a great deal more credit,
the people of Ki d Ravine, for that night's
adventure than I deserved. And I do not
blame them for laughing at how things
came out.
For when a party of us got back
to the station
my unconscious burglar had
disappeared, and the tracks next morning
showed that the covered carriage which 1
had met on the road had drawn up at the
platform. Who was it? Well, I couldn't
swea-, but I have a notion that it contained
the gentleman who had come on with the
body. At all events, neither he nor the body
was ever seen in the town
I had he
agaii
satisfaction of delivering the money ρ ckto
age safely
Eldridge & Ricketso", but the
check wliic'.i they gave me was not really
merited. For what rould have happened
had it not been for the mysterious message
which no man sent?

a

thunder and

first

of delay in paying
their wages. This is how it happened that the $13,000 money package came
Into my keeping for the night.
Well, when 1 had made all snug about
the premises and got off my wet clothing. I
sat down comfortably with
pipe and newspaper to enjoy uiy customary reading. The
storm outside continued to
rage fiercely, but
within things were as cosy as could be. I
had a blazing fire iu the stove, a cheerful
light, an easy chair, plenty of good tobacco
—the only luxury in which I was
really extravagant—a fresh newspaper and a bottle
of good old Holland gin, wherewith to
make my regular nocturnal loddy. Certainly these were pleasant surroundi gs for an
old fellow like me, and, as a rule
they
yielded as much solid comfort as a man lias
a right to expect iu this world.
But this
night things seemed all out of gear, as 1
have said.
My pipe didn't soothe ine as
was its wont; try as I might I couldn't
get
interested in the newspaper, and an uncomfortable feeling of dread—a feeling that
some shadowy but dreadful thing was about
to happen—possessed my mind ; aud even
when I had mued up a toddy considerably
stronger than usual, it failed to bring the
relief I had hoped for.
"It all comes of that pesky money package," 1 muttered to mvself. "Whv couldn't
It bave gotten here on the 11:30 ami saved
me the job of Keeping it here over
night?''
Just at th s moment came a terrific clap of
thunder a il a Hash of lightning vivid
enough to make the lamp dim. I had
locked the package i the safe, and put the

ning

hotel.
Half way on tbe road I met a covered carriage drawn by one horse, f took it to be
the turn out of Matthews, the hotel proprietor, and wondered what he could be out for
at that hour. I shouted his name. Then I
crie·' out at the top of my voice:
"I've killed a burglar down at the stati >ii !" Whoever was in the carriage must
have heard me, but the horse only ouiek-

ble in the telegraph office. I knew this was
work of an excited imagination. The
words to ray practiced ear were as plain as
if shouted in claiion tones. There had come"
no
call for Red Ravine, and the message
ended without signature or mark, but abruptly, as it had begun. More than this, it
was not the writing of any operator 011 any
section of the line. I would have sworn to
that with as inuchpositiveness as you would
to the tones of a voice with which you are
familiar. In the dot and dash alphabet we
learn to distinguish who is handling the
keys almost with as much accuracy as others distinguish handwriting.
And in all my
experience I had never heard the sounder
click off a message like that.
While I stood dazed and almost paralyzed
(for you 11111st remember that old Billy's
nerves were strung to a terrible pitch that
night) the rapid and unintelligible c lickclack was resumed as if a demon had again
got bold of the key. It was fully five minutes before 1 mustered courage enough to
pass into the ticket office and sit down by
the table myself.
Not once had I turned
back to look at the box. Almost at the instant of my sitting down at the table,
the
clicking
stopped
short, as it
had done before, and these very words were
the
box."
repeated, "Watch
Every dot, every dash, every word came
with such distinctness that it seemed to

found myse f installed at Rid Ravine as telegraph operator at the railroad station. Be-

the

mviliiTS

fingers

his own weapon.
He fell heavily,
without uttering a groan. The lantern was
extinguished as he fell, and with trembling
fingers I struck a match and lighted the
lamp in tin· office. As its rays fell upon the
upturned face of the robber 1 saw that
blood was flowing from the wound 1 had
inflicted, and 1 saw. too, that his face was
delicate in its outlines and
intelligent in expression. I had time to notice no more,
for 1 felt, ow that the danger was
past, llie
need of aid. Sp, after
binding the u conscious man's feet and arms, and
bathing his
head in cold water, I pulled on my boots
and overcoit and started in hot haste for the

110

■·

ing

inn,]

which in spokeu words meant, "Watch
the box."
I started as if a charge of electricity had
shoe through my frame. ί could fail ly feel
I stood motionless,
my face grow white.
clutching the back of my chair, and my eyes
riveted in a very vacant manner on the ta-

I replied, "it's a good four miles,
and in such a storm as this—"
"I'll wait until to-morrow," interrupted
the stranger. "There is some sort of a hotel here, isn't there?"
"Yes; a good on-. "You'll have to foot
it, though; but it's only a matter of a quarter of a mile, and you can't miss
your way,
for the road up the hill leads to the house."
Here 1 m de my way out to the platform
again and made my way to the express car,
where the money package, which all along 1
had secretly hoped wouldn't come, was delivered to me by the messenger. As he gave
it to lue he said, "You'll want to keep a
sharp eye 011 that, Billy. There's enough in
it to make one of your lied Raviners put a
bullet through your head, and never even
give you a chance to object."
"I'll look out for the lied Raviners, and
the
paci age, too," said
I, confidently
enough. But, if the truth had been told 1
didn't like the suggestion that the messenger had made.
The train oved off quickly, and I swung
my lantern as was my habit, by way of bidding good night to Luke Granger. Tiieu I
went into the station house with the little
package clutched tightly under my rubber
coal, expecting to find the man there wiio
had come on with the body. But he was
gone, being anxious, uo doubt, to get to the
hotel as quickly as possible. No. 39 was the
last train which sto ped at Red Ravine until
(1:10 o'clock the next morning. So my work
for tlje night was done, and I had only to
lock up the doors, see that things were all
right about the place, and sit down to my
newspaper in the little room which served
I

lin*

—..

Eldridge's my-

my sleeping quarters.
Twenty years have passed since

lit' litrhtnino fl-islied mut

of thi) telegraph continued. I caught my
heart trembling as I tried to refill my pipe.
Nervousness, 110 doubt ; but possibly an observer might have thought old Billy was
fi'isihti ned.
I had just liseu to wind ilie little clock on
the sii< if, when suddenly out of (he hitherto
meaningless tickiugon the instrument sharply and distinctly came to my ears these

just

grasped

all.

•'Well,"

as

—

I was too restless to sit still and too nervous to go to bed.
Besides, even if I hadn't
been so upset in my mind, it is doubtful
whether 1 could have slept through such a
storm as that.
To occupy myself about something, 1 relighted my lantern, went into the freight
room, examined again the bolts and fastenings of the windows, and returned to the
mom more
worried and upset tlia·: ever.
Just as I was entering my own nest the
light of the lantern fell squarely on the
wo den
box. Oddly enoush, until that
moment I had forgotten all about the dead
you up woman. Thii king so much of the
*lii,UUU hud, I suppose, driven the box out
of my mind.
But 1 can't say it was any
comfort to have it brought back
ow: for a
is
never
the most cheerful of comcorpse
pany. and feeling, as i lid then I would a
«real deal rather have had no company at

an

drive

BATH LOCALS.
ouslv the robber believed that the treasure
he sought was there. 1 waited until he
knelt down to examine the lock, and then,
with steps as noiseless as his own, I sli; ped ; About the Suburbs- Burg lory—Personal
from the bed and toward the half-opened
Shipping
Shoe
Merrymeetiiig Bay
door. So intent was he in examining the
Sales.
safe that it was not until I was within reach !
of him that he heard ine. lie sprang to his
Saturday, Nov. (>■
feet, bringing the glass of the lantern full
into my face, and reaching for his revolver,
The Star did nut leive Boston until li a. in.
he
had
which
laid on the top of the safe.
today.
But he was too late. With the rusty old
A very dense fog sut iu tliis noon.
held
pistol,
by its long barrel, I dealt him a
mill pond is filled and the water is tunThe
blow on the head
as his

CITY

OF

arrival of

ex-

* RICHMOND, 0W>t. W.
E. DenJSSBY ρ toon, will l»ave Railroad Wharf,
rMiwircv<ry Τue««lay, aintl l*ri-

eveniuRM, ul Π.15,

trains from
uf, Drt-r
ess

ar Harbor,
ne h ia* port.

Boston,

or

for

on

ltoc It la ml, 4'a*H. W
Itarbor.

DfillbriU^r, Jouopurt,

tSciaimajg, will leave

Machiasport,

and.

every 1*3 «w»-

a ad
Thursday florninu, a 4.3i\ *r
iug in Portland, tbo same
tb the Pullman night trainevening,
and early iuo?ning
liu for Boston, and the West.
Will also connect at
Rockland, with S&nf'ord Line
Steamers, each trip to and from Boston. Λlao„
eh trip to an·I from Bangor aud River
Landings,
steamer Eewistou is withdrawn until further no-

ty

counting

e.

Jassengers an t FrçJyht
nal

rates.

forwarded to Bangor ate

furtUax |*articulars inquire of
GEO. L. UAï, Gen. Ticket Agent»
Railroad Wharf,
Κ. GUSHING, General Manager,
'ortland, Sept. 10, 188<>,
epl7
dtt
?or

